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BEYOND QUALITY 
An Agenda for Improving 
Manufacturing ~pabilities 
in Developing Countries 

'Forty years ago W Edwards Deming 
helped to launch the world's first 
widespread application of quality control in 
Jopori. The modern-doy equivalents of 
those methods ore now pr:ictised by 
successful firms and managers throughout 
the industrialised world. Beyond Quality 
will help the developing countries to do the 
some. It will be essential reading for those 
who hope to master methods of continuous 
improvement and the related statistical 
techniques. Using technologies such as 
these. monufodurers in developing 
countries will be able to improve labour 
productivity, upgrade methods of enterprise 
monogement and promote the goals ol 
economic development.' 

- Junjo Nogud11, Managing Director of the 
Union of Japanese Sc1ent1~1S and Engineers (JUSEI 

Global manufacturing hos been altered by 
the emergence of o new opprooch to 
production which differs rodicol'y from the 
principles of mos! production. This 
approach hos been characterized 1-.y 
successful rw.mufocturers it1 Asia end the 
West who hove engaged in o continuous 
process to in1pro·1e q~·olity, process 
productivity and i::ost performance. 
The authors of Beyond Quality argue that 
many of the methods used by these new 
firms ore equally suitable for 
manufacturers in developing countries and 
the transition economies of Eastern and 
Central Europe. 

Using case study material from Latin 
America, Africa and Central Europe, the 
authors demonstrate that it is the skill and 
organization of people - rather than 
sophisticoled equipment - which 
determines growth in p~oductivity and 
product quolil'f. These new forms of 
improvement ore not dependent on 
economies of scale and so provide small 
prcducers with the fte11ribility to compete 
effectively against moss producers. 
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Foreword 

Patterns of competitive advantage in world industry have changed dramatically 
over the past 20 years. Entirely new industries have emerged as older ones have 
died or become a me:e shadow of their former selves. The forces driving these 
changes are a subject of paramount importance to anyone interested in the 
future of manufacturing. They include labour costs. capital investment. 
workers' skills and technological progress. Alongside these is another well
known ingredient of competitive success: the way these inputs are deployed 
and used depends on managers' skills and managerial techniques. and this, too. 
is a fundamental determinant of a firm's prosperity. 

One of the key premises of this book is the suggestion that managerial 
techniques are becoming a more important determinant of competitive ability. 
and therefore deserve more attention than they sometimes receive. There are 
several reasons for this realignment among the forces that shape world industry. 
First, rapid advances in production technologies have led to many labour
saving innovations. The result has been to diminish the role of labour costs in 
the competitive equation. Second, the liberali7.ation of capital markets and the 
large-scale movements of capital which have foilowed from this development 
are eliminating international differences in the cost and supply of this factor. 
Indeed, we expect to see a rise in foreign direct investment during the remainder 
of this decade and anticipate that an increasing portion of these funds will be 
directed to certain developing countries. Third. the world"s markets for 
manufacturers arc more turbulent and competitive than ever hcfore and this 
places a premium on managerial capabilities. Finally. managerial techniques 
are evolving at an unprecedented pace. making the gap hetween ·state-of-thc
art' management tools and more familiar methods greater than ever before. In 
tomorrow's world, it will be the way a factory is organi?ed and managed that 
matters most in manufacturing. 

The types of managerial techniques described in this hook arc neither fads 
nor untested id.:a-;. In fact, their origin can he traced hack to the I 940s in the 
United States of America. Shortly afterwards, these same ideas were exported 
to Japan where they were improved, clahoratcd and further relined over the next 
40 years. Today, they have been adopted -- in full or in part - hy a numhcr 
of firms around the world. Our fear, however. is that this international 
migration of managerial principles and techniqui:s is too selective. Manufac-

xiii 
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turers in industrialized countries are proving lo he willing converts but in 
developing countries the pace of acceptance is far too slow. 

The nanagerial techniques which arc the subject of attention here are known 
as kaizen to the Japanese and are generally referred to as ·methods of 
continuous improvement' in other countries. The United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization (UNIDO) has been active in this field for several 
years. The goals of the Organization are to assist firms. inJustries and 
go'lemments in developing countries in mastering these techniques and to 
accelerate their diffusion throughout the manufactur;ng sector. UNIDO's work 
in the area of continuous imprcvement is part of a wider-ranging programme 
which includes assistance in meeting international standards. elements of total 
quality management and total quality control. The experience accumulated 
through these programmes demonstrates how effective these methods are. and 
serves as a primary source for much of the material on which this book is based. 

MAURICIO DE MARIA Y CAMPOS 
Director-General 



Explanatory Notes 

The fallowing classification of economic groupings is used in the text. and in 
most tables. in conformity with that used by the Statistical Office of the United 
Nations Secretariat: ·developing countries· includes all countries. territories. 
cities and areas in Africa (except South Africa). Latin America East Asia 
(except Japan). South Asia and West Asia (except Israel); "industrialized 
countries· includes Northern America (Canada and the United States of 
America). Europe. Australia. Israel. Japan. NC\\. Zealand and South Africa. 

Unless otherwise indicaced. ·manufacturing· includes the industry groups 
listed under Major Division 3 in Indexes io the International Standard Indus
trial Classification of All Economic Activities (United Nations publication. 
Sales No. E.71.XVll.8). 

Mention of commercial enterprises does not imply endorsement of those 
enterprises by the United Nations. 

Dates divided by a dash ( 1970-75) indicate the full period involved. 
including the beginning and end years. References to dollars($) are to United 
States dollars, unless otherwise stated. References to tons are to metric tons. 
unless otherwise specified. 

Annual rates of gnm1h or change are ba<ied on data for each year throughout 
:he period indicated and arc calculated using a semi-logarithmic regression 
over time. unless otherwise specified. 
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I. Continuous Improvement in 
Changing Markets 

Recent years ha\'e brought more than the usual amoum of n:, •r!:"anization and 
reappraisal in world industry. Coming after a prolonged r•''i••,J of unmtcr
nipted growth. this de\'elopment represenced a dramatic rcy,•r,;il in fonuncs. 
Manufacturing had thri\'ed for se••eral decades anJ by the _ ginninf: of the 
1970s the world's landscape was cluttered with multinationals and oth\!r huge 
firms. most of them based in industrialized countries. Subsequenr ~ 1.:ars hav·: 
not been kind to these industrial giants. Some arc now a shadow ot their former 
selves and a few have disappeared entirely. Commentator-.. tell us that the 
reason has usually been a failure to adapt to changing circumstances. That 
diagnosis is probably accurate hut it is also too general to suggest many 

remedies. 
One of the premises on which this hook is based is that today".; markets for 

manufactures are quite diff crent from those existing in earlier years. Such a 
distinction is not original. Tiac same point has been stres~ed hy economists. 
business consultants and policy makers. Howe\'er. opinions differ ah<mt the 
reasons for this change. Some analysts argue !hat the volatility which exists 
today is much greater than ever before. while others suggest that intemation
ali1.ation of markets. the accelerated pace of technological progress or .. omc 
other phenomenon is the culprit. 

Whatever the interpretation. several of the macroc :onomic and 
microeconomic forces that lie behind these ~hanges arc easy In identify. The 
world economy grew at an unprecedcnrcd rate hetwcen 1950 and the: 1.:arl~ 

1970s ( Madi~on. 1982 ). hut in more recent years growth has hccn l'rrallc. 
wreaking havoc with in\'cstmcnl plans. macrnl.!rnnomic policies and imerna
tional economic relationships. Other sources of vola1ili1y arc policy-indm:cd. 
Wide swings in exchange rates. the liberalization of capital markds and the 
large-scale movements of cap:tal which accompany thc'e cin:um,lancc' arc 
examples. Meanwhile. the intensity of international competition ha' hccn 
growing. Firms arc constantly reduci~J.! the time required for product dl·wlop
mcnt and accelerating the pace of technological prnJ.!ress in otha way ... 
Consumers also contrihute to these circun1stancc'. Panerno; of con,umption arc 
changing as households grow richer. A si~nilicant minority ol con,urn.-r' an• 
prepared to pay more for o;omc vcr,ion of a product which i' unique. morl' 



luxurious ,,r ~lll.'r sl.'r\"t:s lhl.'ir pmicular th.'l.'ds. _.\.; cu ... 1oml.'ri1a1ion grows in 

i mportancl.'. markl.'h fragml.'lll and proJucas 'ilruggk 10 sati.,fy a Ji \·l.'rsl.' "'-'t of 

con ... umer prdl.'rl.'nces. 
The \"olatility in 1tx.lay·s markl.'ts is s1l p.:n·a.,in.· as to cast d1mht on some of 

thl.' principks that guided companil.'s in more peacdul tint'-''· One prominent 

\ictim may ~the manufacturer·s incl.'s .. anl search for e..:onomii::s of scale . 

. ·\econ.ling tn traditional thinking. fim1s mu'I pro<luci:: in n:ry large 4uan1ities 

in ordl.'r 10 rl.'Jucl.' thi::ir unit costs. E:teh hatch of itl.'m' could numhl.'r thou,ands 

nr t..:ns of thousand~. With pnll.luction nms of 'uch imml.'nsi:: -.i1c:. it j., difficult 

forth.: firm to rt:sp1lml 10 a suJd..:n ... hi ft in compctiti\·I.' condition., orconsum.:rs · 

prdal.'nci::-.. Thi.' ''-'arch fpr gri::ater i::..:onomii::' of scak and rdatl.'d goals may 

lll't he 'li.:h a prominl.'nt katuri:: of manufacturl.'r..; · pbn' in thi:: future 1 sec 

Box 1.1 L 

l >1hc:r m:mufacturing guiddin~s arc: li::'s wdl known. hm equally suspect in 

!h.: 11c:w marker i::n\'ironment. Soml.' l.'xampks arl.' the organizational strncture 

of large firm,. their ml.'th1xJ., of collecting and li'ing in-plant data and their 

d.:pend.:nc.: on in,pection as a ml.'an ... of ·~uality control. Ea,·h of the'c •mhject-; 

i ... l.'Xamin.:d in lat('r chaptl.'rs. For the pr('sent. it is ,uffi,:i('nt to note that many 

..:ompani('' arc: mrning away from tradition.ii principk .... 
Tht: alt.:matin: forms of org:m11ation am!\\ ork p:ocl.'Jure., that an.• gaining 

fa\·our ha\·I.' ('\"oh·l.'J 11\'er many ~ear'. Some ml.'thnJ, can tra..:~· their origins to 

the l 921h in :h..: l nitl.'J State,. I .ater. the'e idl.'as \\C:I': e:xportl.'d to Japan where 

thl'Y \\'l.'l'l' imprm·ed. clahorateJ anJ furth.:r dl.'\'.:hiped. By the 19!'1'ls finm 
out,id.: Japan had hl.'~un to .:xpcriml.'nt with the nl.'w methods. Today. they are 

~·mg adopted - in full or in part · -- hy a largl' numher of the worH's 

manufad11r('r'. ( >ur fear. hm\e\ a. j, that thi' international mig at ion of 

m:magl·rial princ1pk., and production t.: .. :hniqui:' i' 11:0 -.eledi\.l'. Finns in 

inJu ... trialitell ..:ounlrie' ;m: pro\'ing to h(' \\ii ling con\1.·ri... hut in <le\'eloping 

.:ountrii:' thi: pa.: I.' of acl..'('ptan.:e '' far loo ..,111\\'. 

Tlwri: ar1.· many d.:t.:rminar.t' of a firm·' compi:litl\ e p1 "it ion. ·1 hn'c 

di,.:u"l'd in till' hook arl' only part of a lnn)!l'r Ji,t "hidl mduJe, w1.·ll-known 

factor' like thi: cn't of lahour and capital. \\orki:r,- 'kilt.... te.:hn,1l11~ie' and 

puhlK poli.:~. But in our 'il'\\. 'onw of 1he,1.· tradttional fador' are not a-; 

important a-. tlwy oncc \h'l"I.'. The l'han!!in)! paltan 11f c11mpd1ti\ c ad\'anta)!I.' 

., ll•l lon~a hl'lll~ dfl\•'11 hy .:heap !;'.hour ;u1d 111\\ \\a!!1.''· :'lior will capital 

111\\''llncnt. ho\\l'\1.'r lar)!l.". en,ure that ;1 firm tlm\l'' 1n !<~day"' markcts. In 

.:11n1r;1,t. nwthod' ol ma11age111ent. th.: 11r~ani1a1:11n 11f prnd11.:11on lme' and thl.' 

'"' 'P -111111r pn 1l·1.·dur1•.., which .ir,· i:mph 1~ l'd ar,· llH •r1.· 1mpi1rt,int rt.an in th,· pa~t. 
Till'\\ .1~ .t fadory 1' 11r~am1ed ;111d 11pi:rall'' m:1ttl'r' 11111,t 111 thi' l'llll'l')!ill)! age 

of 111an11f;11.:111nn)!. 



( "ontinuout /mpr01·emen1 !n C "hanging .\lt1rlct>1.t 

Closely rdllal to the idra of scale ecoeomics is the concept of ·economic order 
quanlily. (EOQ). The measure. which indicates the opcimum numbcrofirans in a nm 
or belch size. can refer to a single machine or mt entire production line. In c~case. 
it is ddennined by rwo cost components. The first is •carrying costs· which consists 
of"mtaestchargeson unfinished picce5 -IPd mataials,alongwithdmgcs forW".tgCSand 
renlS to sbR these inventories and mo11e them around the factory. Set-up charges are 
the odaercomponent and include the coses of preparing the machine or production line 
to produce 11 particular item. along with the cost of test samples arid any other 
preliminary steps. The canying costs per 1Dtit of output rise as the batch siz.e incrases 
but set-up charges decline. Adding the two components together gives a measure of 
production costs which first declines and then rises. The minimum point on the total
cost curve is the EOQ (see Box Figure l. l ). 

The EOQ is a well-known part of the~ productt's arsenal of cost controls but 
its usefulness is being seriously challenged. One criticism is that thc EOQ results in 
production runs whici~ arc too large in today's fast-changing markets. Another is that 
set-up and carrying~- are not the only ~inants ofbalch siz.e. Other activities 
that aR not isolated by conventional accounting practices also contribute to costs. 
Examples are the amcunt of wasted time and materials which oc.cur during manufac
turing. thcmotivation and skillsoftheworkersand thequa,ityofa product. Finally, 
critics argue chat very little can be done to reduce curying costs whatever the amount, 
but a great deal can be clone to reduce set-up ch3rgc:s and the more nebulous costs 
refcrml to here. Arguments such as these arc wiMing o\·cr many managers, leading 
them to modify (or even discard'; traditional guidelines like the E0Q in order to compete 
in today's turbulent markets. 

-------- -- --- --- ------ ------ -- --- - --- --- . 
Qua11ri1J produced 

(prodactioll ran or balcll liu) 
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There is no shortage of new ideas on how finns should deal with the matters 
in today·s fast-changing markets. However, many of these ideas have proven 
to be litt!e more than fads and others have not fulfilled lheir promise. The 
techniques and principles discus.-.ed in this book ha·:e a longer hi.>tory and have 
proven to be extremely effective in improving productivity and competitive 
prowess. Moreover. they have been successfully employed in different parts 
of the world and in a wide range of industries. Known a'> kaizen in Japan. these 
techniques are ref erred to in this book as ·methods of continuous improve
ment' .1 Later in this chapter we describe the objectives and principles on which 
these methods are based, along with the areas of application which receive the 
most empha,.:s. But ~efore turning to the microeconomic matters which are the 
heart of this book. it is useful to consider how these conceprs are transferred 
across national boundaries since this issue is especially relevant to the discus
sion which follows. 

MECHANISMS FOR INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER 

Long experience ha,. shown that international trade and foreign direct invest
ment (fDI) are the most effective means of transmitting new idea,. and 
technologies around the world. Companies may voluntarily join this process 
by selling their products abroad. investing in foreign markets or establishing 
tie-ups with other producers. either in their home market or abroad. Those that 
abs1ain soon fall behind in the race to nirvive. Most will find themselves 
competing against imports or facing competition from local rivals that are 
foreign-owned or work in partnership with foreign collaborators. 

Though trade and FDI are alternative mechanisms for entering the world 
economy. they have distinctly diff erenl implications for the firm. Expanded 
trade enta!ls few imer-firm linkages. And the linkages which are created tend 
to be rather superf ;ial in nature. A different set of circumstances applies to 
FOi. Production-based links tend to be rather complex. requiring close 
working relationships hetwecn the foreign investor ar.d local partners. The 
issues which investment-related linkages pose involve companies' organiza
tional structure. managerial methods and production procedures. In other 
words. they are precisely the types of issues which concern us in t'1is book. 

Trade has traditionally been the more important route to world markets. The 
growth of world trade from the 1950s until the early 1970s surpassed all 
expectations Though ii continues 10 expand at a stcaJy pace. trade's preemi
nence is being challenged hy foreign investment. For example, statisticians 
estimate that the value of the total stock of foreign inves1men1 is around $2,000 
billion - equivalent to about one-third of all the world's private productive 
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assets. The turnover generated by these assets in 1992 was bigger than total 
world exports. Experts go on to speculate that FDI may only bl: in its 'take-off 
phase'. perhaps in a position comparable to world t.rade in the 1950s (see. for 
example. Julius. 1990). 

The pattern of FDI is also expected to change. At present, most FDI is 
between industrialized countries but a wider dispersion of capital flows is 
already emerging. The commiunent by many developing countries to greater 
education, market liberalization and privatization is beginning to pay off with 
stronger economic growth and a growing number of middle-class consumers. 
By the end of the decade, the average return on FDI could be much closer to the 
high rates of the I %'ls than the modest ones of the 1980s. 2 This is part of the 
reason why experts predict that the real value of FDI going into developing 
countries in the year 2000 could be two to three times greater than in 1990. 

The developing countries that gain most from this surge in foreign invest
ment will not necessarily b.! tltose attracting the greatest amount ofFDI. Large 
inflows of foreign investment sometimes lead to correspondingly large amounts 
of imports which is not the ideal result. To maximize the benefits of FDI, local 
manufacturers should be able to supply the newcomers with materials, compo
nents, semi-finished products and services. In other words, the foreign-owned 
firm should have strong links with the local economy, generating not only jobs 
or additional exports but boosting domestic demand for raw materials and 
intermediate inputs. This objective - to ensure that foreign investment 
generates business links with local finns - suits the preferences of many 
investors todaj. International companies are accustomed to working closely 
with a wide range of subcontractors and independent suppliers in their home 
market and would consider similar arrangements in their foreign factories. 1 In 
fact, the possibility of 'fecal sourcing' is becoming a more important determi
nant of FDI as the significance of other criteria wanes (see Box 1.2). 

Foreign investment is growing in importance and is gradually drawing more 
and more firms into the internationa: orbit. If developing countries are to make 
the most of these opportunities, their firms must meet the same managerial and 
organizational standards as their manufacturers in the industrialized world. 
Companies that are experienced practitioners of contint1ous improvement will 
have a distinct advantage. They have a much beuer chance of attracting foreign 
capital or - equally impcrtant - supplying these foreign-owned firms with 
the inputs they require. On these grounds, public officials and managers of 
private firms should both have a strong interest in programmes of continuous 
improvement. 

In conclusion, the claims we make in support of continuous improvement go 
far beyond the benefits ar.cruing rhrough FDI. Much more significant gains can 
be realized in terms of customer satisfaction, higher productivity, capital 
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Box 1.2 Tile ch•ncinl criteria for FBI 

Evay investment is unique. though changes in the relatM importance of general 
investment criteria can be identified. For example. simple types of iuWSlmad 
inccntivcssuchastaxholidaysarcnol~ofmuchsignific:ancc. Largecompanics 
acknowledge that if these inccntivcs are the main reason for investing in a particu1a 
coootry it will bcwiscrto look elsewhae. Anolher!raditional magnet for FDl-cbelp 
labour - is also losing its appeal owing to the growing sophisticaticn of global 
organizations and modem methods of production. Meanwhile. big investors display a 
growing interat in procuring local inouts. Theirprefcrcncc stems ftomacombination 
of concerns which includes timely delivery of defect-free ir.puts and matcrillls at 
competitive prices and other attnbutes of continuous improvement. 

ltisdifficulttogaugcthee:xtaittowhichfcreign-owncdfimsrelyonimportsr:dher 
than local supplio-s although m:ent data from Mexico sheds some ligM on this issue. 
That country's assembly or maquiladora industry has been a magnet for foreign 
investment. Bysevaalstandardsthcexperimentcanbcjudgedasucccss. Forexamplc., 
over 2, I 00 maquilador.t plants uc in operation anc! the sector is presently Mexico's 
second largest earner of foreign exchange. However, only about 5 per cent of the 
productin:>UtSusedinthemaquiladorasareactuallypurcliascdfWcmMexX:ansuppliers 
(Brannon, James and Lucker, 1990). Recent surveys have shown that many managers 
would prefer that a greater portion of their inputs come from local sources. In some 
instances no klc:al source of supply exists but \Vhere local alternatives are available they 
are not regarded as competitive because of their quality, price or erratic supply 
schedules (Wilson, 1992). 

savings. waste reduction and other fonns of etliciency. The way these goals can 

he achieved throuz.h continuous improvement is the overriding theme of thi'i 

hook. 

WHAT IS CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT? 

Continuous improvement refers to a !inn's unceasing effons to upgrade 
product-;. manufacturing processes and other p<1'1<; of its production system in 

•lrder to meet customers· requirements while concurrently reducing ineffi

cien~y and cost: (see Cole and Mogab. 1994). 
Two general points follow directly from this brief definition. first. change 

is the lcitmotifof continuous improvement. Such an approach may seem to be 

a curious one for a manufacturing finn to adopt: people generally prefer to work 

in a stahle and predictable environment. I lowevcr. a !inn ·s ahility to adapt to 
the rnlatilc conditions that prevail in today's markets requires that workers and 

production methods he extremely flexible. Second. the firm·s quest for ways 

to improve poses a special challt-ngc to managers. rhey have to create an 
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environment which \\i;I convert the learning and exp-:rience .1f the workforce 
into a steady stream of imrrm·emcnts. But they can only sun:eed with the full 
cooperation of others - in particular. the shop-tloor workers who arc the 
company·s real ·\'alue-adders·. Managers must strike a halance hetween their 

traditional role of ·controlling from ahove· and a new one which requires 
·consent". or at kast a more consensual ;1pproach. 

Contim1ous improvemc~nt proceeds through a constant stream of alterations 
or adaptations in a fim1 · s production processes. decision-making practices and 
organizational methods. Some will have widespread repercussions and may 

require facilitating investm::nts. The vast majority. however. are tiny. rns:lcss 
modifications and it is their cumulative effeL' which is t:1e true source of 
competitive strength. It follows that most improvements will not he otwious 
lo the outsider until they come together in some dramatic and ohvious 
innovation such as just-in-time manufacturing (JIT). 

Practitioners of continuous imp:-ovement can also he distinguished in terms 

of the great emphasis they place on upgrading workers· skills and ahi lities. The 
standard view of the "learning curve· assumes that a fixed and externally 

developed technology is introduced into the firm through investment. Learning 
then hccomcs a rote process as the firm strives to maximize efficiency with the 
use of outside tcchn<1logy I sec Scnramm. 1994 ). In contrast. continuous 
improvement proceeds through a series of e~1dogenous advances that relics on 
experimental learning within the firm. This is a creative process which works 

hcst when personnel have a general pcrspc.:tive and understand how their task-. 
and rcsponsihilities fit with other undertakings in the 1ilant. 

Firms can not pursue the goals of continuous improvement without linkering 
with each r.1inutc part of their production syslcm. In Joing so, lhcy may choose 

from a wide range of lechniques and proce<lurcs. Some arc usc<l lo monitor 
manufacluring processes lo ensure efficit•ncy an<l precision; olhers arc in
lcnde<l to improve -.pecific parts of the manufacturing system such as mwntory 
control or maintenance routines. By making use of these loots. lhe successful 
user of continuous improvement will progrL ...... iong its own technological path 
with changes emerging from the very produclion processes of lhc firm. 

An exhaus1ive account of all the tools and options availahlc to the continuous 
improvement firm 1CIF1 is not pos~ihle here. In the inlerest ofhrevity. we have 

':hosen to emphasize certain methods and fields of application rather lhan 
others. The main considerations which have guided our selection of .. uhject 
matter ;•r,~ ~he following: 

• We frn.:11s on the way-. techniques of continuou' irnprovcml·nl can he 
employed on lhe "hop lloor. These same methods rnn aho ht.· applied 
in other activitie-.. rangin~· from rt·-.earch ;md development to the 
dislrihution of finished products, However. new practitioners will 
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generally record the largest and quickest gams by concentrating on 
shop-floor applications. Thai. emphasis is also cons!stent with orienta
tion of most firms in developing countries, since the manufacture and 
assembly of products overshadc.·ws their involvement in research or 
distribution. 

• One of our primary goals is to demonstrate how a carefully implemented 
programme of continuo1~s impr~vement can yield svbstantial cost 
savings clJld productivity gains while still reducing lhe rate of product 
defecL'i. 

• Not all techniques of '=Ontinuous improvemenl are equally suitable for 
every firm. Some will be most appropriat..! for :he beginning practitioner 
and it is these which receive the greatest empha'iis. Other methods are 
best employt:d by firms having several years of experience with contin
uous improvem.!nt and are described in less detail. 

These lines of empha'iis narrow the focus of discussion but tht; list of topics 
·o he considered is still a long one. Many deal with partic1.1lar areas for 
improvement such as maintenance. plant layout. machinery design. methods of 
handling materials. means of sharing informatiun and related matters. Along
side these specific applications are several more general ones which are 
intended to help the firm monitor and control its prduction sys•~m and the 
manufacturing [lrocesses w:1ich make up that system. The latter are statistical 
in character and are usually the first rhase in any programme of conrinuous 
improvement. "!lle statistical principles on which these procedures are based 
are explaine<l in the following section. 

Coping with Variation in Manufacturing Processes 

Manufacturers niu,;t constantly deal with a complex set c.f interactions inv:>lv
ing material'> and parts, production processes and tcc!mol<1gies, and workers 
and manac,l'IS. No two hits of material are the same. no two machines perform 
idenllcal!y and no two operators are equal in skill. dedication and powers nf 
concentration. This interaction llCtween materials. machinery and people is 
inevitahlc. Bui it i . .; also a source of variation which must be brought under 
control before a firm can introduce any lasting improvements in its production 
system. 

One simple example of variation occurs when a manufactured article departs 
in some way from pre-determined standards. Another is ohserved when two 
items a ·c manufactured in exactly the same way hut turn out somewhat 
differcn :ly. In either case. it is statistical variation that cxpl<1ins the discrepancy 
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between the actual and desired outcome. Such deviations occur in all manu
facturing processes but serious prnblems arise if the difference between the 

actual and de:>ired outc0me is significant. When nriation is large or unpredict
able. the firm· s ability to anticipate future outcomes is undermined. A manager 
is no longer able t'J plar. production or to forecast costs and revenues. Equally 
damaging is the fact that large or unpredictable amounts of variation push up 

production cos~s or result in significant customer dissatisfac:tion. 
To illustrate. suppose the manufacturer of a granular product experiences 

high and unpredictal-ik -.aiiation. The fim1 can not predict with any certainty 
the average a:nuunt of its product which will be available in each container. 
Sometim~s this amount exceeds the weight specified on the container label. 
while at other times it is lower. Customers will be dissatisfied if they receive 

less than the amount s!ated on the label. To avoid this outcome. the manufac
turer sets an unnecessarily high limit on the amount of granular material that is 
dispensed per C1.>ntainer. This correctii>n prevents shortfalls hut it also results 
in wasteful overfilling and increased costs. By reducing variation. the producer 
would be able to lower the fill-weight target and cut costs without risking 

customer dissatisfaction. 
Savings of this kind can he identified through standard accounting and 

financial practices.' Other benefits an: less obvious. however. and may e'>cape 
the attention of acrnuntants or fir.ancial analysts. A reduction in statistical 

variation can lead to fewer inspections. simplified routines and le'>s time for the 
rework of defective items. With these improvements. a firm should he ahle to 
scale hack its inventories of work-in-process and take advantage of other 

opportunities. For example. as the amount of variation in the production '>ystem 
is reduced. it becomes easier to meet customers· specific requicemcnts or to 
raise the quality of a product or service. The re.,ult is a larger number of return 
buyers (often bringing new customers J. greater ~ales and a stronger competi11ve 
position. Benefits such as thcs.: typically escape the attention of the accountant. 

Firms th<i.t embark on programmes of continuous improvement 1-iegin hy 

distinguishing between twn ft:nd<1mentally different type-. of variation: 

• Cmnmon-cau.H' rariarinn arises from source-. common to the entire 
syster.i. These disturbance'> arc due to tlaw-. in the productirn sy-.tcm 
and will persist without fundamental improvement-. in -.pecific produc

tion proce .... cs. 

• Spl'cial cc 'HI'S of variation occur at isoloi1ed lime" or Im: at ions. Unlike 
common <: .. u-.e-., they affect only certain parh of a production -.y-,tem 

and arc no! nc<:c~\arily repeated. 
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By observing the paHem of statistical variation over a sufficiently long 

period of time. we can distinguish hetw.:.:n common and special causes. A 
manufacturing process that is subject only to common-cause variation is 
described as being stable or 'in control". In such a case the same level of 

variation prevails over time and the proportion of defective outcomes can he 
predicted. When hoth common and special causes are at work. the amount of 
variation is not predictable and production proces~:es are unstable or 'out of 
control'. Importantly. all special cause:.; of variation must he removed before 
management turns to the real problems: continuous improvements can not 
begin until a process is stable, or in control. 

A simple illustration of the two sources of variation is found in Figure I. I. 
Observations for process A show month-to-month changes in labour produc

tivity. The latest observation is less than the previous one. although it falls 

within the boundaries of the historical series. Because these boundaries appear 
to be constant over time. we attribute the variation to a common set of causes 
within the existing system. The situation is different for process B. Month-to
month change.> are comparatively small but the most recent value lies well 
outside the historical pattern. This result implies that process B is unstable. 

Managers should he able to identify the reasons (or special causes) for the 
unusual deterioration and remove them. However. neither process A nor B 
represents an ideal condition. Special causes must be removed before compre

hensive meth•>ds for continuous improvement can begin. All procc'ises ;ind 
production systems (including those which arc in control) need improvement. 

Casual observers tend to attribute unanticipated outcomes to special rather 
than common causes. This hias reflects a deeply ingrained he lief that mistakes 

such as defects. cost-ovcmms. accidents or poor service result from the poor 
performance Clf individuals or similar unusual events 1 sec Box 1.3 ). Such 

misinterpretations occur when managers arc unclear about the statistical 
stability of their manufacturing system. In fact. experts believe that more than 
90 per cent of all problems and opportunities for improvement arc inherent to 

the ~;ystcm (Deming. 1986. p. 315). In other words. variation is typically due 
to common rather than special causes hut the onlooker often assumes other

wise. 

Organization and Highlight'i 

The following chapter describes th.: main advantages of continuous improve
ment for manufacturers in developing countries. Later chapters deal with 
organizational implications for tht• firm. the implementation of actual prm:c
dures and the experiences of specific companies that have employed these 

techniques. Below. we provide a summary of the highlights and main points 

discussed in subsequent chapters. 
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Figure I.I Stahle and unstable pn>duction pnH.:es:re.{: an illustration 
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Programmes for contir.uous improvement are a familiar part of the man11f:ic
turing scene in industrialized countries but can they be equally effective for 
manufacturers in developing countries? Chapter 2 deals with this question, 
advancing several rea-.ons why continuous improvement is particularly suit
able for use in this part of the world. 

The economies of most developing countries art: characterized by an 
abundance of cheap labour and a relative scarcity of capital. These conditions 
are similar to those faced by Japanese manufacturers shonly after the Second 
World War. Like many of their counterpans in today's developing countries, 
Japanese companies lacked the finances needed to purchase new equipment 
and modernize their plants. Engineers and managers quickly recognized that 
continuous improvement was an effective and inexpensive way to counter 
these drawbacks. Product quality could be improved and costs reduced without 
large-scale spending for additional equipment and machinery. 

The opponunities which these methods offer in tenns of capital savings are 
discussed in some detail in Chapter 2. They include: a reduction in the down
time required for repair and maintenance, a speedier process of machine 
changeover so firms can shift quickly from production of one product model 
to another, the possibility of increasing plant capacity without additional capit .. I 
inje:ctions. and the option of incorporating new technologies in existing 
machinery rather than purchasing the latest versions. Striking examples where 
firms using continuous improvement have been able to operate more efficiently 
than competitors with newer and more sophisticated machinery arc noted. 

A second important attribute is the high priority a CIF places on the effective 
use of its workforce. More conventional manufacturers - for example, those 
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relying on the principles of mass production - also pay attention to the 
perf onnance of the workers. However, they ten<i to use large amounts of capital 
relative to labour and it is natural that they are mainly concerned about 
maximizing the efficiency of capitaU The CIF can be distinguished from the 
mass manufacturer by its emphasis on improving the efficiency of both capital 
and labour with the latter receiving an especially high priority. This orientation 
is more compatible with social ar.d economic conditions in developing coun
tries where labour is abundant and unemployment is high. 

Other advantages include a greater meao;ure of flexibility and the opportunity 
to engage in endogenous fonns of improvem.:nt. One goal of continuous 
improvement is to enabie finns to produce different product mixes in small 
batches and still operatt> profitably. These 'economies of flexibility' can mean 
the difference between success and failure for companies in developing 
countries where markets are small and subject to erratic shifts. The matter of 
endogenous progress is no less important. Most production technologies are 
perfected in the industrialized world and therefore reflect the cost structure in 
those countries. The results are not always appropriate for use in the developing 
countries. Successful implementors of continuous improvement will be able 
to generate their own innovations and adapt equipment to suit their own unique 
conditions. 

Using informal types of production data 
Most large companies are organized according to the principles of mass 
production. These methods offer significant advantages to the manufacturer 
but they also have constraints. One is the mao;s manufacturer's limited ability 
to gather and use certain types of production information (see Ros. 1991 ). 
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E\·cry finn gcncr.lles large amounts of prndm:tion information. Some is 
q!.lantitati\·e in character and is regularly colkctcd hy all manufaclurers. large 
and small. Other kinds of produclion-relatcd data arc not so easily compiled 
or interpreted. The lancr may refer to :i rdalively complicated situation or 
require intimate knowlt.-dgc of a particular manufacturing process. Such data 
is known a'i "informal information· to distinguish it from the more conventional 
sorts of quantitati\e mea'iures. Ir.formal infonnation is generatc:d during the 
daily course of events on the factory tloor. It i:-. «.krin·d from the experiences 
of production-line workers and pertains lo the u:-.c of materials. componcnls. 
machinery and the manufacturing processes of the firm. 

Mass manufaclurcrs have elahoralc melhods to collccl formal information. 
They use this data for several purposes: lo monitor the performance of 
machinery and workers. to plan production schedules and determine outpul 
strategi~s or lo identify and rectify prohlems in the manufacturing system. The 
same finns arc less adept at handling informal data. They have difficulty 
collecting such infonnation and presenling it to managers in a form which 
facilitates decisions. The mass produccr·s or~anizational struc!urc. its hierar
chical form of decision-making and the high degree of specializatior it imposes 
with regard to joh responsibilities and workers· functions all inhi~it the 
effective use of informal data. An inahility lo ulilize shop-tloor data i" a severe 
handicap whenever companies seek to improve !heir producls or manufactur
ing systems. Yel this process of rejuvenation and modernization is nol only 
essential but must occur wi1h increasing frequency as competition intensifies. 
Lacking complete information ahout condi1ions on the shop-floor. a 
manufacturer"s efforts lo improve performance and efficiency will oflcn go 
awry. 

A related dislinction hc1wecn •he CIF and the mass producer results from the 
way each firm view" lhe fundamental conccpls of lime and effiL·icncy. The 
mass producer will generally try 10 achieve greater ·economics of lime· which 
means 1hat ii seeks to produce a given rnlume of output in a minimum amounl 
of time. Joh responsihilities. the arranrcmenl of machinery on the fac1ory floor 
and the division of labour hc1ween managers and workers arc all de:-.igned lo 
accelerate the pace of work. The CIF is also concl•rned wirh the U'l" of time hut 
assigns a high priorily 10 other factors as well. II <lisringuishcs hclwccn costs 
gcncralcd by produclion-linc aclivilics and those: aurihutahlc 10 manufacturing 
overheads (for example, cosls associated wilh invenroric~ .. inspcction proce
dures and machine: changeover). S1udies of large manufac:urinJ! e'lahlish
ments have found 1ha1 rhe costs of ovl.'rheads arc frequently as much a:-. rwin· 
that of workers on lhl' produclion line. The CIF i'com1an1ly "earching for way:~ 
10 reduce lhcsc overheads. 

The indicators and yardslicks each 1ype of firm "'c' lo rnca,.t1rl' dficil.'nl·y 
arc consi'ilcnt wilh their differing orienlalion,. Jk.:au'c lhl' ma's producer i' 



concerned with formal data and optimum use of production time. it relies 
hea\·ily on indicators such .._., estimates of prodm.:ti,·ity per lahcur hour or 
machine output J""!r hour. Th··se same mea..,ures an: important to the CIF but 
others are also common. One such measure which is discussed in C'ha•·~er 3 is 
known .._, ·process-throughput etliciency·. The concept is defined as the 

amount of time materials and inputs are actually being worked on. di\"ided by 
the lotal amount of lime lhey spend in the manufacturing sys1em. Studies 
conducted in industrialized coumrics have found that it is not uncommon for 
materials and inputs to be manipulated or worked:ln as link as I-~ percent ,lf 
the time spent in the factory. Con\"crscly. the lime which W••rkcrs must de\"ote 
to owrhead acti\·ities is high. 

Toots of continuous impronment 
A number of techniques for continuous imprO\ emcnt arc discussed in Chap
ter ..t. Some are too sophisticated for firm, that ha\"e just emharked on such a 
programme. just as others wi II be too clememary fort he experienced practition
er. The appropriate mix will change as a firm gains competence. and between 
these two extremes is a wide range of choiccs where expericnce and judgement 
arc the main guides. Moreover. cach firm will constantly modify and refine the 
methods it employs until they suit the user·s specific needs. 

One theme which rec:irs throughout this chapter is the need for careful and 
cxtensi\"e planning before launching each new phase of a programme. Scien
tific methods of investigation should ht: employcd to identify hottlenecks and 
sources of inefliciency or waste. These routines emphasize the need for 
preparatory steps - planning. tcsting (preferahly ""a small scale). checking 
and \"erification of results -- hcfore new steps in a produllion process are 
permanently allncd. Experienced companies may no longer acknowkJge 
their reliance on such simple techniques although the way they organize 
impro,·ement efforts sli II owes much lo their earlier mastery of these principles. 

The emphasis placed on 'implifying production methods. satisfying custom
ers· needs and coordinating all aspects of continu<1us imprn\"Cmenl is i llustrat
ed hy some of the techniques outlined in Chaptl.'r ..t. All manufaclurers need 
some mechanism to determine their huyers · prekrences. Thc notion of· qua lily 
<leployml.'ni' cnahles firms to stay in touch with thcir markl.'t and tailor their 
prodm:I\ 10 meet c11s1orncrs· requirements. A 'Y'lem of ·policy deployment' 
can he set up lo ensure lhat <lei.:isions filll'r down lhroul?h the ranks and ihat all 
workl.'rs undcrsland the rt•asoninl? hchin<l lhl·sc dcci,ion:-. The idea of improvl.'
mcnl 11.'am'. lhe a<lvantal?CS and ,1isadvan1agt•s of quality control circles and 
sy'ih:rns of ·101al pro<luclivc mainlenani.:e' art! amonl? the other tcchni4ues 
dcscrihl·d in Chapter 4. 

All lhis planning and coordination require' lhal manal?crs and workers 
dclcrrninl.' rho\c parls of the manuf ai.:lurin)! systl.'m which contrihulc lo costs hut 
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adJ nothing lo lhe \"aluc llf 1he finished product. Som..: of !he hxhmqm:' 

e~plailk.-d in lhis chaplercan i1': usc~d 10 id\.'nlily th\.'-..: prot>km'. Likd~ 'rnm.:l.°' 
of wasle and inetlicii:ocy ;.ire scau..:r..:J 1hroughou1 the f;Klol! . .-\ll 100 011en. 

lhey are accepied 3.'> part of lhe nom1:il rouli~. i:six-cially in nus-. pr0Ju.:11on 
firm.,. which rely on inspt.~iion-hounJ manufa.:iuring 'Y'lem,_ b:ampk·, 

indudeexcessi\"e invenlories. variation m proJuc1ion pn1'.:e'"'-'' \\ hich re4um:' 

rework or resulls in dekcli\·l.-.... unneccss~· wailing lime hy \\nrker' or 

ma1.:hines. or excessi\·e mowmems of mah.:rial.; around 1h..: plant. Thc'e and 

olher prohkms are priane 1arge1s for 1mprml.·m..:n1 pr.x-edure,_ 

l\lonitori~ and controlling manufacturing proces.ws 
The efforts of a firm to impnwe ils C<'m(l\:lill,·c plhitinn mu,1 ~· ..:1"'rJm;111:J 

lo ensure lhal lhe mnrc impllrtanl pn•hlems rl.-..:civ..: 1he mo-.l at1l.·nc11m ;mJ 1h;11 

all changes are carried oul in an cfkctiw mannc:r. :\crucial p;1rt ,,,- 1h1' \\1lrk 

is lhe 'tatistical anal) sis descrihed in Chaptc:r 5 The Ji,cu"ion 1 ... ;um\.'d at 

readers with link or no slalis1ical training. The: main purpl"e i-. 10 Jescnhe in 

simple te1ms how these stalistical mclhods arc ;1pplii:J and what thc:y 'hould 

accomplish. 
S1alis1ical process cnmrol I SPC 1 ha.; ;1 rnk 10 play m any manufa..:1unni:: 

environment - cvc:n it 1h.: firm 1-. nol folly .:omn1111c:d 10 1h.: goah Pl 

cominuous improwmc:nt. l 'nfortnnatdy. !he hc:nc:fih d\.'m r:d from th..:'r: 
slalislical (Ollis will he limilcJ in st11.:h :1 l·asc:. ;-.;, l ,1a1i,tica! nK·thoih. hm\ '-'\ l.'r 

pllWcrful. can lake: !he place of managt·r ... who ..:on,1anrly ;as,umc rl."'P''"'1h1l11y 
for making i111prcwemcnt' in !heir firm·., o(l\:r:11ior.s Bui whc:n u,..:J as part of 

a disciplined and suslainc:J programme. src can prm iJc: manager'>. t'ngint·c:r, 

and line SU(l\:r\'isors \\ilh 1hc in,1gh1 and knowlcJgr: nc:i.:c:"al') to m;1lr: 

improvc:mcnls. 
SPC ofkrs ,c: .. c:ral ;ulvantagc' whid1 mah• ii parlicularly allracliw 10 

manufacturers in d;,;veloping counlrir: .... ~1th! import;ml. it prn,·iJc:s a mc:an' of 

impro\'ing prnduc1ivi1y and prn<lucl qualily wilhoul incurring large: aJdi1ional 

CX(l\:nSC!'I for cquipmcnl and machinery. Sc:..:onJ. manufacturer' in inJ11Sln;il

izcd couiuries arc thoroughly familiar with SPC anJ w:mt thl•ir 'upplier' anJ 

suhcontractors 10 he c:qually c:x(l\:ric:ncc:d. Whr:n forc:1gn manufat.:turer ... ''-'t up 

plants in dcn·loping counlric:s. lhc:y t':<pC:t'l thal local -.upphc:r' met'I 1hc: 'alllt' 

slandards. Finally. lhe firm lhal adopl'> SPC ha' -.omc: 111.:asurc: ol tkxihilil~ in 

!he way it employ' 1hc:sr: 1cmb: lhe '1a1i,1ical prinl"ipk ... arc: invariant hul rlw 

crilcria and melhod-. of applicalion can he altc:red to ... uil lot·al c11ndi11on, and 

cirt.:um-.1ances. 
SPC ha' an C:\pc:cially imporlanl role lo play dunn!-' lh•: t·arly 'tagr:' nl 

continuou' imprm·cmt·nt. though ii... prominr:m:e 'hould d1111ini'h 11\er 11111c. 

The slalislical analy'i' will 'upply managt'r' with lhc: informat:on tht'Y Jlt'l'd lo 
climinalc special call\l'' of varration and lalc rhe fll'Cl.''"ary ,, ... p, ''' t'n,ure thar 
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lhe~ disturham:es do nol recur. Once rhis pha.-.e ha.'i heen compleled. common 
causes of ,-ariation will have ht.'l!n idenrified and gradually reduced. The 
manafactming 'iyslem may haw ht.-en owrhauled and producl'i redesigned. but 
lhc :lt.~d to monitor each production proces.<t should evemually become 
unrk:ct•.;sary. The chans and graphs which were so much in evidence during the 
earl~ slagcs of conrinuous improwment can then he dismantled. Unfonu
nately. this degree of proficiency is nor always achie,·ed. Many firms that 
intnl<lucc the'it' statistical programmt•s never succeed in eliminating common
cause variation. The stalislical apparal•''i hecomes a permanenl feature of rhcir 
operations. In rhat capacity. it repre..;ents the graphical counterpart of a human 
in'i(J\:Ctor. sen·ing merely as insurance against a loss of control. 

One of the main reasons for difficulties during lhe early stages of continuous 
improvement i.; that senior management are not actively involved in the 
programme. This altitude is Stlon tran .. miued 10 lhc workforce. Many 
employees assume Iha! the charls and produclion methods are jusl anorher form 
of work appr;1isal with the hidden ;mrpose of climinaring johs or wringing more 
from each employee. r\nolher frcqucnl source of problems is the inahiliiy of 
the linn to mak~ maximum use c1f on-site information. This weakness ::an mean 
!he tinn hccomcs ·stuck· in !he early stages of SPC while ils heller-organized 
competitors move on !o more sophisticated fonns of continuous improvement 

Continuou.~ impronment in action 
l!NHXl"s efforts to pmmote continuous improvement have produced a large 
h<l<ly of evidence hascd on the experiences of finns in developing countries and 
transition economics. Chaptcr6draws on I his infonnation. Several of lhe firms 
discussed there were participants in UNlDO-sponsored programmes. In othc.•r 
in-.ranccs. the firm., themselves initialed these programmes indcpc-ndently. wirh 
l'.NIOO staff participating as ohservcrs. 

The companies singlcJ out for auention have very liulc in common aside 
from their emphasis on continuous improvemenr They arc localed in difforent 
parh of the world I Africa. Central Europe. Mexico :ind the Carihhean). rhcy 
range from hcginners 10 experienced practitioner-.. they operate in different 
indU'ilries and serve a <liv..:·rse sci of customers. This heterogeneity is inten
tional; the foci that such a dissimilar group of companies can all hencfil from 
these methods i llus1ra1es the general applic;ih1 lily of cnnlinuous improvement. 

<>ne of th~ points 'trc-.scd in Charier 61s1ha1 'iUccess is no1 limi1ed to certain 
types of firm-. or ways of doing husine'"· Most of the techniques are simple and 
\lrai!!hlforward. while the cmpha'i' on cooperation and information exchange 
has an appeal 1ha1 j, general. Another is 1ha1 the higgesl savings and 
improwmcnl~ in efficiency arc 10 he found on the shop floor. Furthermore. 
lht•v.· opportunities arc nnl limill"d 10 the larger and richer firms. Small or even 
tiny firms arc c;ipahlc of using many nf these technique~; in fact. their natural 
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emphasis on teamwork and t~ closeness of management to production can 
give them an advantage over larger rivals. 

There arc sQme qualifications to our thesis that continuous impnn-cmcnt ha'.. 
a general applicability. Small firms. for example. may not he ahle to afford all 
the training their workers require. One option is for them ~o hand together and 
work closely with loca: training institutes. Government support will also he 

essential. and for this ta occur. policy makers must he convinced lhat continu
ous improvement holds benefits for a large portion of the manufacturing sector. 
Valuahle support can also he provided hy international organizations. multina
tionals and other hig investors in the country. 

Obstacles and opportunities 
Several of the more formidable harriers encountered when implementing 
programmes of continuous impron·ment are "internal" to the firm. invoh·ing 
the altitudes of managers. workers or hoth. l\l:magers · misconceptions ahtmt 
continl!ous improvement arc the most common source of difficulties. Some 
expect near-instant results while others assume that particular procedures such 
as statistical process control arc synonymous with the o\·crall approach. Firms 
that emhark on .i programme of continuous imprm·cmcnt with thcse prcsump
tions will he disappointcd. Another frequcn• source of difficulty arises whcn 
senior managers delegate responsihility for improvcmcnt programmes to 
suhordinatcs. either because they do not regard these activities as sufficicntly 
important or hecausc they lack a comprchcnsivc understanding of thc work. 

Morr.: widespread opposition emerges when managcrs use improwmcnt 
programmes as a means of shedding workers. Such an appro.11.:h is common. 
although ii runs counter to 1hc goat.. of continuous improvcmcnl. Procedures 
for sharing information and \·arious forms of cnopcralion arc jcoparJizcJ when 
concerns ahout joh security arc intermingled with efforts to imprnw pro<luc· 
tivily ;md dficicncy. If possihlc. any neccs-,ary rcductions in 1hc workforce 
should he distinct from improwmcnt cfforts and hc compkled hcforc the lallcr 
programmcs arc launched. 

Firms in developing counlries musl either locate compctcnl m;111agcr' to nm 
their improvemenl programmes or find ways to lrain the nccc,sary people. 
Unfortunately. 1here arc fcw rcliahle source' of 'uch managerial cxpl·rti,l· in 
1hesc countrie,. State-owned lirms and family firms arc unlikely !raining 
grounds. Mul1ina1ionals can he a useful soum: of training and cxpl·ricnl·.: in 
improvement activities. Howeva. a numhl"r of !hl"'e firm' arc rd1Klan1 io hirl" 
locals and some have even di,con1in11ed improvemcnl procedtm.·s lhat arc 
slandard pr;Ktice at headquarters. 

Thl· quc,tion of how lllllun: influence:. mana~crial styk is a rcrnrrl·nt onl· 
and enter' inlo 1his di,rnssinn in a narrow sen'l". We reJel'l lhc '-llj!ge,tion lhal 
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conlinuous impnwemenl is appmpriale for some culture~ and not olhers. The 
perfonnance of workers and managers is delennined hy lhe organizalional 
environmcnl in which they work rather than hy cultural trai~s. Managerial style. 
howe\·er. is a product of the indi\·iduars culture and is relevant in this specific 
contexl. The drawbacks of ascriplive and palernalistic managerial slyies are 
discussed in Chapler 7. Although hoth approaches are !tmch in evidence in 
devdoping counlries. the same is true in Japan and other Asian economies 
where continuous improvemenl has lhri\·ed. Neither ._,f these managerial styles 
offers a healthy selling for improvement pwgrammcs. hul wilh small adapla
tions lh.: rnntlicts should not he great In any case. melhods of conlinuous 
improvement may he more suilahle lo certain cultures than arc many of the 
organizational tools for mass produclion such as performance appraisals. 
management by objccli..-c and highly s~"Cialized forms of training and work 
procedures. 

Having examined the main ohstades to improvement programmes. :men
tion turns to issues of puhlic policy. education and on-thc-joh training. Based 
on UNIDO-s own experience. one of the most cffcctiw means of promoting the 
widespread dissemination of continuous improvement technologies is to 
cstahlish pcrmanenl centres for lhis di'iCiplinc. If affiliated wilh a university. 
the ccnlre can employ faculty mcmhers on a part-timc hasis and use lhose 
facilities. External funding would he requirc:<l durin~ lhc start-up phase 
(usually for 2-3 yca.r'i). but lhc operation should e\'enlually hccomc sclf
financing as wilh similar inslilulions in indus1rializcd counlries. 

The ad\·anlages of a permanent facili1y arc several. Cuslomizcd courses can 
he devdoped for specific induslries and firms which lake into account special 
needs and l<wal conditions. A more effective balance hctween theory and 
practical application can he realized hy relying on universilics or consultant-; 
to provide all training. Faculty in the cenlre arc expected to r~ovidc on-sile 
advice and as-.istance hy helping 10 implcmcnl and monilor newly intnxluced 
me1hods of continuous improvement. A long-1crm presence is cmcial since lhc 
lime needed for a firm 10 become an expericnccd user of continuous improve
ment is lengthy. Finally. permanent inslilutions arc ahlc lu csl:ihli-.h las1ing 
links wilh induslry and trade assncialion" and wilh chamhcr.s of "·ornmerce. 
Such links arc an effective means of promo1ing conrinuou-. improvement hut 
arc rarely presenl when olhi:r group" -- for cxampk. 11ni\'crsi1ies or rnnsulring 
firms -- scrv1· as 1he main cond11i1 for !raining and di-.scminalion. 

In condusion. the ;,Jvanlages offered hy continuous impro\'cmenl arc 
numcrou•; and 1hc "·mis ju-.rificd. ManufaclUrcrs in developing counlries can 
hencfil immcn ... cly hy ma-.rcring rhcsc lcchniques. Th~ lask i-. nol an easy one. 
h111 wirh supporl from policy makers and inicrnalional insliluliono.;. lhc goal of 
widespread :lis-.crnination can he achieved. 
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NOTES 

I. We us.! !he 1cnn .:nn1inuo1L" imrr•·•·cmcnl h..-.:-lLs.: it Iles! Jcs.:r:!:..:s th.: m.im ,tr.:ilgth .,f thi' 
approach. Other terms US<!J to Jcs.:rihc smnl:.r m•"lhnJs anti rrmc1pk..,. 1•1 manuf;i.:tunn;! mduJc: 
lean manuiai:luring. lnlal quality mana,;·;m::lll. w1irUda" manufa.:tur!ng. lk\ihlc nunul.teturin;! 
anJ l>csl-praclic.: ma"lufa.:turing_ 
No1 all counlrio anJ ·.:g!ons oflhc "'<irlJ arc J<: 11•-c par11.:1pan1' m !his mv.:,1n1cnt-Jrn en .:hmat.: 
Cc:nain dcvcl•lJling r< gums anJ parts of !he na11onal econ• •my "'ill far.: mu.:h l>cl!cr lhan 1•thcr-. 
One inJicatilln •'f thi,. fa.:t is that th.: gn•wlh of FDI ha_, Ileen accumpam.:J h~ .i 'h1f1 m 'c.:lt•ral 
rrinrilics_ Investment going into s.:1 ·.1.:.:s anJ h1gh-1c:chnol••gy manufacturing 1, J.:,un.:J mamf•
for inJus1rializcJ counlrics. "'hil.: m Jn doping C• •untrics lh;: cmpha.'I' i,, •n h;1'i.: manufaclurin!! 
anJ na1ural rcsoun:cs. 

3. Many mulrinarinnals 1raJi11unaliy fnllnw,-J pr.i.:ticc' rhat J1s.:.>uragcJ linl..s wilh local 'Uf';"h•"f' 
Prnmincnr examples arc rhc use nf Jiffcrcnl ty·p.:s nl lr;mskr-pricing >.:hem.:' anJ the .:r.:at1on .. r 
cap11•·c suhsiJiaric'.'>. These pra.:11.:.:s .:ontmuc h .Jay hut a.s issues .>f quaiity .mJ 11npru\ cmcnt 
a.~sumc: grc31cr imjl<lflam:.: a.s their populanty· "'anc,_ 

.i. However. such financial anJa.:c•>unting pracri.:cs .:.m .ils.• pn••·1•lc: aJc..-cprm: pi.:turc of th.: health 
,,fan organi1.ali<m_ If st:mJarJ, in.:orpc•ralc high •·anah1hty. pro.:.:'""' :ir' <.~i<l 10 hc ·nn hu.!g.:t". 
even rhou!!h rhcrc: is sii?nifo:ant '-'a<IC More imrorr;;nrly. poss1Mc fin;•nc1a: gams <luc l•11n.:r.:;t"·tl 
•>peraring efficiency and cnnrinuous 1mpro•cmcnt arc ohcn Jiffi,·ult In unJ.:rsr.m,I m rhc .:nntc\I 
of standard acc11un1ing :inJ fm:incial pr;ic111:c' anti m;iy hc uvcrlt~•kctl 1-.:c R""'"· l'J'lL ri' 
403-::!7)_ 

5_ The rfionrics ol the ma..s manufacturer arc 1mpli.:11 m the to .. ls II u-c' to C\aluatc the pcrf,.rman,y 
of each factor nf pniJm:t1on_ The: pcrformar_ ·c of workers " mea,urctl !>~ rnu)!h-.m.J-rc ... h 

indicators sud; a.' outpur per ""rker hour. In .:1•ntra.''- 3 ""le array ol 11nan.-i;1l an.I ""'''untmg 
Innis arc c:mployctl in the a.:qmsl!inn ;md opcrat1on of machm.:ry .in.I '-'•futpmcnt S11111l.lrly. 1f .1 
manager of one of th.:'<: finr.s 'quandcrs time. moncy or o:<juipm.:nt. h.: will h.- hd.l a.:.:nun1.1hlc. 
Y ct he will ha•·.: fow mc;1ns of JUdgin~ workers - pcrforman.:e e\.:cpt ;ic,-· •r1hn)! h •th.: amount 1hc' 

pniJu.:c. 
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2. Continuous Improvement 
Technologies for Developing 
Countries 

Are the technologies of continuous improvement well suited for use in 
developing countries? We believe they have wide applicability in this part of 
the world and outline our rea~ns here. The chapter begins by describing what 
we mean by a technology and then goes on to discuss the advantages that 
continuous improvement technologies offer manufacturers in developing 
countries. 

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND OTHER FORMS 
OF TECHNOLOGY 

In popular terms. technology is frequently regarded as being embodied in 
various tools. in different types of sophisticated machinery or in complex 
products like computers or jet aircraft. Such a description may lead to the 
mistaken assumption that new technologies can be purchased 'off the shelf' 
and rhen installed in plants. In practice. the acquisition of new technologies 
is 11ot that simple. Machinery which has been designed and developed in the 
industrialized worid is typically meant to operate under economic conditions 
which prevail in those countries. The same equipment and procedures could 
be inappropriate for use in many developing countries where a different set 
of economic conditions exist. Lacking the necessary know-how and detailed 
knowledge. rhe purchasing firm may he unable to adapt its new equipment to 
local conditions. 

A second difficulty with the populist view is the tendency to ignore 
technologies that arc not closely identified with objects or equipment. Broader 
definitions exist in the scientific literature where hoth tangible and intangible 
forms of innovation and progress arc descrihcd. Important examples of 
intangible technology include: the principles by which a firm is managed, 
organized and operated. various methods of developing workers' .. kills and 
knowledge. and alternative approaches to decision-making. Production gains 
or improvements in efficiency that arc derived from the application of these 
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techniques are just as valuable as those attributed to the successful introduction 

of modem equipment. These intangibles are legitimate fonns of technology 
and their etlectiveness shou d be judged in relation to other alternatives.! 

The distinction between the scientific and popular definitions of the term can 
be best illustrated with an example. Toyota ·s dc,·elopment of the revolutionary 
production method known as ·single Minute Exchange of Dies· (SMED) 

represented a technological innovation for the automobile industry. In the 
popular view. the physical tools \\ hich characterize this system might be 
regarded as the real technological breakthrough. Such a description would be 
misleading. however. since it ignores all the incremental improvements and 
advances which made SMED possible. The tools themselves are the outcome 
of a process that took years to complete and was driven hy technologies of 
continuous improvement (sec Box 2.1 ). 

It follows that any asst.-ssment of a planfs technological capacity may be 
erroneous ifit is based solely on the availability of the most sophisticated types 

of capital equipment. Again. an example drawn from the experience of Toyota 
illustrates the danger. In the mid-1980s. the company·s number 9 Kamigo 
engine plant was recognized a-; the world"s most etlicient (Schonberger. 1986. 

Chapter 4 ). Sur:nisingly. that plant was equipped with American-made 

machir.-:ry which was 20 years old. Comparable plants in the United States had 
much newer and more sophisticated machinery and. by popular definition, 
employed more ·advanced tt>chnology · than the Toyota plant. Toyota ·s 
superior performance is explained not ~y the availability of modem equipment 
but by the rigorous application of c~ntinuous improvement technology (CIT). 

Managers. maintenance workers and line operators collaborated to improve 

Box 2.1 Accelerated ••biMly cllaapner: u aa11ple of CIT Im 
acdoa 

As Japanese automobile makcn pw in size, certain c:osts n>H exponencially. One 
solution WU to reduce die dllnpcmr times tbr IJllCbinery IO dllt diffa'crt models 
could be produced efticiendy in 11111ller birdies. SinaJc Minute Exchlngc of Dies 
(SMED) is based on die distinction between 'cxrcmal' Ind 'intcrMI' ICt-upldivitia. 
E..'1analactivitic:s~perfonr."'whileamachineisopeallin&- Foreumplc.b'llllPOf1· 
in1 old dies to Sfon11C is ID external opendion, while moundns die dies is 111 internal 
set..gpactivity. MedaoclsC'f c.oncinuous lmprcwanea&wereused IOc:onwrt infernal into 
external activities. T'be c:onftpndon of dia bad to be altered, but SMED did not 
requiruny new machinery. Eventually, manu&clumsc:utthctime required (or die 
dlmgcovers f'rom tevcral houn to a few minula. Olher beaefib wen:: reduced 
inventories. mcncf'ficicntmeof plant..-e lftCI lm00dler1Chedulin1with supplicn. 
The implementation ofjula-irHimc (JJT) techniqaCI ofinvemory control depelllb on 
this move so more flexible fomw of production. 
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every phase of the production line. from the arrangement of machines to 
maintenance schedule~. elimination of machine dm·.-n-time and so on. Thus. 
it was the use of CIT rather than the effectiveness of physical tools which 
determined the plant's s1.;perior performance.~ 

ln conclusion. the interpretation of technology we employ extends beyond 
tangible tools to encompa.'is intangible forms of innovation and progress. 
While the effectiveness of physical tools may <!epreciate over time. the 
intangibles described here may actually gain in potency. Methods of continu
ous improvement fall into the latter category. representing a set of options that 
can be used in conjunction with (or in place ot) other forms of technolcgical 
progress. The following section consider-; some of the major benefits which 
continuous improvement offers manufacturers in developing countries. 

ADVANTAGES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Most descriptions of continuous improvement have focused on applications in 
industrialized countries. However. !he importanl message of this chapter is !hat 
similar techniques can be effectively used !n developing countrie.>. The 
discussion str.!sses several chara<.:terislics: 

• The pattern of induslrial growth in most developing counlries lends to 
be capi!al-intensive. This orien!alion is queslionable. given !he abun
dance of cheap labour in lhese countries. CITs offer a different set of 
options which. if efficienily implemen1ed. can lead to improvements in 
labour productivity. products and processes. 

• Various elemen!s of CIT offer opportunities for capital savini;s !hat 
would not be realized through altemalive forms of technical progress. 

• CITs allow the manufacturer greater nexibility than most other tech
nologies. For example. production systems can be readily adapted 10 
changing economic and lechnical condilions, the product r.iix can be 
quickly allered and the volume of produ<.:tion which is necessary for !he 
firm to hreak even is reduced. 

• Conlinuous improvement is primarily an endogenous form of progress. 
Managers and workers of the firm are the driving force for most 
improvements. This orienlalion ensures thal lhe production system is 
gradually tailored to suit the firm's needs and !he local environmcnl. 
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Human Effort and Labour Productivity 

The economies of most developing countries are characterized by an abun
dance of labour and a scarcity of capital. It follows that labour tends to be 
relatively cheap while capital is more expensive. CITs place an especially 
high priority on the effective use of people. making them more suitable in 
these conditi.>ns than other, relatively capital-intensive forms of technologi
cal progress. 3 

The expense of sophisticated technologies has not deterred manufacturers 
from pursuing this option. There are a number of reasons for their preference. 
Acquisition of the most advanced capital equipment is sometimes regarded as 
a prerequisite for modernization and expansion. Industrialists may assume this 
is the quickest way to boost productivity and ensure that local plants are 
competitive in domestic and international markets. They have support from 
some ei;onomists and businessmen who reject development strategies that 
advocate more extensive use of labour. The latter group argues that workers' 
performan. , can never match state-of-the-art technologies embodied in mod
em machinery or that labour is overpriced and unproductive (see Box 2.2). 

The industriali'it ·s bias in favour of capital-intensive methods of production 

is occasionally supported by policy makers. The relative cost advantage of 
labour can be undermined by policy decisions which significantly reduce the 
price of capital (for example, through direct or indirect subsidies for the 
purchase of equipment and machinery). Manufacturers then find it cheaper to 
expand or modernize their plants by acquiring very sophisticated forms of 
capital equipment rather than using older technologiec; and hiring additional 
workers. In extreme cases, firms will actually purchase new machinery and 

Box 2.2 People ud madliaa: a manacerial doable standard? 

Finns typically employ different standards to evaluate the performanc:e of machinery 
andworkcrs. Aw~arrayoffmancialllldaccounti'lgtoolsarcusedtohelpmanqcrs 
decide which machines to buy ar.d how they should~ used. lfamanaprsqum.ders 
money or equipment, there are numerous Jtandards by which he is held accounlablc. 
However, the semc finns may judp workers' performance in very crude terms 
accordingtotheamounttheyproduce. ThesucccsstUI managerisonewhopcs 'more 
out of workers'. Hemaypushcmployeestoworkharder, fislcrand lunproruse paler' 
amounts of w:skillcd, cheap labour. Whatever the cue, opportunities for incrased 
producti .. ity ~lost when the improvement potential of workers is overlooked. Such 
pnK:licesarc justuwutefirl uthepoorutilimionof cepital investment This explains 
why m&ny plants including some with the most modem llld llfatequipmenthave hid 
to close their doors. 
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release workers - in other words. they ·substitute· capital for labour even 
though there is an abundance of the lauer. 

The literature on this subject i:-; wide-ranging but a majority of analysts are 
critical of investment programmes and industrial policies which encourage 
extreme forms of capital intensity orthe substitution of capital for workers (see. 
for example, Colman and Nixson. 1985, pp. 372-91 ). Some regard the 
importation of sophisticated machinery as undesirable because maintenance is 
expensive and require~ skills that are rarely available locally.4 Others note that 
such equipment is designed to operate with long production runs which are not 
suitable in the small markets of developing countries. A third criticism is that 
extensive reliance on advanced forms of capital equipment is neither economi
cally nor socially desirable in countries where unemployment is high. In such 
conditions it is preferable to make maximum use of the more abundant and 
cheaper resource (labour) by substituting it for the scltfcer. more expensive 
resource (capital). 

A singular emphasis on capital-intensive forms of modernization and 
growth has obvious drawbacks. CITs can help to rectify this imbalance, but are 
they a practical alternative for firms in developing countries? There is 
empirical evidence to suggest they are. Many developing countries have made 
significant strides in raising literacy rates and producing well-trained engineers 
and technicians. This pool of skilled and semi-skilled workers can provide the 
nucleus for a continuous improvement process. All workers will require 
training in CITs, but there is ample evidence to show that even employees with 
limited job experience and only a primary education are capable of handling 
these methods.~ 

The manager's goal in a programme of continuous improvement is to 
enhance and capitalize on the skills, experier.ce and creativity of all those 
working in the firm.h When information is shared and barriers between job 
functions are eliminated. analytical tools like SPC can supply valuable insights 
about fhe way different parts of the manufacturing operation relate to the whole. 
A dedicated workforce can then ensure that improvement is a long-term goal. 
leading to reduced costs. greater throughput and higher quality. Improvement 
activities aie part of the daily routine and entail no 'opportunity cost' in the 
sense of production losses. Such an orientation stands in contrast to more 
traditional methods which presume that increased efficiency is realized by 
using people and machines more intensively or by introducing new capital 
equipment. 

Detailed evidence gathered from the experience of firms in developing 
countries is encouraging. Among manufacturers engaged in assembly-type 
operar.ions, some of the most significant improvements have been realized 
when workers were allowed more responsibility and personal control over the 
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work area. Machinery. tools and materials were rearranged in ways that better 
suited the tasks being performed. Operations such as movin~. storing. packing 
and unpacking containers and counting items were all streamlined. Modifica
tions like these led ro a much smoother flow of production through the plant. 
Other bl!nefits included: less physical exertion. fewer work-related injuries. 
greater job satisfaction and lower rates of employee absenteeism and turnover 
(see Box 2.3 ). Nor did managers report problems when implementing some of 
the more complex fomts of continuou-; improvement. With training. workers 
having only a primary education were sufficiently proficient in data collection, 
maintenance of control charts and other aspects of SPC.1 Employees often 
work.~d within teams that began by discussing and analysing the importance of 
variation in manufacturing processes. Afterwards. they were encouraged to 
identify and implement process improvements in their respective work areas 
(Wilson. 1992). 

Improvements achieved by these assembly operators were obviously simple 
in scope and made use of inexpensive tools and materials that would be 
available in any developin!! country. The result:: nevertheless had the predict
able effect of reducing the use of materials. inventories and work-in-process 
and eliminating certain types of rework and repair. Managers reported that in 
some cases the improvements were so cost-effective that they were introduced 
in other plants located in the United States or Europe. 

When anention turns from processing operations to more traditional forms 
of manufacturing. the evidence is less abundant but no less encouraging. 
Manufacturers in Zimbabwt: have employed methods of continuous improve
ment to improve productivity and eliminate defects. Similar results are 
reported for various industries in other developing countries. They include: 
electronks-related manufacturers in India (Kaplinsky. 1993. pp. 19-26). 

Bn l.3 Employee rnpouibilidet aad employee a.never 

Rates of employee turnover ue a chronic problem in the assembly and manufacturing 
industries of many developing countries, often nanning as high as five to ten per cent 
per month. Ironically, managers who regard high rates of employee turnover as 
inevitablean:oftcnlhefinttoineroducemeasurawhichperpetuatelheproblem. They 
devileverysimpleandrepditivelllsksforentry-levelworkerswhidlrequirenotnlinina 
or previous experience. New employees are then hftd off the street and aivcn no 
raponsibilitiesexcepttofollowinsll'UCtions. Muchlowerrataofemployeeturnover 
are reported by fmns that train lheirentry·level employees and allow them a depeeof 
responsibility. The latter employees learn more about their jobs and can contribute to 
a programme of continuous improvement. 
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metalworking plants in Brazil (Rua.-., 1993, pp. 27-33), Brazilian automobile 
and electronics plants (Bos, 1991 ). the Brazilian footwear industry (Ruas, 1989 
and Piccinini, 1990) and au!omobile manufacturers in Mexico (Ramirez. 1993. 
pp. 58-64). The precise nature of the improvements varies from one industry 
to the next but the overall gains are nevertheless impr~ssive. 

Opportunities for Capital Savings 

Firms that successfully implement CITs should find that their capital require
ments are less than would otherwise be the cao;e. These savings may be partially 
offset by additional spending in other areas but the riet benefits could still be 
significant.1 Important examples of capital-saving opportunities include: 

• A ionger and more productive life for existing machinery, coupled with 
improved perfonnance due to less down-time for repair and mainte
nance. 

• The possibility of increasing plant capacity wi•hout additional capital 
infusions. 

• More extensive reliance on used rather than new capital equipment. 

The productive life and performance of capital can be extended in two ways. 
One method, which is discussed in some detail in Chapter 4, is known as total 
productive maintenance (TPM). Because TPM assigns primary responsibility 
for maintenance to machine operators rather than specialized workers, it can be 
carried out on a continuous basis. While operators musr be trained, the benefit!'; 
of TPM are fewer equipment failures and reduced machine down-time for 
repairs.9 Ideally, a piece of equipment should perform as well or better near the 
end of its productive life than when it was first purchased (Rodriguez. 1992, 
pp. 152-53). 

Continual adaptation and modification of existing machinery are other ways 
to extend its productive life. A smoother and more efficient flow of work 
through the plant can often be attained by altering the layout and usage of 
machinery. Such moves require that the machinery itself be modified. Over 
time, further modifications are made to accommodate new conditions and 
operating circumstances. The eventual result should he a distinctive combina
tion of equipment and machinery that is especially suited to the firm's 
requirements. Once this point is reached, the machinery is much like some form 
of proprietary technology which can provide a competitive edge over rivals. 
R~cause the modifications are usually simple and inexpensive, this method can 
he more attractive than outright purchase of expensive new equipment. 
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The impact of TPM and various methods for equipment modification can 
be inferred from pallems of capital spending in different parts of the world. In 
Japan. where preventive maintenance and CITs have a long history. abom 60 
per cent of all capital expenditures are to upgrade the capabilities of existing 
equipment and manufacturing processes. Meanwhile. innumerable modifka
tions of equipment have culminated in the development of various 'mistakc:
proof' devices that are crucial to the efficiency of Japanese plants (Shingo, 
1986). The expenditure pattern in the United States is quite different, in part 
because TPM and programmes for equipment modification have only recent
ly become accepted practice. The bulk of ~apital spending among firms in 
that country has gone into additional capacity or replacement of existing 
machinery (Hayes. Wheelwright and Clark. 198S). 

The second possibility. that CITs can increase a firm's production capacity 
·vithout additional capital infusions. has been argued by Cole. Mogab and 
Sanders ( 1992). To illustrate. assume that two firms have the same cost 
structure and produce two products which consumers regard as being about the 
same. Both ha. e been using methods of mass production with long production 
runs. but one (firm ·A') begins to incorporate CITs. Incremental improvements 
become part of the firm's day-to-day operations. Managers. engineers and 
operators work together to determine ways of reducing variation within the 
production system. Soon. activitie~ •vhich do not add value to the product can 
he eliminated. The costs associated with inventories. storage. inspection. 
rework and scrap all begin to fall. Eventually. firm A's output capability is 
enlarged although the same amounts of resources. machinery. labour. materials 
and energy arc being used. ft not only enjoys lower unit costs than firm B. but 
now has the capacity to satisfy any extra demand realized through improve
ments in product quality and/or lower prices. 

A third potential source of capital savings is the ability to make efficient use 
of machinery and capital equipment which is not state-of-the-art. This option 
has its critics. Decisions about technologies and equipment arc often made by 
a firm's engineering and technical staff who follow the latest innovations arid 
understandably favour 'wtting-edge' technologi~s. Much strongerohjections 
arc voiced hy a small group of industrialists and analysts. Some suspect that 
suppliers of used equipment are intent on ridding themselves of unwanted and 
obsolete machinery. Others fear that extensive reliance on used equipment will 
prolong a state of te,'.hnological backwardness. Critics go on to argue that firms 
relying on used equipment have no access to support services (for example, 
training. warranties. repair and maintenance) and may not he able to manufac
ture products which meet high standards for performance and quality (sec Box 
2 4 ). (iovcrnment officials who subscribe to any of these views will frequently 
advocate policies to di~;rnuragc the purchase or importation of used machinery. 
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Concemo; such as these are \·alid in certain instances. but eve~- decision to 

exclude all but the latest generation of technology and equipment should be 
justifiable on economic grounds. Instead. they are often based on consider

ations that are not purely economic. Nor do critics take into account the role 
of continuous improvement. The example ofToyota·s Kamigo plant illustrates 
that methods of maintenance and operation can be a more important determi

nant of competitive abilities than the technology which the equipment embod
ies. Through a long-term process of incremental improvement. the workforce 
redesigned the physical plant so that it served the firm ·s needs better than the 
newer equipment i11 competitors· factories. 

Aside from the technological issues involved. most analysts agree that older 
equipment has certain practical disadvantages: it requires frequent mainte

nance and generally has a shorter productive life than newer versions. How
ever, firms that employ CITs are better able to cope with these problems than 
their competitors. First. maintenan~e operations are part of the daily routine. 
Responsibilities are assigned in a way which limits the costs of maintenance 
while extending the lifetime of equipment. Second. a ·hands-on· approach to 

maintenance provides workers many opportunities to learn about the equip
ment and its mechanical processes. That knowledge feeds back into the 

improvement programme. paying dividends over the longer term. Third, 'post
acquisition · alterations are relatively easy since the latest technological inno

vations are not already engineered into the equipment (James. 1974).1
1) 

Box 2.4 Is second-h•nd equipment an efficient option? 

The issue of whether to purchase second-hand or mod...-m equipment can only be 
resolved on a case-by-case basis. First, critic§ who argue that the use of yesterday's 
technologies will jeopardize product quality are sometimes correct. Yet there is a vast 
range of products which can be profitably manufactured with less sophisticated 
technologies. lnthelattercaseefficientmaintenancepracticescanbeamoreimportant 
detenninantof a plant's performance than the vintage of its equipment. Second, new 
equipment often comes with guarantees and a package of services not offered to 
purchasers of used equipment, but that practice has drawbacks as well as advantages. 
The buyer of new equipment pays for these services in one way or another and may then 
be locked into a dependent relationship with the vendor. Finally. there is no data to 
suggest that second-hand equipment is being 'unloaded' on developing countries. 
Evidence fioom the United States shows that all but a small fraction of used equipment 
which changed hands was sold inside the country (James, 1974, p. 134). Supporting 
evidence comes from • survey of over I 00 foreign subsidiaries operating in Mexico. 
Mmy used equipment which wu older than that found in plants located at the 
headquarters. When the capital vintage differed, it was the Mexican plants that 
aenerally had higher levels of productivity and quality (Wilson, 1992). 
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In our opinion. argument" favouring the use of machinery which is not 
state-of-the-art can be persuasive. Unfortunately. the bulk of experience with 
this option has been accumulated by firms thal made no use of CITs. A very 
large proportion are assembly-type operations which have combined the 
cheap labour of developing countries wilh older. mature technologies. Tneir 
competilive abilities depend mainly on low-paid worker.; who perform simple. 
routine :asks. Most these assembly plants follow the cla<;sic principles of 
ma."s production: their systeres are geared to minimize costs for a given 
product and process and their investment in the local economy is modest 
Such factories are described as ·footloose' operations: when wages rise (for 
whatever reason). the firms simply relocate to another low-wage country. 

Not surprisingly. the outcome ha" been criticized as failing to promote 
broad-based growth and self-sustaining development (see Sklair. l 990). This 
experience has shaped most opinions about the use of second-hand equipment. 
However. the footloose firms we describe here have a very tenuous relationship 
with the host economy. Cheap labour is their only source of competitive 
strength and when that advantage is eroded they relocate. This relationship is 
in marked contrast to that of firms making use of CITs. The latter will 
necessarily have a strong commitment to training and development of workers· 
skills. Those talents are used to make existing technologies ·more dynamic' 
and to adapt them to suit the lcx:al environment. Soon. competiti\e advantage 
depends not on low wages hut on the in-house skills the firms have nurtured. 
Companies that apply the melhods of continuous improvement therefore have 
an anchor in the local economy and will nor willinglv move elsewhere when 
wages begin 10 rise .11 

Flexibility in Developing Markel'i 

Because continuous improvemcnl depends on a process of constanr change. it 
provides a degree of flexibility that other technological al!ernarivcs lack. This 
flexibility can he achieved in various ways. 

Firsl. lhc firm requires thal managers and workers gain experience in a wid!!r 
range of functions than would he !rue for manufacrurcrs organized to produce 
in a mass-production mode. Bel·ausc the workforce acquires a good under
slanding of most manufacluring processes. people arc heller ahlc to respond to 
unf oresccn prohlcms and can make an dfecrive contrihurion to lhe programmes 
of improvement. Second. the layoul of the production line i., designed lo 
minimize the lime nced,:d lo airer the producl mix or ad_just the level of outpnt. 
Machine .. arc arranged and opcralcd m ways lhal maximize throughput and 
keep idle time 10 a minimum. Third. cosls arc reduced hy systcm;ilically 
moniloring all activities and eliminating those lhal do not add value lo the 
product. The firm constantly strives to cut hack and 1·liminatc inventories. 
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storage areas. rework. repair and inspection. Similar eflorts ar~ m.sde to a\·oid 

waste and duplication. All such acti\·ities lead to lower production costs per 

unit of product. 

Programmes such as these haw sc\·eral goals. all of which will lead to greater 

flexibility of the finn. One is obviously to reduce costs. Another is to create 

a ·teaner· or simpler fonn of production by eliminating those steps or opera

tions which limit the finn ·s ability to respond quickly to new conditions. A third 

way of achie,·ir.g greater flexibility is the rapid changeover from one config

uration of machines and workers to another. Ditlt."Tent product mixes require 

different combinations of machinery and workers. Through the use ofCITs. the 

finn can produce various mixes of products in smaller batches and still operate 

profitably.:: This phenomenon ha-; been tenned the ·economies of flexibility" 

(Cole. Mogab and ~anders. 1992). Though other technological alternatives 

also claim to pro,·ide greater tlcxibiliry. these options arc quite different from 

those offered hy continuous improvement (see Box 2.5). 

Greater flexibility enables the finn to avoid some pitfalls encountered by 

manufacturers operating according to the prin.:iplcs of ma-;s production. That 
method 3f.sumes an (""fltircly different economic cm·ironment which can absorb 

high volumes of throughput and long production runs. Such conditions arc 

necessary in order to dri,·e down unit costs and attain the scale economics 

needed for efficient operation. Unfortunately. markets in many developing 

countries arc too small to absorb these large ,·olumes of output. 

Manufacturers employing mt:thods of continuous impnwcmcnt shou:d haw 

a wider range of economically viable options from whil:h to choose. They arc 

better ahlc to tailor their production mix and output levels h, changing 

Bo::s: 2.S Coatrutillg forms of ftnibility ia maaafacturiag 

Many writers "fer to flexible forms of manufacturing in terms similar to those used to 
describe CIT. Others associate the term with the idea of a 'flexible manufacturing 
system' (FMS) which is operated by numerically-controlled machine tools that work 
under the guidance of central computers. There is some evidence to suggest that FMS 
is not as flexible a." expected. unless it is combined with other technique5 such as 
continuous improvement. For example, a comparative study ofFMS operations in lhe 
United Stata and Japan reports an 'astonishing lack offlexibility' among the former 
fll'D'ls. lnthcUnitedSta'.estheaveragenumberofpart."madebyFMSwas IOcompared 
to 93 in Japan. American firms apparently used FMS to produce a few parts in large 
volumes rather than makin1 a variety of parts at low unit costs. This difference in 
approechisanributcdtothemoreextensiveJapeneseexpericnccwiththemanufactur
ing processes, their emphasis on orpnizational leamin1 and similar attributes of 
continuous improvement (Jaikums, 1916). 
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conditions in the local market. In its most advanced form. the use of CITs will 
combine the specialist advantages of small-job shops with the scale advantages 
of high-volume production (Best, 1990). 

Endogenoos Improvement and Cultural Adaptation 

Firms that successfully implement ClTs will generate their own innovations 
and improvements. Managers may borrow promising ideas and techniques 
from elsewhere but these are soon assimilated and adapted to the firm's 
particular circumstances. Progress depends mainly on the c.ffort and creativity 
of managers and workers. The local culture. working !!'>rough the attitudes. 
decisions and customs of the employees. exerts a strong influence on the firm· s 
overall pattern of innovation and technical progress. 

The precise role played by cultural forces is impossible to identify when 
attention focuses on individual firms or industries. More can be said if we 
adopt a much broader perspective. The system of mass production. for 
example. was developed and perfected to serve the growing markets of 
industrialized countries. Key features of that system include: extensive forms 
of specialization. well-defined types of hierarchical management. an emphasis 
on company-wide planning. performance incentives and competition between 
indiviouals. These practices have been eff cctive because they depend on a set 
of\ alues and behavioural norms with deep cultural and historical roots in the 
industrialized world. 

Methods of continuous improvement arc clearly based on a different set of 
principles and values. where cooperation and coordination arc at least as 
important as competition between individuals and the company's chain of 
command. In fact. many of the values and behavioural norms that arc an 
integral part of the mass production system could be superfluous to a firm which 
opts for CITs (sec Box 2.6). Developing countries with value systems that arc 
in no way compatible with the principles of mass production could tum cultural 
biases to their advamage hy considc:ring alternative ways 10 organize produc
tion.'' 

The role of cuhure may also explain some of the problems western managers 
have experienced in implementing CITs. Most of the tools and technologies on 
which 1hi..; approach depends arc mcanl 10 he used in a general. system-wide 
context. Instead. manager" sometimes employ technique.; such as SPC 10 
1csolvc very specific issues -- for example. to analyse clements of a particular 
manufacturing process or 10 find a shorHerm solution to a prohlcm. Applica
tions such as 1hcsc rcnect the prcvalrnt western belief thal hy perfecting 
individual pieces. lhc whole can he mad<.' perfec:. Such an orientation is 
implicil in !he organization of many mass produc1ion firms. Departmcn!s. 
machines. workers and managers arc dedicated lo specific and specialized 
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Explb a uawgcn haYe reported 1bat implementBlion of err is oflt:n easier to 
8CCOiDplim in adewlopina COUDlry dim Ill home. One rasoe is 1bat local engineers 
mdworbrshaftnocxperimcewidlolbermdbodsoforpniringproducbonand will 
8CC;eptcrrwilhoat raa vlliom. Anolberistbat labouruniom in some indusbialized 
c:oum ies will &cqumdydepictprogtamaw:s fiJrqualityand impoverncnt in a negative 
"8)'. faringthlt layoffs will result. This ir.capdatioo can be rdlccted in workers' 
•Ui•111des Third. many workers in dcvelor>ing countries are comfortable ..vith systems 
wllicb embncecharac:tcristicsuchn group identification and respect for experience. 
err c.pilaliza on tbcsc values by its emphasis on cooperation and coordination 
between groups of people. 

wesean managers sometimes find the accompanying forms of behaviour (for 
example, the avoidance of individual recognition apart tiom the group) irrational but 
1beWassesS11aentfaldstooftrloolcbasiccuhuralrealities. Workersinmanydeveloping 
COUlllries rarely find anything strange about the absence of individua! ratings and 
rewards that are so common in finns organized according to the principles of mass 
production. Thltattitude seems to be supported by statistical evidence. Such ratings 
can be.t>ilrmy and will often be met or exceeded due to chance. Even ~ilen it can be 
slatisticallydcmonsaratedthltoneperson'sperfonnance issuperiortoodlCl'S, invidious 
recognition can actually dampen overall improvement (Aguayo. 199<'). 

tasks; if each part of the firm operates efficiently. the organization as a whole 
is expected to function smoothly. 

A more holistic point of view can be found in Japan wh\!re the entirety of the 
enterpris~ tends to be seen as qualitatively different from the sum of its 
individual parts (Yoshida. 1989). In other words. the compl'tency of individual 
components docs not ensure that the enterprise will thrive. Based on observa
tions such as these, analysts have hypothesized that one reason for the success 
of programmes of continuous improvement in Japan may be that the commit
ment to ma-;s production is not so deeply entrenched as elsewhere (Matsushita. 
1988). The fact that these attitudes arc similar to those displayed in many 
developing countries suggests that the same methods could also he suitable 
there. 

NOTES 

I. Hibbard and llo~ricka ( l?R2) •rare: thi• ~ic:w •uccincrly whc:n thc:y norc rhar rhc: common 
organiTalional fonn of a pyramidal burcaucraq is as much a rcchnology as rhc worll·rm>ec,snr•. 
micmcomputc:rs. filing sysrc:ms and cakula!ors thal arc: sn cssc:nlial lo lhc: wMk ofrhc r.rjlani1a11on. 

2. For other c:vid:ncc: ciring similar result•. sec Shin go (I ?R6 ). 
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3. Finns thal successfully implement err regard people ralher 1han machmcry as 1hc main soun:e of 
innovalion and improvcmenl. T oyOla • s Direclor of Produ.:lion C onlrol has ar~ lhat ·100 much 
aulo:?1.11ion can backfire .... If it's 100 complicalcd. workers are inllmidatcd'. Uhima1ely. even a 
flexible aulomalcd sys1cm will be of less significance lhan a dedicalcd workfun:c which 
conlinualiy improves quali1y 1hrough suggestions and s1udy (Jagawa. quoted in Miller. Woodruff 
al'd Pclerson. 1992. p. 37). 

4. Sellers of advanced cquipmenl somc1imes lock buyers into an e'pcnsive package of mainlenance 
and repair sen·ices. Contracts slipulate that only Ir.lined lechnicians employed by 1hc vendor will 
he allowed 10 work on machinery. Any upgrading or modificalions must also be performed by lhe 
vendor's technicians. Such a package of services diminishes 1hc ~sibililies of 'hands-on· 
learning by workers and engineers ir the buyeo firm. 

5. Titcre is a growing body oflileralurc which demonslrales thal workers in developing counlrics with 
low levels of skill and education can be !rained to u.o;e err cfficicn1ly. For a discussion of such 
practices in metal manufacturing enlerpriscs in Zimbabwe. see Posthuma I 1993 ); in electronics 
manufacluring in Tan1.ania sec UNIDO ( 1993); in Indian auto componcnls manufacturing and 
cle.:1rical products manufac1uring. sec Kaplinsky ( 1993) and for manufacluring enlerprises in 
Brazil. see Fleury (1993). 

6. The following is a typical view of managemenl in 1he con1inuous improwmenl firm: 'Ma1sushi1a 
makes people before making products .. .. Of all 1he resnun.:es 1ha1 arc ne.:essary lo run a 
corporalion, I believe 1ha1 lhe human fac1or is 1hc mosl important Ii is no exaggeralion 10 say 1hal 
the quality of a .:ompany is determined by lhe people who staff it. No mailer how well organized 
ii may look on paper or no mailer how advanced i1s managemenl tc.:hniques arc. a corporalion will 
not prosper unless ils managers and employees can effeclively use the organi1a1ion or 1echniques. 
The same is true of capilal. planl and equipmen1. or malerials. · ( Konosukc Malsushita. in UNIDO. 
1993.p.41). 

1. Curiously. the in1eres1 in !raining programmes for qualily and improvcmenl lends 10 he higher 
among produclion-line workers in developing counlries 1han managers. Managers 0f1en res isl 1he 
in1roduc1ion of new lcchniques andorganiza1ion melhods !Poslhuma. I 993; Fleury and Humphrey, 
1992; Wilson, 1992). In some ca.'ICs 1he 'qu:ility' programmes they implcmenl are really mean! 
to increase t!le intensity or pace of w0rk wi1hout pulling in place a sustained system of improvement 
!Franzoi and R°'::igues. 1993; Rua~. 1993). 

R. CIT is nol expensive in lcrms of i:s capital rcquiremenls hut it requires proper training in key area.' 
such as process and producl improvement. cost and design. These invcstmcnls can yield 
subs1antial returns and should he seen a.~ akin to outlay' for new equipment ra1her 1h1n a~ a sunken 
cost or expense. Ironically. many firms thal would not rnn,idcr cost ~avings via rcdu.:1ion in 
machine main1enancc will readily cul worker and management training. 

9. TPM also strelches lhe lime hctween repairs and therefore reduces lhe firm·' outlays for 
replacement parts. 

10. Many workers and engineers in devdoping coun1ncs may he more ~killed in these a•;rivi1ies than 
lheir counterparts in indus1riali1.ed counlries. They have rnnsidcrahlc expcrien.:e keepine: old 
machines running despite a shonage of parts and linlc money. The urhan informal .,ector in mosl 
developing countries includes large numhcrs of .,mall-scale maintenance and repair shops, all of 
them employing informally-!rained or self-laughl mechanic,. An irnpre,sive vancry of innova
tive activny occur., in 1hcsc shops. even in the poore'r of 'urroumhng•. Such creativeness would 
he invaluahle in a di<eiplined programme of TPM and can he used lo mamiain and adapl older 
machinery. 

I I. ·1 he scenario we dcscrihc is rcmmiscent of rn..:um•tances in Japan in the early l<JSOs. Manufac
ruring at rhal time relied on cheap lahour and used capital 'paringly. The many firm' rhat embraced 
quality rnnlrol and the early clcmcnls of CIT ,(id not rclocare when wage' later hcgan lo rise f\ee 
Dem in!?. I 9H6). In facl. very fc\O: set up any overseas npcralions unr1I they ha<I hccome huj.!e 
corporarion• which were convened 1010 mulrmational.s. 

12. The ahili1y to maintain product quality and control cosl•. ye! pr11dU<'C ID small ha1<·hc• rather rhan 
Ion!? prcHluc110n runs, should he an extremely profi1ahlc acwmph,hmenl for small and medium· 
.;11cd firm,. II" rhesc companies that ~ervc a' '"hconlr.iclors. as,cmhlcr' and '11pphcr' for lhc 
lar>?c national and mulllnat1onal firms opcralln!? in developinv countries. The market repre,cntcd 
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by !hcsc large comp311ics is not being exploited by small ;md medium-sized firms. In Mexico. for 
example. !he large manufacrurcrs and exporters in the maquiladora sccror buy less rhan five per 
cent of !heir inpurs from Mexican suppliers. Many maPagers would prefer local soun:c:s or supply 
bur can not because of problems wirh qualiry and av:iilabiliry (sec Wilson. 1992). Similar findings 
arc rcponcd in Brazil (80s. 1991). 

13. The role played by culrure in lhe process of economic development has been of considerable 
inrerest lo economists. Some have argued rhar certain cultures found in the developing world 
embrace value sysrems which would be inimi.:al ro a process of industrialization based on rhe 
principles of mass production (Myrdal. 1968). 
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3. Organizational Structures and 
Information Flows 

Most large manufacturers throughout the world have organized themselves to 
operate according lo the principles of mass production. All such firms aim lo 
minimize their costs through long production runs which can be sold in big or 
rapidly expanding consumer markets. Other distinguishing characteristics 
include: heavy investments in plant and equipment (which imply high fixed 
costs). production of a limited number of product versions or models to avoid 
frequent changeover in machinery and production lines, highly specialized job 
assignments and a hierarchical structure that divides the company into several 
discrete divisions or departments. Using principles such as these. the modern
day version of a mass manufacturer has attained a size and scale of production 
which far excet"ds that of its predecessors. 

The producti0n capabilities of these firms have increased many fold, though 
their organizational and structural characteristics have changed very little 
(Best, 1990). At the same time, drastic changes in the global marketplace have 
created new challenges for mass producers everywhere. Some of these 
developments were noted in Chapter I but two deserve special mention here. 
First, firms now operate in a more competitive and uncertain environment than 
ever before. Second. manufacturers are under incessant pressure to ensure that 
their products and processes meet new, and usually higher standards. The 
forces creating these changes originate from se\eral different sources. They 
include: more discriminating customers. more flexible competitors. more 
stringent regulations and more influential interest groups. No company. 
however powerful, can ignore their significance. 

Circumstances such as these place a premium on a firm's ability to identify 
new directions of change and to respond swiftly. Managers of mass production 
firms are acutely aware of the challenges they face. Mergers and acquisitions, 
rationalization of capacity, massive layoffs and countless other corporate 
strategies are all part of their response. Nor have they hesitated lo 'horrow' 
production methods and new techniques from competitors and firms in other 
industries. The search for a winning combination of products and production 
processes is wide-ranging. hut all too frequently the results have heen disap
pointing. 

.17 
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Recipes for success in today ·s more competitive environment defy generali
zation. although a few common themes can be identified. One of these. the use 
of production-related information. is discussed here. This subject is important 
for two reasons. First. firms must have a complete and comprehensive view of 
how their production systems function before they can respond effectively to 
competitive threats or otherwise improve their existing operation. Manufac
turers that lack tl:e necessary production information are unlikely to choose an 
appropriate course of ac•ion. Second. the route by which information moves 
through an organization reveals a great deal about how the firm works. 
Information tends to move along the path of least resistance and its course will 
disclose decision-making channels that do not appear on any organizational 
chart. 

Manufacturing enterprises generate vao;t amounts of production-specific 
data. Much of this is quantitative in character and is obtained through the sort 
of routine measurement exercises that are carried out by virtually all firms. 
Another type of production information is informal in character a11d is pos
sessed by on-site workers. Such data is generated during the daily course of 
events on the factory floor. It deals with variom. kinds of probiems and 
experiences relating to the use of materials. machinery and other production
line operations. Casual observers may assume that this informal information 
is of minor significance but in reality it is an essential input if the firm is to 
realize the costleso; and highly effective types of improvement described in 
Chapters I and 2. 

By focusing on the ways production information is collected and used. we 
can highlight differences in organizational form. At one extreme is the 
'continuous improvement firm' (CIF) which attaches grear · 'lportance to both 
informal and quantitative sources of infonnation. At the ether is the mass 
production firm where greater emphasis is placed on more formal. quantitative 
types of data. In practice. the differences between the~e two organizational 
entities may not be as great as the following discussion implies; •he sharp 
contrasts we draw arc partly for expository purposes. 

The discussion begins by examining how production information move-; 
through a firm organized to operate .iccording tc methods of mass production. 
Attention then turns to information flows in an cnterpri:\e dedicated to contin
uous improvement. Our purpose is to demonstrate how each firm makes use 
of availahle data to improve its rroduction processes. An important l!istinction 
between the two firms' approaches is in their interpretation of efficiency and 
p1, 'cess time. This subject is discussed in the concluding section of the chapter. 
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INFORMATION R..OWS IN MASS PRODUL""'TION FIRMS 

Procedures for gathering a.Id processing production information are deter
mined in part by the degree of specialization which the mass production firm 
imposes (see Bos, 1991 ). Such specialization has its roots in early twentieth
century ideas about ·scientific management' and can be observed in the way 
managers and workers are deployed. 

The large numherof detailed jcb descriptions which exist in mass production 
firms underlines the narrow range of functions and responsibilities assigned to 
people.' Several highly specialized managers will typically supervise a greater 
numberof skilled and semi-skilled workers. with each of these groups perform
ing different functions in differe·1t departments. Matters relating to quality are 
not spared in the drive to specialize. The mass production firm will usl'ally 
include a separate department for quality control and quality assurance. 
Unfortunately. these departments are frequently just another area of specializa
tion to which top managers delegate the critical responsibility for improvement. 

The skills developed by managers depend mainly on the experience gained 
in theirrespective fields. Many have served in only one department during their 
career and this background lends a certain bias to their views of the firm's 
operation. 2 Similar comments apµly to those at lower levels in the organization. 
They carry out fairly specialized assignments and their attention focuses on the 
immediate requirements of their job and department. In brief, the system 
creates a workforce of specialists who are more concerned with their own 
agenda rather than with the needs of customers, fellow employees or the overall 
firm (Stahl and Bounds, 1991. p. 11 ). The result is likely to be an excessive 
degree of competition and rivalry between departments.frustrating attempts to 
shar. information or collaborate on programmes for improvement. 

The firm's incentive systems and criteria for judging the performance of 
people reinforce this pattern of specialization. Managers and their subordinates 
are all under pressure to meet specific goals for their department, work shift or 
some otherorganizational group. Under such conditions, people will gain little 
by shari.1g information or ideas with others. Each departmental entity comes 
to resemble an 'organizational silo' which resists the cross-departmental flows 
of information and ideas that could increase customer value. Not surprisingly, 
a paradoxical situation can arise where the achievement of departmental goals 
a~tually contributes to overall customer dis!.atisfaction or a decline in the firm's 
market share (see Box 3.1). 

Similar priorities apply with regard lo the collection, proce!>sing and use of 
production-related data. Mass production firms generally have sophisticated 
systems for this purpose. Much of the information is collected hy workers at 
assembly lines, loading docks or inventory warehouses. After analysis and 
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processing by specialists. it is transferred through various functional levels of 
the finn to the higher echelons of management. Eventually, the data is used to 
develop production plans, determine directives and set standards which then 
filter back down through the hierarchy to the production site. This circular flow 
of infonnation through the firm reflects a clear distinction between the tasks of 
thinking and doing or the 'brains· and the "hands· of the organization (Florida 
and Kenney. 1990, p.12). Very simply stated, managers are paid to think and 
plan while workers arc paid to perform the tasks necessary to carry out the 
plans. 

Well-run systems of this type can efficiently handle quantitative data but are 
less effective when the information is informal in character. The mass 
producer's limited ability to process the latter sort of infonnation can be 
attributed to several factors: 

• Decision makers are often ill-equipped to evaluate infonnal informa
tion. 

• Long periods of time may elapse before data is translated into an action 
or decision. Such delays arc not practical in the case of infonnal data 
since its usefulness decays rapidly. 

• The principles which govern operation of traditional information sys
tems tend to discourage the collection and sharing of informal data. 

• Informal data docs not travel well within mass production firms. 
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Failures such as these mean that many opportunities to introduce improvements 
in products or processes are "quandered. Below. we look at each of these 
characteristics in more detail. 

Top managers are primarily interested in measurable resull'i that refer to the 
firm as a whole. Their subordinates are expected to resolve problems on the 
shop floor and to deal with informal types of information relating to production 
sites. Because few executives have any experience working on the production 
line. informal information may have little meaning for them. Their difficulties 
are compounded by the fact that the workers having the greatest knowledge in 
this area are excluded from the decision-making process. The result is that 
much valuable information never reaches the upper echelons of management. 
When such information does land on managers· desks. it is usually at a time of 
crisis - for example. when a shipment of defective items is supplied to a 
customer or an expensi\-e piece of machinery breaks down. The crisis will be 
quickly resolved but little thought may be given to the underlying reasons for 
its occurrence. 

The effectiveness of informal i:iformation is further impaired by the time lag 
between collection at the work site and corrective action by managers. Whether 
info,mauon concerns c!efects. customers· orders or design and engineering 
problems. it must first travel up through the organizational hierarchy to a remote 
dedsion-making centre. Even if the information is promptly transferred, top 
managers rr.ay make no decisions until they begin the next round of planning. 
Valuable time for making corrections and improvements is lost in either case. 
New office technologies can speed the physical transmission of data but the 
fundamental problem is not resolved. Simply stated, the value of site-specific 
informatinn decays rapicily as it moves up and down the organizational ladder. 

Yet another problem is that many information systems implicitly assign a 
low priority to informal sources. A tacit assumption is that direct hrour has 
little to offer besides the performance of its defined job. The implication is not 
lost on workers who recognize that they are not paid to think or improve the 
process. Some simply assume a role which confirms common managerial 
stereotypes about careless or shoddy methods. Many will be aware that they 
incur risks when they make suggestions or identify problems on the shop floor. 
Fear of an argument or even persona! hlame often prevents the worker from 
speaking up. even if there is strong evidence to support his suggestion (see 
W?lton. 1989, p.71 ). Other reasons for reticence include: fear of the conse
quences if a proposal is tried and fails, concern about joh security and the 
prospects for promotion, or the tacit assumption that management is already 
aware of the prohlem. 1 

Finally, informal data does not travel well within traditional information 
systems. Quantitative measures such as counts of defects, volume of rework 
or product throughput can be easily transferred from the work site to the 
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manager·s desk but such data does not present a complete picture. Informal 
information referring to a particular situation or work site can be difficult to 
communicate to persons who are far removed from the shop floor. Successful 
information transfers between workers and line supervisors or foremen are 
possible but they rarely extend to higher levels (see Box 3.2). lftop managers 
receive such data at all. it is second-hand and largely out of context. 

As competition has intensified. managers have recognized some of these 
weaknesses and sought to address them. Their responses are sometimes very 
ambiiious. Many large firms have eliminated whole layers of middle manage
ment. undertaking drastic forms of restructuring or withdrawing from certain 
product markets. In such instances the desire to improve methods of gathering 
and interpreting information are part of a much lar~er agenda.4 Some managers 
opt for more pragmatic solutions. frequently choosing to focus on improve
ments in their information systems. Popular examples include: efforts to 
capture and utilize informal information more effectively. programmes to 
eliminate functional barriers that slow the firm's rate of improvement or 
attempts to encourage the flow of information and ideas across departmental 
boundaries. In brief. improvements in the information system may be part of 
a larger set of remedial actions or they may represent a primary goal in more 
modest attempts to boost competitiveness. Below we consider three of the 
latter options in order to learn a bit more about the mass producer's ability to 
modify its information-gathering process. They include: 

• the creation of quality control circles; 
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• efforts lo develop informal channels of communication wilhin lhe firm; 
and 

• programmes lo encourage the flow of information from workers lo 
managers. 

Inspired by lhe success oi Japanese firms. manufaclurers in other industri
alized countries have embraced lhe idea of the ·qualily control circle· lQCC). 
These groups are composed of represenlalives from different department" who 
are expected lo share lheir ideas and discuss melhods to improve quality and 
efficiency. Some qualily circles have achieved good results. lhough olhers have 
nol lived up to expeclations (Bradley and Hill. 1987). Many reasons have been 
suggested for lhe poor performance of lhese group~ (see Hill. 1991 ). 

One recurrent explanation for lhese failures is lhal lhe organizational 
slructure of mass produclion firms limils the QCCs effectiveness. Firms lhal 
perfected lhis melhod were already organized along lines thal assigned a high 
priority to collaboralive work on improvements. Those geared lo produce 
according to melhods of mass produclion rarely provide lhe lypes of inccmives 
lhal would bolsler the work of quality gro'aps. ~ As a result. participation in a 
QCC is an assignment in addilion to usual job responsibililics. The role played 
by middle managers can be particularly :iwkward. They arc charged with 
overseeing lhesc groups but have no aulhority t•J implemenl any changes the 
QCC proposes. The effectiveness of quality circles can be further diminished 
because rccommendalions cut across departmental boundaries or exceed the 
group's narrowly-defined mandate. Finally, the active interest of top managers 
tends to be short-lived. declining rapidly after an inilial burst of enthusiasm 
(Hill. 1991. p. 549). 

A different approach is to establish more direct communication between 
managers and workers. Oflen. a method known a." 'managemem by walking 
around' is used for this purpose. Managers seek to learn more about the current 
situation by leaving their offices and talki: .g with experienced workers on the 
shop floor. Based on these discussions. they may make suggestions or initiate 
changes in manufacturing processes. The tactic can backfire if it reveals just 
how disconnected from day-to-day operations managers really arc. Another 
weakness is that anecdotal evidence is no substitute for a thorough knowledge 
of on-site operations and efficient systems 10 tllrn shop-floor informarion inro 
genuine improvements. The end result may he little more than !>poradic 
communication between management and workers. 

Programmes to encourage the flow of informa1ion from workers 10 manag
ers take many forms. Examples include: regular or periodic mc<!tings of 
workers and manager.'i, 'open door' policies where workers arc invited 10 

discuss issues of quality and improvement wirh managers, seminars rn; im-
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provement issues. programmes to encourage employee suggestions and so on. 6 

None of these methods are likely to succeed unless managerial attitudes and 
organizational structures are fundamentally altered. The .:>utcome can be 
particularly disappointing for companies where labour-management relations 
are poor. Suspicious workers regard these initiatives as another way to reduce 
their numbers or to wrirg more work out of existing staff. The paradoxical 
result could be that programmes for improvement actually lead to a decrease 
in productivity. 

In summary. the search for internal improvements is often thwarted by the 
separation of functions and high degree of specialization which is so common 
in many mass production firms. These characteristics inhibit the flow of 
production information and ideas that are critical for continuous improvement. 
Despite such handicaps. many top managers pref er to address their informa
tional problems by methods which leave the basic structure of their organiza
tion intact. The following section looks at the opposite end of our stylistic 
spectrum and asks whether the mass producer can borrow a:iy methods and 
tools from the conrinuous improvement firm. 

ORGANIZATIONAL BARRIERS AND MISCONCEPTIONS 

Continuous improvement is distinguished from other attempts to increase 
productivity and bolster competitiveness by its emphasis on daily. incremental 
fonns of improvement. The purpose of all these efforts is to enhance customer 
value, a concept which refers not only to price but attributes of product quality, 
product design. serviceability, durability and other ways ofhoosring customer 
satisfacrion. The critical link between infonnation and cusromer satisfaction 
requires that managers create and nurture the work of groups whose intellectual 
capabilities produce customer value.7 

Like any other manufacturer. the overriding goals of a CIF are obvious ones 
such as increased market share or profitability. However. the way in which the 
finn pursues these goals in its day-to-day operations is sometimes obscure. at 
least to the outside observer. The sorts of improvements which typify daily 
operations arc usually minuscule and often undocumented. Outsiders tend to 
overlook this dogged process of minor improvements and arc unlikely to 
comprehend the system that nourishes it. 

Not surprisingly. a finn that embarks on a programme of continuous 
improvement may underestimate the magnitude of its !ask. Many managers 
erroneously a:-.:.ume thar the transformation can be ac1;omplished hy :-.imply 
purchasing a 'package' or statistical tools and other production techniques and 
!hen inslalling them like a piece of capiral equipment This misjudgement is 
compot.ndr..: hy a tendency 10 focus on some dramatic result rather than rhc 
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process of improvement itself. One example is the development of just-in-time 
(JIT) methods of inventory control. Many observers hailed this achievement 
as a 'revolutionary breakthrough', though in reality it was the outcome of 30 
years of evolutionary, incremental improvements (see Nayak and Ketteringham, 
1986). The same applies to other aspects of continuous improvement such as 
SMED, statistical process C\lntrol, quality control circles and Japanese tech
niques like kanban and pokayoke.8 

Firms may be poorly prepared to make the transition to continuous improve
ment but nevertheless begin with an evangelical zeal. Employees are exhorted 
to become part of the campaign for •total quality', 'zero defects·. ·world-class 
manufacturing', JIT or some other label. Consultants, quality circles and 
programmes of 'employee involvement' are conspicuous during this early 
phase. Productivity and product quality will usually show some improvement. 
but all too often these gains are short-lived. When the initial momentum 
dissipates. managers realize that they have invested considerable amounts of 
money and time for only modest returns in productivity and qualiiy. One result 
is that programmes for 'quality and improvement' lose credibility among both 
managers and workers. 

Why do these tools sometimes lose their potency when transferred to new 
practitioners of continuous improvement? First, a gr...-at deal of the know-h,1w 
embodied in techniques suc'1 as JIT, quality comroi circles or SPC is company
specific. Such methods have been adapted and refined through years of 
experience and are now deeply embedded in the culture of the CIF (see 
Box 3.3). Newcomers can not hope to assimilate these routines into their 
company quickly. Nor can they expect that the original methods will be ideally 
suited to their factory's environment; further adaptations \\'ill almost certainly 
be necessary. These tasks become even more difficult if the firm's existing 
organizational structure is relatively inflexible. 

Second, the newcomer is at a disadvantage owing to the rapid pace of change. 
Long-time prac~itioners of continuous improvement are constantly refining 
existing techniques and developing new ones. They have accumulated years 
of experience and created a work environment that encourages change. 
Meanwhile, the new adherent struggles to master methods which may only 
remain state-of-the-art for a hrief period. Without constant information 
exchange and a system to coordinate the search for improvements. the new 
convert may never overtake its heller-organized rivals. 

The harriers encountered hy the newcomer can he illu .. ;tratcd hy considering 
the hypothetical case of a typical mass production finn that competes against 
a CIF of similar size. Over time, the latter firm has achieved a position of 
su;>eriority which can he explained in terms of product quality, price advan
tages, service practices orother product characteristics. Supr-ose that managers 
of the mass production firm conclude that their rival's success is largely due ro 
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its skilful use of statistical tools. They hope to strengthen their own firm's 
position hy introducing a rigorous programme of SPC. Consultants are 
engaged to assist in this undertakin.~. several managers and line workers arc 
trained in data analysis and data collection, and every asscmhly line soon 
hristlcs with control charts. Over the next few years, the mass producer's efforts 
yield results as def ccts. rework and customer complaints arc reduced. But 
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surprisingly. the gap between the two finns does not diminish. The CIF 
introduces improvement., of its own which preserve its position of leadership. 
This outcome prompts the mass producer to re-evaluate its competilor·s 
operations. An investigation reveals that most of the statistical charts and 
related tools which were so much in evidence in the CIFs plants only a few 
years before have disappeared. 

How can this apparent reversal of production methods be explained"? The 
CIF did not abandon its original philosophy once the manufacturing system 
was brought under slatislical control. Instead. it progressed to a new. more 
sophisticated level of operation which no longer requires extensive use of 
SPC. Special causes of variation were first eliminated and sleps taken to 
ensure chat they did not recur. Following this phase. common causes of 
v:;riation were attacked. Proc.!ss "·ariation was gradually reduced so that parts 
could be designed to more precise specifications and tolerances. Manufac
turing processes and products were regularly reconfigured in order to ·design 
variation out of the system·. fa·entually. lhe need to monitor each process 
through statistical means became unnecessary. 

The danger which this example illustrates is that the mass production finn 
may become ·stuck· in the early stages ofSPC.q Meanwhile. the CIF moves on 
to a more sophisticated level of application. The distinction between the two 
firms is partl~ Jue to th~ir Ji . .;pa;atf. approaches lo the prnblem ,-,f common
cause variation. The CIF is prepared to adapl. alter or refine any aspect of its 
production syslem - from design to delivery. Managers. line workers. and 
technicians collaborate to oblain all the production-rela1ed informa1ion needed 
to guide ti>: firm in i1s search for improvement. The mas., producer. though a 
voracious consumer of 1he more conventional forms of quantitative data. 
makes little use of informal types of information. Nor arc its managers willing 
to consider the more radical forms of change in organizational and managerial 
structure which arc necessary lo remove lhis boulcneck. 

ll is nol surprising lhal lhe mass producer is disappointed with rhe results of 
this experiment. SPC is a sci of statistical 1ools which can he used to bring 
manufacturing processes under control (thal is. to eliminate special causes of 
variation) and afterwards lo reduce varia1ion due to common causes. Once 
lhese goals have hcen achieved. lhe 100Is should he dismanlled and moved 
elsewhere. Lacking 1he proper informalion and unwilling to make lhe changes 
needed lo secure thal data. the mass productinn firm cannol rid itself of 
common-cause variation. S1a1is1ical charls and related devices hccomc a 
permanent f ealurc of its operation. In that capacity they arc the graphical 
counterpart of an inspector. serving merely a-; insurance against a loss of 
statistical control. 

Some tools of conrinuous improvement can ll:: quickly integrated into a 
lirm's operation rhnuJ!h others require several years for experimentation :md 
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adaptation. During that time a large number of changes and modifications will 
have to be made. The basic role of managers must be altered. as will every 
aspec~ of existing production routines and workers' responsibilities. These 
adjustments will be conditioned by the technologies installed. Meanwhile. the 
technologies themselves must be tailored to suit the host company's environ
ment. Without adaptation. a CIT may never become ai. integrai part of the 
firm's production system. It is rea.sor:able to expect tJiat some alterations will 
be necessary when these techniques are transfer.-ed from one company to 
another. 

In summary, mass production firms rarely capitalize upon the on-site 
information which is essential if newly-acquired CITs are to be efficiently 
assimilated. Nor are these firms willing to contemplate the changes in 
managerial attitudes and organizational structure that are necessary to compile 
and use this sort of information. No such restrictions apply to the CIF. Its 
organization and methods of operation are designed to make optimal use of on
site information to promote improvements in product quality, process effi
ciency and flexibility (see Bos. 1991. pp. 25-33). With these advantages, the 
CIF is in a better position to integrate new methods into its production system 
quickly and then go on to refine and adapt these methods to suit its specific 
needs. 

The CIF's superior use of information can be attributed to several factors: 

• Managers and workers in the CIF are better prepared to deal with a 
diverse set of problems simultaneously. They have a broader range of 
work erperience and encounter few barriers which discourage informa
tion flows and collaboration between groups. Horizontal coordination 
of operating units in the CIF is founded on shared information rather 
than skill specialization. 

• There is a collective approach to problem-solving which ensures a 
company-wide perspective. This orientation is essential if new tech
nologies are to be adapted and refined to suit a company's specific needs. 

• Production-line workers arc given grealer autonomy and decision
making aulhority than in tradilional firms. There i~ no sharp demarca
tion in !he CJF between 'lhinking' and 'doing' ac1ivi1ies. 

A firm's conversion to continuous improvement will inevitably creale 
difficulri<'s during lh<' hreak-in period. Prohlemo; involving matters ranging 
from cos! to design. quality and production scheduling spill across departmen
tal houndaries and fields of reo;ponsibility. Furthermore, these issues must he 
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addressed simultaneously if the new techniques are to be efficiently mastered 
and assimilated. 10 All this requires a company-wide effort which can not 
succeed without coordination and collaboration. A mass production firm with 
a highly specialized workforce and an elaborate division l>f responsibilities wi II 
find it difficult to make these adjustments in a timely manner. 

Employees in a CIF tend to be better equipped to handle a diverse range of 
problems at the same time. While tasks are specialized, workers are generalized 
(Cole, 1992). For example, the number of job descriptions and work-related 
classifications found in the CIF are far fewer than for the typical ma'is producer. 
The CJF takes every opportunity to ensure that its people gain experience in 
several departments and task!>. Job rotation and group work provide managers. 
technical personnel and shop-floor employees with a broader view of the 
organic workings of the enterprise. Once the CIF has created an experienced 
workforce, it maximizes the benefits by eliminating any existing barriers 
between areas of staff responsibility. One way of doing this is to encourage the 
workers' participation in groups such as QCCs. Another is to remove any 
disincentives to collaborate across functions. 11 Sometimes, physical barriers 
- for example, walls and partitions between staff area'i - will be removed as 
well. Through these means. employees gain a broad understanding of each 
other's role and are better able to cooperate in th~ creation of customer value. 

A collective approach to decision-making follows naturally from arrange
ments such as these. 12 Many ClFs hold informal meetings at ihe beginning of 
the day to discuss major issues. Cross-functional groups which include 
managers, technicians and hourly workers from different departments are also 
common. Formal groups are expected to address different problems on a 
regular basis while informal ones may be convened to deal with problems as 
they arise. Unlike their equivalents in traditional firms, these groups have the 
authority to enact changes after they have studied a problem and agreed uoon 
a solution. Meetings provide opportunities to share critical. on-site information 
with colleagues who have different responsibilities and functions. Each team 
has the same set of very precise goals: to find ways to eliminate def eels or to 
introduce improvements which will be of benefit to the 'customer'. Impor
tantly, their deliberations take into account both external and internal custom
ers. The external customer is the pu;chascr of the finished product and tht · ~inal 
arbiter of quality while the internal customers arc those employees who will 
subsequently work on a partly finished product as it moves through the 
manufacturing system. The satisfaction of each customer, whether internal or 
external, is the concern of every group. The outcome of all this group activity 
is a constant flow of small improvements. Few, if any, of these changes will he 
documented or wrillen down in any formal way. Nevertheless, they arc widely 
discusi:ed by all involved and quickly become part of standard practice (sec 
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Box 3.4). Without such t:ffective methods for the exchange of information and 
opinion. cooperation across functions ano departments deteriorates and the 
effectiveness of CIT is jeopardized. 

A third method to ensure effective use of informal information is to grant 
workers the authority to make changes at the work site. Because these 
employees have the deepest understanding of a particular manufacturing 
process. they are in the best position to make decisions of this sort. Whether 
the modifications emerge from group discussions or are made on an individual 
basis is immaterial: the important point is that workers are expected to improve 
production processes.' 3 This limited delegation of authority does not mean that 
managers are freed from leadership responsibilities. It does imply that in the 
area of improvement workers need not always be followers. 

The expectation is th::tt workers who can exercise authority at the work site 
will have more pride in their jobs and take results seriously. Such an 
environment does not depend on workshops. lectures, sensitivity-training 
sessions. employee retreats or slogans. Nor is it contingent on the rhetoric of 
consultants who preach ·employee involvemenf,'job enrichment' or •quality
of-life programmes·. To be successful, managers must create a system which 
maximizes the experience, collaborative instincts and information of workers; 
and then reconfirm their commitment to this system on a daily basis. 

Bos 3.4 Documenting prodactioa-liae dwtpa ill die CIF 

The CIF depends on a free flow of information between different groups and job 
functions. A properly working system oimformationexchangemeanslhere is less need 
to commit precise instructions to writing. Moreover, change is continuous and many 
adaptations have only a short life span. A convenient way to represent the latest round 
ofimprovcmcnts may be a tempcllU)' visual aid (for example, a blacklurd or bulletin 
board) located in the work area where everyone ::ices it. Recent changes would then be 
obvious to anyone from outside the immediate work area. Such visual aids can also be 
apowerfulstimulanttofurtherdi'ICUSSiononimprovements. Thesamepnicticewould 
be risky in conventional firms wnere managers plan all production-line modifications 
and workers implement these plans. Writrcn documentation will usually be n:quiml 
to avoid ambiguities and misinterpretations. This top-down form of management 
meanslhatagreatdealoftheproduction-lineinfonnationposscssedbyworkersislost, 
ignored or decays rapidly. Workers quickly learn to anticipate the next round of 
instructions rather than to think in terms of improvement. In such fmns there are few 
visual aids referring to improvement activities although then: could be 111 abundance 
of posters and slopns exhorting workers to strive fOr greater quality and paforJlllllCC. 
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CONCEPfS OF TIME AND EFFICIENCY 

Production efficiency can be defined as the goal of maximizing output with the 
minimum amount of inputs. Time has an important role to play in this equation. 
A factory's costs will rise when the period of operating time in any given week 
or month is lengthened. It follows that costs per unit of output will decline if 
the production target can be met in a shorter period of time. In other words. a 
firm that can manufacture the same number of units as its rival more quickly. 
and do that without additional inputs or equipment. will be more efficient. 

Ideas such as these might appear to be so fundamental that they allow no 
alternative interpretations. Yet the CIF and mass producer have quite different 
views of time and efficiency. In the mass production firm the two concepts are 
merged in the search for ·economies of time' (see Best. 1990, pp. 147-56: and 
Chandler. 1977). In order to achieve greater economics of time. the firm seeks 
to maximize the numberof items produced in a given period of time. Managers 
therefore look for ways to speed the movement of materials and semi-finished 
products through the plant. Greater efficiency and lower production i:osts of 
standardized products are the resull. 

The mass producer bases its search for economics of time on two fundamen
tal guidelines. One. known as 'the principle of flow·. was developed hy 
engineers in the early twentieth century. This innovation led to the redesign of 
the factory floor. so the 'flowline' of machines would conform with the 
sequence of machining operations. The step was a great improvement over 
earlier methods which required that batches of material or product he moved 
from one specialized department to the next. Enginccp: subsequently went on 
to devise more sophisticated flowlincs for products which were assemhlcd 
from a series of components. All these efforts came together in the automobile 
industry where the principle nfflow was successfully employed to manufacture 
a product requiring a large number of complex components. 

Methods of scientific management were developed at about lhc same time 
as the princir,te of flow and served as a second guideline in the search for 
economics of time. Closely ass'.1ciatcd with the research of Frederick Taylor. 
scientific management required that production-line activities he carefully 
synchronized with the flow of prnduction. 1

·
1 Hig' • rates of throughput meant 

that workers must perform routine. repetitive tasks with machinery that wa' 
running at full opacity. 

With better planning of a factory's machine layout and careful organization 
of workers' routines. managers were able to achieve large increases in throuf!h· 
put at much lower unit costs.'' Work activities were const,111tly redd"incd in 
ways that distinguished hetwccn managers' planning responsihilitics and 
workers' manual tasks. This version of mass production was soon transferred 
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from the United States to other industrialized countries. becoming the domi
nant organizational model for all large manufacturers by the mid-twentieth 
century. Because the model focuses on the productive time needed to transform 
material into products, mea.;ures such as productivity per labour hour or 
machine output per hour are the accepted yardsticks for measuring operational 
efficiency. 

Interpretations of efficiency and time have evolved along quite different 
lines in the CIF. Forerunners of the modem CIF recognized that the ability to 
reduce manufacturing overheads would be a key to competitiv ~success. These 
overheads include expenditures relating to inventory. matenals handling. 
inspection. warehouses, resource planning. changeover and quality control. 
For the typical mass producer. they can amnunt to 200 per cent or more of direct 
labour cost-;. 16 By reducing process variation and cutting back on product lines, 
the early CIFs were able to lower manufacturing overheads substantially. This 
gave them a cost advantage over rival firms using methods of ma<;s production 
(Abegglen and Stalk, 1985). 

The Clfs made aggressive use of their cost advantage but could still supply 
only a limited number of products or models. The i;roblem, which they shared 
with mass manufacturers, was that overheads rose exponentially whenever the 
number of product lines was increa'ied. Burgeoning overheads resulted from 
the larger number of parts that were required, the diverse range of problems 
encountered and greater complexity of the manufacturing processes. After 
many years of experimentation. this problem was resolved by development of 
the JIT production system in the 1970s. Japanese firms found they were able 
to manufacture different products on the same prodaction line without driviny 
up overhead costs. Their success meant that the mass producer was now 
con fronted hy a flexible. low-cost rival who could compete across a wide range 
of product lines. 

The CIF's improved ability to control overhead costs led to new views of 
efficiency which recognized that not all a firm's activities am.1 associated costs 
arc a direct result of the manufacturing processes Only a portion of total 
produclion lime is actually used to turn inputs and materials into finished 
products. Alongside lhcse value-adding aclivities arc various auxiliary func
tions whi<.:h contrihute to costs but add no value to lhe finished product. 
Workers. for example. devo1c ~ome portion of their time lo inventories and 
other 'non-produclive · assignmenls involving inspections. reworking compo
nent-; and prodm.:ls or moving. storing and counling items and products. 

All manufaclurers. holh CIFs and mass producers. arc concerned with lhe 
amount of produclive time required lo convert malerials into finished products. 
They express the costs of productive time in terms of operational efficiency. a 
com:cpt whii.:h refers to the di reel involvement of people and machines in the 
value-adding arlivities of !he firm. The CIF carries !his analysis further; it will 
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also monitor the costs of auxiliary functions_ Managers then construct 
measures of efficiency which take into account the costs of auxiliary (indirect) 
activities as well as direct involvement in the production process_ One example 
of such a measure is the idea of 'process-throughput efficiency' which is 

defined as the amount of time materials and components are actually being 
worked on di\ided by the total amount of time these inputs spend in the 
production system_ 

Estimates of process-throughput efficiency provide the CIF with an indica
tion of how much indirect activities contribute to manufacturing overheads and 

total costs_ However, they giv'! no information about the way inventories affect 
overheads. To take this element into accou11t. other measures focus attention 
on work-in-process (WIP), which is defined as the value of production 
inventory less the value of finished products ready for shipping_ A large 
inventory of WIP requires employees to spend a considerable portion of their 
time counting. handling. storing. proce~:,;ing and expediting shipment. These 

indirect activities are nec~ssary because inventories are high. However. they 
are also expensive and add nothing to the value of the product. Savings are 
possible by reducing the size of WIP inventories for a given level of output or 

by accelerating the movement of WIP through the factory. This 'leanness in 
production' can be measured by stock-turnover figures. which are defined as 
the value oi raw materials, work-in-process, and finishd products. all ex

pressed a~ a percentage of total sales. 17 

These different interpretations of time and efficiency naturally lead to 
divergent methods and strategies of production. The mass production firm's 

emphasi-: on operatior.al efficiency leads managers !o explain a fachlry's poor 
competitive performance in terms of labour costs and levels of direct labour 
productiv!iy. It follows mat cost-cutting efforts will usually focus on war to 

increase i<.hour and capital productivity rather than reducing the extent of 
indirect :ictivities (Johnson and Kaplan. I 987, Chapter 8 ). The difficulty with 
such an approach is !hat the search for cosr-. savings is confined to productive 
time - that is. the small pc,entage of time in which value-adding production 

activities occur. Much greater amounts of time may he absorbed hy indirect 
activities which the exercise ignores. This limitation is underlined by recent 
estimat~s of process-throughput efficiency. For plants in the United States and 
the United Kingdom, value-addin~ operations account for as lit!le as I to 2.5 
per cent of the time that materials and other inputs spend in the plant. In other 
words, these materials arc untouched for as much as99 percent of the time. The 
efficiency of process-throughput rarely exceeds 20 per cent of total time, even 

in high-volume assemhly operations <New, 1988. p. I). 
If a firm'.; efforts to hobtcr its competitive position arc confined to 

improvements in operational efficiency. the net effect can -.omi:rimc-. he 
negative. Additional pressure on <lirect workers may he of no hcnefit if it drive-. 
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up the rate of defects and amount of rework. Diminished worker morale and 
falling rates of pnxiuctivity are other possible consequences. Wage cuts. a 
reduction in the number of production-line workers. a cutback in the volume 
of production or elimination of certain product lines arc other options. Any of 
these steps could be necessary. hut it is als~ possible that they could be avoided 
if the firm sought productivity improvements hy eliminating some of its 
indirect or auxiliary activities. 

The CIF tends to take a system-wide approach in its search f<1r ways to 
improve operation and process efficiency. Managers and workers collaborate 
effectively to gather and utilize information which can reduce proceo;s varia
tion. waste and overhead costs. These go hand in h:.md with increased product 
quality and ddiverahility. The fact that costs can decline while quality 
increase-. is a din:ct challenge to th•.: conventional wisdom embodied in the mass 
production organization. 

NOTES 

.1 

7 
K 

The CIF "111 h.l\c .1 mu.:h 'mallc:r numhcr of Joh Jc"nption,. In '"me: .:a.'c!s. the workc:r has 
..:on,1dcrahk freedom 111 \O.ntc ht' ""n J•>h Je,1:rip11on. 
:'-Ian agers \!o 1lh long e'pc:ncn.:e ma 'ingk iic:ld may rely heavily on finan.:ial anJ a.:rnunting :ools 
1ha1 under,l;1te or mcrlook allogcther the rok of quahly and improvement. Funhc:rmore. \!.here 

1h.:re arc n!'1Jly ddmed d.:partmcn1s lhe lop manager "ho ha.' nsen 1hrough lhe ranb in one 
fun..:1100 ..:.m he: the <•hje..:l of ,u,pa.1lln on the part of th•"e m d1fferenl spc:1:1~ht1es. 
In m;my m,:.111..:c' 'upc:n N•r' and manager' hclatcdly rc..:ognue .1 glaring prohlc:m and arc thc:n 
p..·rpkwd hc:.:;iu'e \\ork.:r' on lhe tloor h;1d nnl mcnuonc:d 111111hem earlier. Often. the workers 
h;i,I 'imply a"umcd 1h;11 ma:iager' were alrc;idy awa,·c of r•1c saluatmn Beller .:hannels of 
.i•mmun1.-.11111n \\oul•I ha\e c:n,urc:d 1hal lh.- mfnrmallon "a.' 1mmed1a1c:ly ava1lahl1•. 

The currcnl ".l\e 11f "''"'"'111:ig m large .:nrp••r.111110' 1s frequenlly - hut mac.:uraicly - hoked 
lo proj!r.imme' ,,f ·quahly 1mpr11vemen!' l 'nder-tand;1hly. many wor!\er' a"ume lhat lhc;1r Johs 
.m: hem!' thrcaicned \!.hen their firm emharks on ;my 1mprovc:ment prnj!rammc. These fears .:an 
rc·nJ.:r .1ll <h,,;11"1on nf lc;im\\ork. empowerment. mvc.,lment m people and lhe hlc a.' so man;· 
holln ... phr."c' I k.uuner. I'>'>~. p 11) In the CIF II" mor~ hlely thal proi,?rammcs to m.:rease 
proiht.:ll\ 1ty arc ac..:ompamc<l hy IAorkcr rctr;nntni,? '" lhJl pc:oplc .:.m pc:rform new ta,ks. 
These ~roup' h.l\c \aruiu' lltlc' 'u.:h ;t' qu.1h1y .:onlrol .:arde'. quality a"uran.:e team,, quality 
deployment team,. tero dcfe.:t j!r.iup' and '"on 
\I.my m.1•,, produc'l1on r1rms h;1vc c~pcnmented \!otth 'Uj!~c,llon '~'lcm' hul 1hc re,ults arc 
fr.:qucntly ,1a,app11101tn)! One rca"1n 1' 1ha1 man.ij!cment ;11:.:ept' fc.,. of the 'U!!l!C't1on'. or lhal 
II 1mplcmcn1 .. -.om.: hut fa11' tc re.:01m11c lhc ongmalor The net ef!.:.:t ot 'uch proi,?rammes on 
.:mplo~cc mnr;il ..:.1r .• 11"' he: nej!allvc hnan.:1;11 m.:cnfl\·e, may lca,J 111 ,1 flurry of 'Uj!j!e,t111ns. hut 
1n firm' "here proj!rammc' of.:ontmuou' improvement .ire not deeply cntrcn.:hcd. the 'U!!!,!C,llon\ 
c'llll 1f 1m·cnt1ws arc d1'..:"n11nucd 
In the Cll·. 11 "mtcllc.:tu.1l .:.1p11al. nol equ1pm;;nt. that" manal!e<l 1J.11kum;ir. l'JX6. p 7:'i) 
1'11~ay11~e ref.ors 111 .1 "mplc 'yslcm 11f 'ml\take·proofln{ "'h"h .kpcnd, on '1J11plc dcv1.:e' or 
rouunc' Iha! help 111 prevent hum.in err<'~. Kanh.1n refer, tn a 'Y'fem of vi-11al mwntory .:ontrol\ 
thal l11rn1 an mtq?r.11 part or many JIT ')'tern' In 1h '1mplc't form. 1ndl\ulual Item' or loh m 
inventory .ire la)!)!•'1I "11!1 .1 kanh.in c.ml rhat .11111"'·' the producer to tra.:c the 1111"'' ••f malenal m 
pr11dw:1111n C.ml' .ire removed"' mven111ry Hems cnler the pr1..:c" "'h1.:h !hen 'cn·c '"ii \ 1,ual 
'l!!na! f11r r,·11rdam)!. Th,·sc pra.-11,·c, arc <h"-u"cd m more 1kta1I m C'haplcr ·I 
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9. This applies Ill ma.,y impm..-emenl pr.1gramme' 'u..:h as qi.ahly ..:un1rol cirdc'. ,·ar1uu' fonns ,,f 
JIT and o!her melhoJs. 

IO. Once cominuous impru..-c:menl i' full}· mcorpora1c:J in10 an enl.:rpnsc:. mcremen;al improwmenls 
come al linlc or no c:"tpcnsc: hi 01her proJucli•c ac1i,·i11es. Fur eumplc. when: opcralurs on lhe 

line sc:n•e as their mi. n inspcc111rs anJ communicate wi1h the ne:tt person in the pn..:ess. moJcst 
adjustments can ~ made: that !loth e:tpc:Jik fi,1w anJ n.:duce dc:fccb. lfowcwc. dunn)! the 

transition to continu,1us impro,·cmcnt. there can he rnn_,idcr;.hle ""Is. 1 he costs lhat arc most 

difficult tu me;i,;ure ar:: the inefficiencic-; that •·~cur hccauo;c ufn:si-tance h> .:hang~ on the part of 
some manag~"TS and sc:clior heads. 

11. for e:tarn!'le. annual ratings sv-1cms dis..:ouragc effccu,·c teamwork. The m'1in reason 1' 1ha1 w1 •rk 

;pent on a team comes al the c::tpcn.-;c ,,f pcrforman..:c for "'i1ich ~=- ind1ndual or dep;!rtmcnl " 
measured ande•·aiuated. i\l.magers may aclually 1c:ll ,uh.irdma1c, not ho spend much lime nr effort 

on grnup work hccause of Julie' in !heir ""'n department 
12. Studies of managerial practices in Japan and 1hc l'niled Stales rc»eal lwn oh":rnhle differences 

in the dc:cisi,m-:naking pn><:ess. Firsl. !here j, much more commun1ca1ion at ln"'W lc,·cls of 

managc:m.:nt in Japanese: companies "'hich lhc:n pcr..:nlatc:s upward. Second. "'htlc ho1h group' 
of managc:-5 rale.! 1hc quali1y ol rhcir own decision-making sk1lb as ahout lhc: same. Japane'e 

managers hclic•·e !heir ahili~y 1<11m;11emen11hesc J,,_:,..ion' ""ll""'rior I P;N·ak. llJll~. p I ~.Ji 
13. If workers ha\·e some Jecision-maki:ig au1horil} and a s1rong c11mm11ment i.1 the fim1 · s g11als. the} 

will suppon a suggcslion sys1em. For example. m 1hc l}ptcal CIF empluFes make many 

suggestions and a rc!ati•·cly high p.=rcenlagc arc implemented !'-lanagcrs will also hc "lfcful In 
follow upon 1he suggesti1ms 1hcy implement The hcncfilsofthe 1mprowmen1. in lerm' 111 "1•mgs 

of lime. money and cffon. arc also JisplaycJ aln!lg "'llh rhc name of the pcrs'!n makmg the 

sugges1ion. 
14. Taylor was an organil'.ali1mal inno..-alor m the (ale nmelecnth ce:ilury who 'tud11:J prndu.:1111n 

acli•·ity on the shop ll1<ir 111order10 increase throughpu1. His name j, mns1 dn'cl} a."11c1a{ed "1th 

·1ime and molion· s1uJ1cs in wh•..:h he sough! 10 ma1..:h the m1m:mcn1s nf "'orkcr-; "'tlh lhe 1111" 
of material 1h;.1ugh a fa,;1ory Such movcmenls were In he planned Jo\\ n In 1hc 'mallest Je1a1l. 
Taylor :ilsoestahlishcJ the 1Jcaof m..:cn11..-c pay as a corncrston.: of sc1en11fi..: managcmcnl. ;1rgumg 

that workers should r., ·paid J1fforcntial ralc' ac.:nrdmg lo"' herhcr !hey me: 11r e\..:ecdeJ ·,1andanr 

amounts of ou1pu1. \\'age' hc..:amc a function of Joh e\·alua11nn and J"h da,s1fi.:a11nn rather lh.m 

workers· skills. Unum ac1ivity hc..:amc e•·cr more 1m111\ed "'Ith J••h da'"ft,·a11nns .md 'cn11irll} 
righls !Best. 1990. Chapter:!). 

! 'i. Ford Mc•lnr Company w;1' one of 1he first manufa,.urer' tn d.:mon,1ra1e cffc.:11\e apph..:.111on • 11 
sc1cn1ifo; managemenl and th·; pnn..:iplc of lhc llnw In I '109 lu\ury ..:ar' were ,c(hng m the l ·nrted 

Stales for over ~4.000. hul the pnce nf a Model T wa' only ~'l:'iP and "';1, ..:lJI lo ~.'<10 hy I 'J If• 
Meanwhile. sale~ grew from 12.()(K) lo 577.f)()() car' I floun,hcll. quoted HI Be,[. I 'J'JO. p 711 

16 'Direct lahour' j, lahour lhat add-; ..-aluc drre..:tly to the final pr•~lu..:! I for c"t;.n1plc. \\orker

pcrforming as,emhly on !he hnc). '(nd1rec1 lahour' '"'"''c' lhc 'upporl adl\1t1c' 'u..:h .1' 

warehousing or accounting. TIHl\C mvn!..-cJ m 'urr••r! acll\1!1e' do not work drre.-ily "'''h the 

pr0tluc1. 
17. A related measure of process efficiency "the WIP !Urn. "'h1.:h ";maloir• •U' to !he ,:, 1d ·I Urn•'' er 

ralio first used hy ma~s rcla1lcr,. T11c more lime' tha1 a !!•'en ;m111un1 ol WIP 1' lurncil over m "•me 
time period I usually a year 1. n~thc more lime' that ag1vcn ;11n11unl ol WIJ•1, ..:on\erl<·d mto lm1,hcd 

!,?<'<"1,, the higher lhc pni.:c" efficiency of the firm A rule of thumh 1' lh;ll ncry 11111e th<· Wll' 
turn douhlcs. lahour pr .. tuc11v11y 1r,.:rca'c' hy ;1round .1X per .:en! hec Be'I. l'l'JO, p I IX1 
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4. Working Tools of Continuous 
Improvement 

CIFs have a wide range of technologies or techniques from which to choose. 
Several of these are associated mainly with the goal of making products of a 
higher quality. They can indeed be used for this purpose but when employed 
in a programme of continuous improvement the objectives are broader. Cost 
reduction. productivity gains and greater organizational efficiency are the 
primary goals. Some of the more powerful and better-known techniques are 
examined in Chapter 4, while the supporting statistical tools are described in 
Chapter 5. 

Because continuous improvement is a dynamic process which offers a large 
number of different technologies. the selection process is more an art than a 
science. Firms that cling to the same techniques will lose out to their more 
flexible and aggressive rivals. In some instances the technologies originally 
employed will have already enriched the improvement programme and should 
be replaced with more sophisticated techniques. In other cases a technique is 
refined and altered so drastically that it bears little resemblance to the original 
procedure. 

Many technologies are available to the CIF and only a sampling can be 
described here. Not all options are equally suitable for any finn and those 
presented are meant to give some idea of the range of choices available. TI1e 
discussion begins by reviewing some of the simpler alternatives and then goes 
on '.o examine several of the technologies which might be used by firms that 
have several years of experience with continuous improvement. 

THE POCA CYCLE 

The plan-do-check-act (POCA) <.:ycle is one of lhe mosl powerful, yel simple, 
forms of continuous improvement. 1 It depends on scientific methods of 
investigation and can be used 10 improve hoth manufacturing processes and 
products. Companies that are experienced in the application of CJTs may no 
longer make explicit use of this tool, although •he p:-'>Cedures they employ to 
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organize the programme of continuous impro\'emcnt owe much to their earlier 
mastery of the technique. 

The four stages of the POCA cycle can be described as follows: 

• Planning. Managers. technical personnel and workers single out a 
particular manufacturing process or part of the production system with 
the purpose of identifying chose operations that have the greatest 
potential for imi •tovement. Once this is done. the team agrees on the best 
means fer monitoring and studying t:.ich of these steps. Opinions and 
suggestions arc sought from all team members. Finally. a plan is devised 
which spells out the acti<>ns to ht> taken and the methods of analysis that 
will be used. 

• Doing/implementation. The plan is executed The team will first apply 
the plan on a small scale if that is possihle. Results are carefully 
monitored and all deviations from the plan shoulc! 'le recorded. Data is 
collected using some of the tools described in Chapter 5. 

• Checking and verification. Results arc evaluated and compared to the 
original goals. The group discusses what has heen learned from the 
experiment and determines the potential for improvement. 

• Action. If the experime1:1t demonstrates that certain steps improve 
efficiency or quality. these are standardized and become part of day-to
day procedures. The entire cycle is then repeated. meaning that each 
new set of standards or procedures may apply for only a hricf period of 
time. 

THE SEVEN WASTES 

Elimination of wasteful shop-floor practices is one of 1hc first targc1s of the CIF. 
For this purpose, wasle is defined as any operation which adds no value to the 
product hut increases costs.2 Evidence is easy to compile. yet a surprisingly 
large proportion of all shop-floor activities generate no added value. It is not 
unusual that materials and parts are worked on only two or three per cent of the 
time they spend in the plan I. During other periods they arc srored. moved from 
one location to another. packed. unpacked or inspected - all ac1ivi1ics thal add 
no value to lhc finished product. 

Other common forms of wasre occur when unneeded or dcfcc1ivc parts arc 
produced or when machines arc idle during set-up or because of hrcakdowns. 
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1be end resell is that a substantial proportion of the tOlal operating time of a 
typical factory is absorbed by activities which add no value to the finished 
product but that have a significant impact on costs. Seven of the most common 
area-; of waste in a plant have been identified by Suzaki ( 1987. pp. 7-24) and 
are summarized below. 

• Overproduction is one of the most costly and common sources of 
waste. Yet it is often ignored until market dema.-id slumps. At that point 
the costs of overproduction multiply owing to a build-up of unsold 
goods in invenrory and the additional expenses incurred for handling. 
storage. interest charges and other activities which add no \•alue. 

• The time workers spend waiting for materials to be delivered. for a 
machine to be repaired. or for paperwork to be completed is an obvious 
fonn of w<.ste. A less vis:ble form of waste occurs in mass production 
and other inspection-dependent factories where workers are expected to 
watch machines and take corrective action when a problem arises. The 
CIF combats these problems by streamlining the flow of materials and 
paperwork. Sometimes. machines can be fined with simple devices 
which automatically shut down production or provide an audible 
warning when a malfunction occurs. Operators can then divide their 
attention between the task of aucoding a machine and other jobs (for 
example. maintenance). Frequently they can tend to more than one 
machine at a time. 

• Transportation is a major source of inefficiency if materials are moved 
around a factory several times before reaching a point when~ value is 
added. Staff must plan these movements, arrange for materials 10 be 
stored. picked up. delivered and collected from the production line. 
E.-;pecially long production lines may require temporary storage stations 
which great!} complicate the tracking of parts and materials. Tn.! CIF 
will cut transport waste by improving the layout of the pl;mt, by 
meticulous coordination of production processes, more efficient meth
ods of transportation, and better organi1.ation of the workplace. 

• Manufacturing proces.ws are themselves a source of waste. If tools are 
not properly adjusted or maintained. additional workers are needed to 
fini~h. file, paint or complete: a product. When materials are not properly 
prepared for processing. operators musl spend more time converting 
these into products. Managers and workers in the CIF will continually 
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modify or redesign a manufacturing process to reduce the time lost in 
these ways. 

• Excessive inventories are more than a temporary problem resulting 
from swings in demand. They impede the establishment of production 
priorities and prevent workers from focusing on the tasks at hand. 

Costly misjudgements can result. For example. because operators are 

unnecessarily busy and machines are c.ccupied. managers may purchase 
additional equipment on the erroneous assumption that it is needed. The 
CIF has a number of tools in its arsenal to combat inventory wastage (see 
Box 4.1). 

• Unnecessary movement of workers represents wasted effort which 
adds to costs. Yet it is common to observe employees in !arge factories 
busily searching for their tools. parts or papers. If managers do not 

recognize these practices as a source of inefficiency. they may demand 
greater effort or even hire more workers. A much more effective 
approach is to reduce the need for workers· movements by optimizing 

the location of tools, parts and machines. 

• Defective products contribute to waste in several ways. Defects disrupt 

the flow of throughput and force operators further down the line to wait. 
It can be very difficult to isolate these problems ifthe production cycle 
is long (20 to 30 days). The CIF constantly strives to reduce this cycle 

which helps to simplify its effort to eliminate defects. Rework also adds 
to costs. while a decision to scrap defective items means that material 
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and effort are wasted. 3 Separating good parts from bad ones is another 
cost-adding activity which results from defect-.. The end result is poorer 
quality and higher costs of the product'i delivered to the customer. 

THE 5-S MOVEMENT 

To eliminate waste, the CIF creates cross-functional teams of managers. 
workers and technicians. Many of their solutions derive from very simple 
ideas. The '5-S Movement"' is a popular method of organizing the search for 
waste in factory management which consists of the following steps: 

• Straighten up the work area. The factory floor in many large plants 
is cluttered with unnecessary tools, work-in-process, unused machinery, 
defecti,.·e producls. parts and other items. In a CIF. employees are 
expected to ~..:eep at the work site only that material necessary for 
perf onning their jobs. All unnecessary items should be removed. 

• Put all necessary items in order. Materials and tools should be 
arranged so they are available when needed. The plant layout is changed 
so that the optimal arrangement of tools and workers can be achieved 
(see Figure 4.1 ). This eliminates wasted motion, reduces the waiting 
time of employees and minimizes transportation within the plant. 

• Keep the work site clean and tidy. Organization and housekeeping 
practices contribute to product quality. worker morale and efficiency. 
The CIF stresses the links between sloppy plants and defective products. 
machinery breakdowns and excessive inventories. 

• Follo·· proc"tlures in the workshop. Most shop-floor procedures 
have been determined after a consensus has been reached between 
managers. technicians and workers. Once these arc in place. everyone 
from the top executive on down, is expected to comply. 
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Figu" 4.1 Redesigninf the plant layout for greater efficiency 
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QUALITY DEPLOYMENT 

In the 1970s only a few of the world's manufacturers fully incorporatr'1 
~ustomers' Jemands into new product designs. However. the situation hegan 
10 change dramalically in the 1980s. Firms in indusrrialized countries had 
learned 10 make reliahle products hul !hey were not good al getting their designs 
right th.! firsr time. New produc1s frequently fell short of cusromcrs' expecta
tions and had lo he redesigned. Much of the problem was due 10 lack of 
information and poor teamwork. Few firms took the trouhlc to gather data on 
cus!•lmers · preferences. Marketing and sales staff had a vague idea of huyers' 
wishes hut were rarely cnnsulted when a new producl was planned. Inside lhe 
firm. the degree of teamwork was limired. Designers or engineers would put 
1ogerher a new producr and 1he manufacturing dep<'.rtment would produce it. 
This ·over-rhc-wall' approach where one group passes its work to the next with 
a minimum of consullarion made for high costs and delays. 
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The consequences of these practices are vividly illustrated by a 1992 survey 
of firms in the United Kingdom. The results. which are presented in Figure 4.2. 
show that the bulk of all ·product cost"· (that is, all outlays other than operating 
costs) are determined before production ai:tually begins. The message cor.
veyed by these estimates is clear: the costs of redesign are heavy. not just in 
terms of customer dissatisfaction and the loss of market share. but also in 
financial terms. 

To avoid such miscues. manufacturers have turned to the idea of ·quality 
deployment' (QD). The !echnique is a form of continuous improvement that 
seeks to identify problems before (not after) they occur. Staff begin by 
determining customers· requirements and then \\'Ork backwards to see how 
they can he met (Fortuna. 1992). Each preference is assigned a priority which 
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is translated into technical specifications at each stage of product development. 

The need for meticulous planning and analysis means that it may take longer 
to design a product than with more conventional methods. However. subse
quent changes in the design of the product or the manufacturing processes are 
rare, so the total time required for product development can be reduced by 30 
to 50 percent (Imai. 1986. p.158). 

The first step. determination of the customer's needs. can be difficult since 
buyers are often vague about their preferences. Suppose a vendor of cardboard 
boxes interviews potential customers who state that they want boxes of precise 
measurements which are 'light but strong'. The seller's task is to determine 

exactly what the potential buyer means. What kinds of product will be shipped 
in these boxes? How much do the products weigh and are they fragile'? These 

are just a few of the questions that the seller asks to determine the needs of the 

customer. 
Once these needs have been defined, the design of the product can be 

planned. The exact type of cardboard. its thickness. strengths and other critical 
characteristics must be worked out according to the customer's requirements 
and the corresponding technical requirements of the manufacturer must be 

defined. Everything is planned: the precise types of product materials which 
arc needed. the machines and tools to be med. machine adjustments and so on. 
Specific types of process controls such as SPC. random sampling and main

tenance intervals will also be in place before lhe first box is produced. 
All of lhesc steps arc carried out by a learn drawn from lhe firm's marketing. 

engineering and manufact~ring operations.~ Sales and marketing representa

tives may have a good understanding of the customer hut little comprehension 
of the prociuct's technical aspects. engineers ancl designers supply this 

expertise. although they may have little understanding of whal the customer 
wants. The learn stays 1oge1hcr throughout the entire design pr,;cess. In this 

way Ibey gain a crilical stake in the delivery of a producl thal lhe cuslomer 

wants. 
As firms gain experience in QD. their amhitions grow. They will wanl 10 

know whal charactcfr- .·s consumers value in product class and how they rate 
one firm·s product rcla1ive to others. Meanwhile. engineers tear down 

compelilors' producls (a lactic known as reverse engineering) in order 10 
undcrsland their performance and 1cchnical requirements. Engineering and 
markcling lcsts arc lhcn incorporated inlo a producl planning malrix thal 
enables lhc company 10 cvalualc its own producl in relalinn to cuslomcrs' 

preference-. and compelilors' performance. The purpose is 10 idcnlify areas for 
improvcmcnl and 10 sci laq?cts designed 10 heat the hest of the compclilion. 

An example of such an exercise is found in Figure 4.3. The informalinn 
shown 1here refers 10 an imaginary maker of disposahlc cigarcilc lighters. EZ-
1 .ile. This firm has made a comparison of ils own producl wi1h I hose of its major 
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Figure 4.3 Using quality deployment i11 a mature market 
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rivals ( Flamo and Handymatch ). First. a representative group of customers\\ as 
interviewed and asked to indicate the product characteristics they value most." 
The must frequently cireJ characteristics were: long service. reliability, an 
easily adjustable !lame height. and a small. compact size. Customers v·ere then 
asked to rate each of these characteristics. EZ-Lite received a low rating in the 
two mo!:t important categories (long service and re:iability). 

Armed with this information. EZ-Lite·s engineers isolated the functional 
characteristics of disposable lighters that most closely corresponded to custom
ers· demands. Relationships were rated as very strong. strong. and possible. 
For example. the functional characteristic, ·tighter lluid volume and composi
tion·. is wry strongly correlated to long service. Engineers then translated each 
functional characteristic into its technical equivalent and used this data as :i 

henchmark in the product planning matrix. Reverse engineering revealed that 
EZ-Lite contain-. more lluid ( 5 mis l than other lighters and that EZ-Litc is the 
only one using I 00 pi:r cent butane as fluid. 

Based on this exercise. managers concluded that the company had lost touch 
with its customers. The fmn had the lowest market share ( 18 per cenl I :ind had 
recently launched a new range of lighters with different colours and attractive 
patterns on the plastic casing. The marketing staff had erroneously assumed 
that a more attractiw 11ghter would take sales away from rivals. Handymatch. 
the long-time market leader. already knew colour and design were not impor
tant to customers and offered only three basic colours. One result of this 
exercise w;.s that EZ-Lite scrapped its misguided efforts to improve appearance 
and turned its attention to other. more important product characteristics. 

The quality deployment exercise: also rl!vcalcd crucial areas that needed 
improvement. For instance. consumers place much value on long service ~md 
EZ-Lite was inferior to irs rivals in this regard. Testing showed that the mixture 
of lighter tluids used by the company was more expensive than that in other 
lighters and burned more quickly. thus reducing the useful life of EZ-Litl!"s 
product. An optimal mixture would have a smaller proportion of butane. By 
making this adjustment. the company cut its costs and drarratically i:xtcndcd 
the lifetime of its lighters. 

The company also lagged behind in another important field. product reliabil
ity. EZ-Lite's engineers repeatedly tested the !lint and lighting mechanisms of 
the rhree producis and found them to he virtually identical. £: :cntually. they 
concluded that rhe durability of rhe nints and lighting m!!chanisms of all 
products performed well and outlasted the life of rhe fluid in all lighters. EZ
Lite returned to the consumas and after some effort found that many confused 
long service with rcliahiliry. If a lighter ran out of fluid quickly. consumers 
simply assumed that the brant1 was unreliable and based their impressions of 
the pro<lm:t on that ;1ssumption. Thi" fact i111presstd EZ-Lite's managers who 
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redoubled their efforts to combat the problem. An earlier suggcstion by a 
customer- to use a clear plastic casing as a visual signal indicating low lighter 
!luid-was adopted and subsequent ratingsofEZ-Litc ·s reliability were \'astly 
improved. 

In conclusion. quality deployment. reverse engineering and product plan
ning matrices can he an invaluable part of a company·s effort to improve its 
competitive position. The t~c hniquc helps a firm to stay abreast of customers· 
preferences and to avoid product designs which do not satisfy these prefer
ences. Quality deployment can be especially effective in mature markets where 
product characteristics and brand reputation may he more important than price. 

POLICY DEPLOYMENT 

Increment~! improvements percolate up from the shop tloor of the CIF. but 
strategic planning is the responsibility of executives and filters down through 
the ranks. Managers can make use of a technique known as policy deployment 
(PD) to achieve this goal. The process begins with a reassessment of medium 
anJ long-range plans for improvement. These plans may refer to any number 
of areas such as profitability. cost. quality and delivery. and will be defined over 
a period of time ranging from one to ten years. PD succeeds by first translating 
this strategic vision into quantifiable goals and tangible plans for each depart
ment or function. fhe results arc then passed down through the ranks in the 
form of annual PD plans. 

Managers and workers at each level nf the organization assign improvement 
priorities to support the ::mnual plan. Once these priorities have been deter
mined. th~ tasks necessary to achieve each goal must he identified and agreed 
upon. The improvement activities of every department should he expressed in 
terms of measurable changes in production processes. Progress is carefully 
monitored. data is collected and results arc periodically posted around the 
factory. While each department pursues its own goals. cross-functional teams 
will coordinate plans across staff areas. 

In addition to the annual plans. a general PD plan is given to each departmen
tal manager. It will cover several points such as top management's long-range 
policy and strategy. results ,1f previous plans and the improvement responsibili
ties of the department's managers and workers. The departmental head is 
expected to discuss the general plan with superiors and suhord' 1ates. Eventu
ally. everyone in the organization will he aware of at least four or five strategic 
aims of the firm. 

PD audits arc usually conducted hy departmental heads on a monthly .. ~ 
quarterly oasis. When goals arc not hcing met. managers and workers review 
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the data and devise a different approach to the problem. If results exceed the 
current goals. the reasons for success arc identified and eventually incorporated 
imo standanJ procedures. Top managers will often carry out their own audit 
r,nce ortwice a year. The chief executive Rmains m touch with supervisors and 
workers on the shop floor in order to verify their understanding of the PD plan 

and the improvement process. The insights gathered by managers and 

executives during these audits are used in the next round of planning. 
PD is a means of converting the long-term vision of managers and executives 

into com.:erted action at all levels of the firm. Strategic thinking filters down 

through the firm in terms of i!tcrcasingly detailed tasks and goals. Importantly. 
agreement among all participants will have bcen reached on ::irocedures. 
timetables and responsibilities. and no one will be assigned a task without also 
heing given the tools and measures to perfom1 it. Each individual becomes an 

integral part of p<' :icy execution with horizontal and vertical flows of informa
tion allowing for coordination between units. c 

Top managers of mas-; productior. firms arc just as concerned with strategic 

m.-inagcmcnt as their counterparts in a CIF. but there arc key difference~• in the 
way the two groups implc'llcnt their ideas. Fo. instance. in many mass 

production firms top executives are the only ones engaged in :.cratcgic planning. 
Subonlinates are not inviccd to participate and suggestions may be seen as a 
violation of their responsibility. Nor do lower-level managers and workers get 

the opportunity to participate in the pianning process. The lack of communi
cation will be apparent when executives adopt gcals like ·zero defects', or 
'team work·. Workers and middle ma.1agcrs arc unlikely to receive guidance 

about how to achieve these ailT's; not surprisingly. the results arc often 
disappointing. 

TEAMS AND GROUPS 

Small groups and teams become more important as a manufacturer g;iins 

experience in continuous improvement.x Firms tha• are ilovices in this field will 
have other concerns -- notably, training and the simplification of production 
processes - but for those with considerable expertise in CITs. the creation of 
multi-skilled teams offers several advantages. By hringing together workers 
from different staff areas. the firm builds up a hroader. cross-functional 
perspective among participan1.s. TealT''i include staff with long experience as 

well as relatively new employees, a nixmrc which encourages the transmission 
of valuable experir~nce and informal information.'' 

The hest-known method of teamwork i..; the quality control circle <QCC ). A 

typical <)CC will in;;lude no more than len volunteers. aknr v:ith a '.'.Upcrvisor 
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who serves as group leader. These groups can sometimes determine which 
objectives to pursu.: and usually have the authority to enact any changes they 
propose. Such freedom helps to s:renglhen the team members· dedication and 
willingness to collaborate. 

QCCs have had ateir greatest successes in Japan. but many analysts are 
uncertain that similar results can be achieved elsewhere. Some argue that the 
QCCs rely on a consensual approach ~o decision-making whi.:h is unique to 
Japan. Others see these groups as a form of gra~s-roots involwrr.ent where the 
worker is the main source of most improvements and one of the primary 
responsibilities of a manager is to encourage worker creativity and effort. Such 
a management style may be alien to some cuitures. A more positive interpre
tation is offered by other investigators. They see the method as a potent form 
of worker democracy and employee involvement. With careful planning and 
prPparation. the technique should be transferable from one country to another. 

Given this mixture of opinions and assessments. it is not surprising that there 
is some confusior. about the role QCCs should play in a programme of 
continuous improvement. Many managers c.ssume that formation of these 
groups will automatically provide an "injection' of continuous improvement. 
The danger with this view is that once the groups arc established. they arc left 
to operate without managerial support. They frequently become just one more 
comp;1rtmcntalized activity to which top managers delegate the r.:sponsibility 
for impr'Jvement. A more successful outcome can be realized when managers 
demonstrate an active interest in the work of QCCs and provide the required 
resources and support. but make clear that the group has its own agenda and 
responsibilities. 

Another potential source of difficulty is that the rnncept of ')CCs is based 
on a view of workers' responsibilities tha~ is unfamiliar ti) managers. They 
frequently assume that production problems can invariably be attributed to :he 
actions of individuals. However. the performance of workers is conditioned by 
the production system in which they work. The search for improvements by th1: 
QCC focu:;es on this system and the production processes it encompasses. 
Teams are ex~ ·cted to gather relevant data and facts upon which to base: 
decisions rather than rely on the subjective impressions about individuals. 1

" 

Other problems can , • !'>Ult from poor planning ancl lack of preparation when 
the firin first establishes QCCs. These difficulties can be avoided. or at least 
minimized, if several preparatory steps arc taken: 

• The significance of QCCs shoulu be fully understood and supported by 
top managt'ment. The groups have considerable autonomy. but still 
depend on guiJance and support from above. This ~upport is understood 
in Japanese firms. but is frequently lacking in other industrialized 
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countries wltere the failure rate for QCC programmes is high (see Hi!l. 
1991. PP· 541-68). 

• Firms having no previous experience with QCCs should begin wit~ 
introductory semirars :ind conferences. These should be attended by top 
managers. technical personnel a'ld sekcted supervisors and clearly spell 
out the firm's goals for the prcgramme. 

• The first QCCs should be composed solely of supervisors. They can 
gain valuable experience. while demonstrating to workers that manage
ment is serious abo..it QCCs. The QCCs l .m be reconstituted later with 
supervisors as leaders. 

• The groups should use improveml!nt manuals for study and discussion 
before they move on to concrete ideas about improvements in the plan: 
and its manufacturing processes. Three to six .nonths will be needed 
befor:: supervisors can assume effective leadership and \\·orkers are 
confident enough to give their opinions freely. 

• The effectiveness of QCCs depends on an ongoing programme of 
training. With experience. team members should be able to determine 
the main problems. isolate potential causes and identify sources of 
difficulty. They should also he capable of devising solutions and then 
retaining the gains which have been made by using modem control 
methods fKoura. 1972. pp. 16--17). 

• Once a solution has been identified and becomes part of standard 
practice, the QCC should move on to another problem. 

f n conclusion. QC Cs arc an invaluable source of ~rogress. hut they can never 
en-.ure that the firm is a competitive success. The major determinants of higher 
quality and greater efficiency relate to managerial policy and strategy. design 
capahilitie .... vendor relation-.. and other critical variables that uc beyond the 
influence of ... upcrvi'iors and workers I Juran. 1988. pp. 57-61 ). Only top 
management can produce change-. in these areas. When "ignifica11t progress 
ha" hecn made. the prominen<.:c of QCC\ will diminish. In fact. the appro&>ch 
w;~I evenlllally he Ji"':ardcd. even in wmp.mies where the groups have 
performed -.uperhly. The kadcrs in wntinuous improvement will he ahlc to 
rcplan· •.omc of lhc more formal clcmcnls of QCCs wi1h more effective 
roulint:'> ... uch a ... rovin~~ improvcmcnl learns and frequent mcc1ings on the 
production hoc. By tl-ial time. the ultimate purpose of the ()CCs ·-- to 
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effectively blur lhe artificial distinction between 'lhinking · and ·doing· - wi II 
have been achieved. 

TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE 

Like product defects. machine malfunctions adversely affect costs. efficiency 

and customer satisfaction. In the CIF. machine malfunctions are viewed not as 
a normal occurrence but ao; a process breakdown that is preventable. A primary 
goal is to eliminate malfunctions entirely in order to avoid equipmenr down

time. This step is necessary before the firm can move on to more streamlined 
melhods of manufact1·ring and JIT forms of inventory control. Such te~hniques 
require lhat machinery be availahle on demand. almost continuously (Takahashi 

and Osada. 1990). 
Total productive maintenance (TPM) is the tool used by the CIF to prevent 

malfunctions. 11 Though it is not always apparent. the performance and 

condition of machinery directly reflects the bchaviourof people in the firm. For 

example. if a machine suddenly breaks down the immediate cauo;e is usually 
easy to dist:over. Suppose a seal ruptures. allowing oii to escape which causes 
machine damage and interrupts production. At first glance che cause of this 
malfunction is clear: a ruptured seal. But a manager who follows TPM will not 
be content with such a simple explanation. A whole series of probing questions 
arc asked before a decision is made about the real cause of the problem (sec 
Box 4.2). Such dogged investigation usually reveals that the true source of che 

problem is a combination of factors involving not just production-line opera

tors but supervisors or managers as well. 
Machinery malfunctions can generally he tra1.:cd ba<.:k to one or more of the 

following causes which TPM is designed to address (~cc Suzaki. 1987. p. 116 ): 

• poor maintenance of machine requirements. such as sloppy housekeep
ing. oiling or bolt-tightening; 

• failure to maintain correct operating conditions. for example. ignoring 
abnormal temperatures, noi'ic, speed. vihration or torque: 

• low levels of worker skills and training in the prof1cr operation of thl' 
machinery, maintenance-crew errors. and the like: 

• deterioration of equipment. wearing-down of hearings. gears. fixture' 

and so on: 
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Box 4.2 ldeatif1hig tile 'tne' na1m fer mKllillay ln1ktlew• 

When a madline bre.tdawn or m odm problm ocean, iDwltiplms in the CIF 
often aslt •w1ty• me times. In 1his ny the llbimlle ClllSeS of i*ublems CM be~ 
revealed. 

Problem: A broken seal 

I) Wily did the seal break? There were fine cncb in the seal. 

2) Wily was the seal cncked? It was overdue for rq>IKcment. 

J) Wily WIS the seal not replaced OD time? The opaators did D0t alert the 
maintcnaa":e crew. 

4) Wily did the~ not alert the maimcnmce aew'! The supervisor told the 
operators to forget about maintenance llld keep the machines running. 

S) Wiiy did the supervisor tell the opendorS to ignore the maintemac:c schedule? 
The supervisor wu told by the production manager to do whatever was rcquiml 
to ensure that the shipment left the factory u scheduled. 

• poorly designed machines or processes. 

TPM derives from the premise that machine problems are caused by people 
and thos.: who use the equipment should have the primary responsibility for 
maintenance. Operators arc trained to maintain nonnal operating conditions, 
to perform routine preventive maintenance, to inspect their machines daily. to 
clean their machines on a routine basis, and even to perform basic repairs.' 2 

This training helps workers to identify the early signs of trouble. They learn 
about odd noises, speeds. odours and so forth that can signal impending 
problems. TPM teams made up of operators and maintenance personnel will 
discuss hypothetic.al problems that can arise, ways of identifying these prob
lems and actions designed to eliminate them. 

Operators arc expected to carry out a daily programme of equirment 
inspections which includes routine cleaning and careful observation to detect 
any obvious leak!> or noises. 11 In some plants 'machine handkerchief-;' are used 
to wipe down the machinery. This practice n~ve.ils leaks, cracks, blown :.cals 
and other problems before they cause trouble. Cleaning and inspection of 
machines hy operators arc the two most important activities for discovering 
abnormal conditions. 
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Firms embarking on a programme of TPM will typically proceed through 
four basic phases of machine maintenance. Early in the first phase. managers 
and operators encounter Lie legacy of neglect due to poor maintenance 
practices. Machines have not been properly oiled. equipment is not correctly 
adjusted, parts are dangerously worn, and bolts need tightening. 14 Machines 
need to be cleaned and a routine of basic maintenance procedures for operators 
should be installed. Work may also be needed to restore the machinery to its 
original level of performance. In the second pha-;e, machines are operated 
under prescribed conditions and subject only to normal wear and t~ar. Regular 
preventive maintenance begins to y1t>ld the benefits of sharply reduced down
time. In the third phase. efforts to maintain machines in optimal operating 
condition are conducted on a continuous basis and include the intervention of 
operators to prevent abnormal conditions. Operators will be able to repair mar. y 
problems themselves. Visual aids are used to show proper equipment sc.ttings 
and operating practices. Lines can be painted on the machines indicaring th.! 
correct positioo for tightened bolts and ocher simple instruction . .;. Simple 
devices are placed on machines to preven~ their use u~lrss proper procedures 
are being followed. Certain parts may even be rede!:igned or modified to extend 
a machine's life. In the fourth phase t'te condilion of machinery is constantly 
monitored by operators. The purpose is to ensure that timely maintenance is 
performed and that infom1ation is available on t~1e time lost due to set-ups. 
machinery adjustments. poor yields and defectives (see Box 4.3 ). Diag11osti1. 
equipment is used to forecast the life of machine parts and the quality of the 
product. Many pl<.nts employ in-house personnel to design and manufacture 
equipment and parts which will increase machine efficiency. A II these tasks arc 
supported by ar::-cutar flow of information among ma::hi11e o~rators. machine 
designers and manager:;. Thcs.: teams use various tools of continuous improve
ment, such as the 5-S movement. gri!.plls and st2tistica1 methods to devise new 
ways of improving equipment performance. 

JUST-IN-TIME MANUFACTURING 

One of the most powcrf ul technologies to be perfected by praclitioners of 
continuous improvement is just-in-lime manufacluring (JIT). 1 ~ Developed hy 
Toyota Motors, the technotcgy is the outcome of more than ](I ye-;1s Pf work 
and experimentation. The original purpose was to eliminate the huild-up of 
inventories of work-in-process CWIP) bi..t the modem version of JIT is more 
ambitious. It has evolved into a highly sophisticated exercise. requiring 
coordination hctween several different techniques and methods. 
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Box 4.3 Moaitoria& tile effediveaess of •acbiaery and eqwipmeat 

As the finn becomes men experienced, the goals of its maintenance programme will 
beexleoded romaximizctheoperatingtimeof machincry. In this morecomprehcnsivc 
form. TPM has led to various measures •1f mr..bine effectiveness. One is the idea of a 
•lheoretical cycle time' which assumes lhat the set-up is done very quickly(usually in 
IOminutrsorlcss). Anochcristheactualcycletimewhichincludcsnmtimeandactual 
set-up time. These indicators are used in combination to determine the effectiveness 
of equipment as shown below. By assuming such a short theoretical cycle time, the 
measurement is extremely rigorous (sec Rodriguez, 1992. pp. 155-6): 

EquipmenL Machine x Performance x Rate of 
~tfectil"CnCSS availability eftkicncy quality 

Planned time Theoretical 
-down-time x £!Cle time x Good parts 
Planned time Actual cycle time Pans produced 

Since the 1970s finns in industrialized cow1crie! have competed for a prcventivoe 
maintenance prize. Japan's recent winners have had equipment effectiveness ratios of 

I ~ver 85 per cent. The best plants in the United States usually report ratios of around 70 
L"ICI' cent. while the average in that country is 2S-30 per cent. 

Though it has attracted great interest. the goal of JIT manufacturing has 
prtw'· .. to be elusive. Thrre arc several reasons for disappoi11tmt>nt. First. 
s·1ccess olien requires that the firm alter its ~.:ructurc and organi . .ational form 
but managers arc reluctant to do this (sec lhaptcr 31. Second. many would-be 
users focus only on JIT"s more obvious aml easily replicated features (for 
example. the plant 1:-yout and machinery) while ignoring the ~ofter forms ~f 
technology described in this chapter. Yet tht: latter an· essential i~· the dies. jigs, 
self-stopping machinery and other 'hard technologies' arc to function properly. 
Third. -;ome managt.·rs assume that JIT is a method of inventory control and 
nothing mc>rc. That view leads them to place great c·nphasi~ '1n certain 
clements of the technique but ignore others. Thr.se firm., usually manage to 
reduct.· inventories. though many of the other hencfits of JI r will he forp!!-:. 
Finally. managers may expect JIT to provide a significant measure of ·pioduc
tion flexihiliry'. meaning that their plants can shift quickly and cheaply from 
one product model to another and profitahly opcrat.: at moderate (rather than 
high) rate., of capa~·iiy urili. ation. In fact, a firm must already havt.. such 
capabilities before it altempls to i111roduce this tcchnol01~y. JIT will not create 
prodnction- llexihility: and without it. rhc firm can never maximize rhe hcnefits 
of !his procedure. 
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The drive to achieve production flexibility can be thwarted by a breakdown 
or unsynchronized operations in any part of the manufacturiflg system. Some 
of the more common obstacles have been noted by Takaha-;hi and Osada ( 1990. 
pp. 14-15). They include: 

• long staging or set-up times for changeovers which lead to a build-up of 
WIP inventories aml force interruptions in work further down the 
production line; 

• variations in the capabiiities of different work centres which cause WIP 
to accumulate at various point-; in the production line; 

• an imbalance in the work loads of two consecutive operations which 
inflates inventories or disrupts subsequent operations; 

• a high number of defects in one operation \\hich disrupts subsequent 
operations or requires a buff er stock for componerts and parts; 

• frequent equipment breakdowns and long repair time~; 

• high rates of absenteeism and perso'.1oel turnover; 

• ansafe equipment or other practices that have a negative impact on the 
flow of production. 

What arc lhe most important circumstances which must exist if obstacles 
such as these are to be avoided? They include: ( i) abbreviated changeover times 
and defec:-free production lines; (i1) production methods which arc 'lean' and 
discourage inventory build-up; (iii) an effective system of inventory contr;il; 
and (iv) a close working relationship with suppli.:rs. These conditions arc 
prerequisites for a comprehensive and fully effective system of JIT manufac
turing and arc discussed below. 

Reducing Changeov'...r Times and Defect" 

The insistence that set-ups and changeovers he carried out swiftly stems from 
the need t'l maximize process efficiency. That concept takes into account lwth 
the timr. spent working on materials Jncl the time materials arc in th~ production 
system but no value is hcing added. When machinery set-ups anJ changeovers 
arc lengthy, process efficiency is reduced Quick changccwcrs not only prevent 
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inventory build-up but smooth out the production runs of suppliers. making 
them more process-efficient. Such a view is alien to many mass producers 
where changeover costs are treated as unavoidable. Accordingly. the latter 
firms opt for long proouction runs in order to maximize operational efticiency 
(for e\ampk productivity per worker or per machine). lltis tactic minimizes 
the need for changeovers. though it generates non-production costs. Long 
production runs are operationally dlicient, but are process-inefficient. 

Along with reduced changeover times, the firm must ensure that production 
is free of def eels. One way to ensure that ddects do not impede produ::tion is 
to install machinery that automatically shuts down before defects are pro
di.;ceJ.1h S:ich machines arc neither expensive nor complex. and offer several 
advantages. Their insrallation allows the firm to develop U-shaped multi
machining areas whicti are attended by only one 1·;JCrator. That configuration 
is superior to the s:raight-line layout favoured by mass mantJfacturers which 
require Gne :ierson per machine. The result is a large increase in labour 
productivity that is no! necessarily based on harder or faster work but on 
organizational innovation. Workers and supervisors also have more time and 
energy to solve prnblems and search for improvements. 

These two goals. ::ibbreviated changeover times and defect-free production. 
loom especially important in today's r.larkets where dema .. d can shift rapidly 
and customers arc increasingly discriminating. Becam:c it can quickly shift 
from proJuction of one product model to another without incurring large costs, 
the JIT manufacturer i1' better able tc accomw::>date customers' preferences. 
And by relying on small ;;nd inexpensiv:: machines, it is capable of operating 
at less than full capacity. The results arc a reduction in total production time and 
shorter production runs. These savings outweigh rhc costs incurred when 
inexpensive machinery stands still. 

Rigorous Systems of Production Control 

By organizing itself to achieve operatiolial efficiency. the mass producer 
encounters problems whenever cl!stomers' preferences shift unexpectedly or 
demand contracts. These firms 1Jcpcn<l on a 'push system' of production which 
mov'!s parts ,md materials along a production line as workers wait to perform 
the next step. Cnnveyoa· belts determine the pace of work ir plants designed to 
accommodate large and expensive machines that spccJ thr~»w!lput over long 
and relatively predictable production runs. Managc1s strive .o balance the 
distribution of work along the production line in order to maintain a rnntinuous 
flow h•Jt precision is rarely achieved. Cllstly huff er st0cks accumulate at each 
production stai;e. The uncertainty of demand and the need to opt;rate near full 
capacity lead !he mass prodt1ccrto produce large quantities of finished products 
"just iri case· (sec Drummond, I 992. pp. 120 -25 ). 
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In contrast to the mass producer ·s push system. JIT ·pulls· material down the 
production line. Items are proeuced only when they are required by the 
following step in the process. Operators signal their readiness for new material 
and so avoid the accumululion of W::P. With no WIP or buffer stocks. a 
defective part can not be replaced and the ope:'lltor must stop the production 
line. The work site and operator responsible for the defect are identified and 
immediately alerted to the problem because the production line comes to a 
standstill. Such a systt:m clearly requires rigorous control over manufacturing 
processes and quality. as well as the underlying levels of variation (see 
Box 4.4). 

Effective Systems of Inventory Contro' 

JIT manufacturing is based on stringent methods of inventory control. One of 
tht. most popular is the Japanese version kr.mrn as 'kc.nban ·. whic~. means 
·visible record' (lr 'visible plate'. First developed by engi:tecrs in Toyota 
Motors. kanban is not just a powerful fonn of inventory control but also a 
catalyst for discovering improvement opportunities. Kanban cards act as a 
visual source of information for inventory control. producti0n volume and 
other data. Typically. there will be a special container designed to hold a small 
quantity of every component used by operntors. For each container there are 
two kanban cards which list part numbers. container capacities ar.d other fiu:ts. 
One card serves the work centre which produces the parts while the other is for 
the operators who handle them. When a container is empty. the kanban card is 
returned ~o the source of supply where it acts as a visual pull-signal. 

Kanban systems will be different. though most firms adhere to a basic set of 
rules. First. operators can only obtain parts from an upstream process that is 
identified and described on the attached kanban card. This requirement 
imposes the discipline necessary to achieve the smooth flow of parts and 

Bos 4.4 Applicability of 'pall sy,.tems' of production control 

Several pre-conditions for successful installation of a pull system are noted in the text. 
In addition, such systems may not be appropriate in all case's. First." portion of a firm's 
production must involve the manufacture of identical or highly similar product groups. 
Pull systems could dlen be used to make these components or items, though not othm 
produced by the firm. Second. it must be economically advantageous for the firm to 
operateasetofma~ninesdedicatedtothe"..etypesofrepetitiveoperations. Production 
cells relyina on pull systems can then be set up to produce those components, parts or 
product!l which satisfy these requirements (Ray, 1992, pp. 181-90~. 
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material. Second. operators can only produce those parts requested by kanban 
by downst earn users. Finally. to eliminate unnecessary overproduction and 
time. no materials can be requested or rroduced without a kanban card. 

The number of kanban cards is carefully monitored by management: too 
many-:ards may indicate a wasteful build-up of inventories. Managers will also 
gradually reduce the numlier of cards in circulation. hoping to expose waste and 
more <ightly link the productio11 process. The tactic. which amounts to the 
intentional creation of problems. is an effective way to identify wasteful 
practices that can be eliminated or redesigned to reduce time spent in storage, 
transport. or production. 17 

Close Links \\ith Suppliers 

Many di~;ruptions to the smooth flow of production lines may originate with 
external suppliers. Close contacts with these suppliers are essential if JIT 
manufacturing is to succeed. The boundaries separating the manufacturer from 
its suppliers gradually become hlurred through cooperative arrangements in 
design. process control. R&D. cost reduction and training. Producti<ln teams 
often include representatives of different firms in the st:pply chain. 

The d"mands placed on suppliers can be .:onsiderablc. They arc expected to 
deliver precise numbers of components, p<1rts or materials to a designated point 
of use. These deliveries must be frequent and always in small quantities. 
Suppliers must also satisfy rigorous 4uality specifications so there is no oeed 
to inspect incoming materials. JIT manufacturers work closely with their 
suppliers to meet these goals but few have been able to maintain such tight 
relationships for an extended period of time. 

The requirements of JIT manufacturing eventually take a toll, creating 
strains between buyers and suppliers. When a manufacturer dominates a 
particular market, it is ahle to dictarc to suppliers. but this tactic does little to 
encourage the long-te.·m cooperation which JIT requires. :f buyers choose to 
implement the method coercively, suppliers will resent what thc:y see as 
interference or ruthless price bargaining. Another common complaint of 
suppliers is that they must hear rhc cost of having to deliver small amounts at 
frequent intervals. Frcquenrly. suppliers will simply he unwilling to go through 
the effort to improve. Such disputes arc evidence that there has not been 
ade4uate communicatior. and preparation bet wren Lile customer and supplier. 'M 

In conclusirm. JIT manufacturing is vulnerable to .• upply intermptions and 
failures bur ii has also establi:-;hed the use of time as a key competitive metric. 
It is n'lt an option to he v1nsidered by the new prac•itioners of continuous 
improvement. However. for the expe~;enced firm whic. has already attained 
a high degree of production flexibility rhrough organizalional innovalions and 
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imrrovement, JIT is a valuable means of achieving competitive superiority. 
More than any other technique. it dramatically demonstrates that improved 
process and product performance can occ~r simultaneously with reduced cost 
and greater flexibility. 

NOTES 

I. Also known as lhe Shewharl cycle and 1he Deming wh,·d. 1here ;,re several versions nf thi~ 11~11. 
A slighlly differenl application calls fnr lhe finn to eslahlish a slandard for !he producl or prnce~s 
hefore considering its options for imprn•·emenl. 

::?. This idea has a long hislory. Henry Ford dio;cussed !his concept at lc:ngth durmg 1he 1920.. and his 
wri1ings on the suhjecl were inlcnsel~ '1ud1ed hy Japanese automoh1lc: manufacturers tSu1aki. 
1987. p. 10). 

3. In assemhly operations. a defective componenl can re4uirc the complete disasscmhly of 1he 
product wi1h additional pans hcing needed 10 complete !he product. 

4. The 5-S movemenl lakes ils name from !he inillals of fr•e Japanese "nrds: .reiri ( s1raigh1en up); 
Jciron (put 1hings in order>; .<eim (dean up); uikets11 (overall cleanliness); and .fhirmke 

(discipline). 
5. In addi1ion 10 ils olher disringuishing characlerislics. QD places a high prioriry on mformalion 

exchange between lhe various groups involved in projecls. The conwnrional approac' h> pmducl 
devclopmenl assumes 1ha1 cus1omcrs will indicalc 1hc1r pre ferenccs lo !he marker in~ dcpartmcnl 
where 1hese are analysed and 1hen relayed Ill chose resronsihle for design engineeriug. The laucr 
group designs !he producl and passes ii on lo !he manufacluring depar!menl which is ex peeled lo 
make 11. The convcnlional approach allows few opportunities for informalinn exchange. 

6. A rcprcsenlalivc group should include pipe smokers. cigarcnc smokers .• md cuslomers who use 
lighlcrs for harbccue grills. fireplaccs or gas humers. Each group would have slighlly d1ffcrenl 
producl rcquircrncnls. 

7. The reader should nnl confuse lhe idea of policy deploymenl wi1h !he nval approach of 
management hy ohjcc(ive, which is discussed in Chapler 3. 

!!. Because many of lhcsc firms arc already experienced practilloncrs of CIT. !he learns and groups 
!hey eslahlish will he employed 10 fine-lune a produclion syslcm 1ha1 is already running smnolhly. 

9. In several counlries employees come from diffcrcnl clhnic. rcligi11us. lrihal and M>ciocconnm1c 
hackgrnunds. A hisrory of anragonism hc1wcen diffcrcnl rrours can of1cn he ohscrved in 1hc 
workplao: and is inimi,al lo ~onlinuous improvement. In addilion lo lhc normal hencfils. )!rnup 
work may conlrihule lo 1hc lessening of tension and increase group c1•hcsion. 

10. The CIF will already have provided ample !raining which enahles 1hc learn lo 1dcn11fy lhe main 
prohlcms. isolare lhe polenrial causes. and :l;,,; idcnlify rhe real source of difficully. Team 
memhcrs arc capahlc of devising snlurions and !hen rcraining rhc gains which have hccn made hy 
using modern conrrnl mer hods ( Koura. I 'J72, pp. 16--17). 

11. Similar programmes have lxcn referred ro as To1al Prcvcnlive Mainll·nancc 
12. The opera1nr' s daily regime he gin' wilh a 1hornugh personal examinarion of !he equipment. There 

ma~· he a derailed chcck-lisl 10 go rhrough lo ensure Iha! rhc equ1pmenr docs nor f;nl during !he day. 
Such a roulinc is similar to rhc douhlc·chccking of aircrafl done hy commercial avialion. In facl. 
CIFs often refer ro lhc exlrcrncly low numhcr of cnlical machine failures in lhc airline indmrry a' 
a goal worrh copying on !he shop noor. This idea is unfarmliar to many mass pr< Kincer' who a"umc 
!hat mal'hines hrcakdowns arc a normal part of 1he manufacruriny. sy>rcm. The use of huff er 'rock\ 
is J1"1lficd hy rhar inrrrprcr;>111.'.l (Schonhcrgcr. llJK2. pp. 11<r h 

I :l. A worker's machine ofrcn ha.s ,, si)!n w11h his name on 11 which signifies responsihd11y for hasic 
inspecrions and m;unrenancr 

14. The signi'i~·;mcc of sim;>k ac11vi11cs such as h111l-righr. ~in!? cm nor he umlcrrs1ima1cd. On" firm 
in Japan found thal hy rc-ll)!hrcnin)! lens of 1hou•·;mds of holls. one ;I( a llmc. rhcn machine 
hreakdowns were reduced hy KO per cenr (S111ak1, llJK7, p I I'll. 
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15. llus l<-.:hnoiogy gn .. :s hy several names whi::h arc U.\<'ll m1c:n:hangc:a"1y. Other c:'.\amplc:s arc:: pull 
s~slc:ms: shl\:k-kss 111anufa.:1uring and kanhan. Various tc:.:hm4uc.s hkc: .:dlular manufaciunng. 

halan.:c:d pnxlu.:iinn npc:rall•'ns and HT dc:Ii,-c:ry offer a palh lo JIT forms of manufac1urmg. 
It.. Su.:h machmc:s 11oc:rc: mwnk'll hy ~:1kichi Toyoda m thc:c:arl~ years oflhc: 1wc:n1ic:1hcc:n1Ury. Toyota 

hc:~an a.' a le :\tile: loom company and hc:.:amc: sun:c:ssful 1-.ccausc: of 1hc: aulomalic self-slopping 

l•><>m which n:rnlu1ion1.~J wc:a,·ing I Navak anJ Kc:nc:rin:;han•. llJXt.. p. 217). 
17 The: bnhan sysh:m and u1hc:r mc:lhods Jc:scrihc:J here: .:an he: c:tkclivc:ly supricmc:ntc:J hy simple: 

methods of m1s1akc:-pronfing. known in Japanese: as 'pokayokc". There: arc: 1h11usanJs of such 
s1mpk namplc:s of pokayokc: improvc:mc:nls - such as Jc:sigmng parts so lhal lhcy can only he: 
assc:mhlc:J lhc: .:orr<-.:1 way. or th~ Jc:s1gn 11f a sh•ragc: dc:,·icc: 1ha1 chmma1cs miscounls hy only 

allowing lhc: shiragc: of 1hc currc:.:1 numhc:r of parts 1Hugc. l'N2. p. 1-l'h Many of lhc most 
cffccli,·c pokayokc: 1mprovcmcn1s come from w11rkc:P-< and 1hcir immcd1ah: supervisors. Th.: 
4uali1y ..:11n1rol circle ha.s hc:cn a prime source of 1his kind of produc1ion-hnc 1mpro,·c:mc:n1. 

Pokayokc is an cffc.:iive "'ay of ;>iJing 1hc tlnw of non-Jcfc:clivc parb 1ha1 is r.:4uirc:J hy JIT 
I K In many parts of 1hc: world 1hc: rudimcnlary s1a1c: of 111anufa.:1urn)! anJ 1hc lad 11f hasi.: 

mfrastructurc: makes JIT manufa..:!uring c'\ccc:Jmgly d1fticull. 



5. The Statistical Tools 

The process of continuous improvement involves a countless number of tiny 
adaptations or innovations in daily operations. These modifications are an 
invaluable source of competitive strength. but they can not be undertaken 
haphazardly. Some framework is needed to i~entify the truly important areas 
which need improvement. to separate the essential from the not-so-essential, 
and to ensure that adaptations do not have contradictory effects. A number of 
statistical tools and methods exist for this purpose and are discussed in this 
chaprer. They provide the objectivity needed to ensure that progress is genuine 
and lasting. 

Many plants will have statistical charts and graphs hanging from every 
machine as well as posters exhorting workers to increase quality and reduce 
def eels. These may leave the impression that quality and improvement are 
overriding goals of the firm. But all too (1ften. senior managers delegate their 
responsibilities to subordinates. doing little or noching tu improve the produc
tion system. By themselves, engineers can not sustain a programme for 
continuous improvement in products and processes; nor will the workforce 
receive the direction and guidance they require. In these circum-;tances 
statistical methods more closely resemble a form of damage control rather ;han 
a mean., of continuous improvement. 

Without the active involvement of senior managers. programmes for con
tinuous improvement may actually have negative consequences. Many em
ployees immediately assume that the firm is not really commi11ed 10 these goals. 
Line workers lacking training in hasic statistical methods lend 10 regard the 
charts and statistical metho<ls as just another form of work appraisal. as a means 
of eliminating workers, or an effort 10 gel more from each employee. In some 
cases they are right. Many supporters of quality control and programmes for 
conlinuou-; improvement have: become disenchanted, mistakenly concluding 
that the methods themselves arc ineffective oroversold. The negative reactions 
voiced about programmes for total quality control (TQC) and the like may he 
lraccahle lo such misapplications. 

The statistical tools described here arc a crucial part of the day-to-day 
operations of firms in induslrialized countric'i. The same sorts of programmes 
have yet to he adopted hy many manufac1urers in developing countries. Yet 
these statistical tools may be especially sui1ahle for factories in 1ha1 part of lhc 
world since they do 1101 require new equipmenl or s11h,1an1ial inves1n1cn1-;. 

XI 
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Indeed. this is one of the main reasons \vhy Japanese manufacturers were so 
quick to introduce statistical procedures following the Second World War. 
Japanese experts realized that statistical quality co;-trol was an effective way 

of upgrading process performance and product quality without huge spending 
on new equipment (Mann. 1989. p.16). Many firms in developing countries 
find themselves in a similar situation today. They lack the finances lo enlarge. 

modernize or automate their operations. but they can still make great strides 
through eff eclive use of statistical methods. 

This chapter provides a general introduction to statistical process control 
( SPC). The presentation is aimed al readers with liule or no staiistical training. 

though it is not intended to be a primer on SPC. Its purpose is merely to 
demonstrate how these tools are used and what they are supposed to accom
plish. Ultimately. the firm's workforce (including management) will require 
formal training in these methods. if thev are lo be applied in da~·-to-day work. 

MONITORING VARIATION IN MANUFACTURING 
PROCESSES 

The statistical tools at the manager· s disposal are intended lo help him deal with 
the uhiquitous prohlcm of \'ariation. The theoretical goal is total elimination 

of variation from all manufacturing processes and operations carried out hy the 
firm. In a practical sense that ohjective will never he reach~d. Successful 
implementors of CIT will doggedly pursue this elusive standard nonetheless, 
confident in the knowledge that a constant strC'am of minor improvements wi II 

ensure their firm's ahility to compete with all rivals. 
Variation is the result of a complex interaction he1wcen workers. procedures. 

materials and equipment. And it can exist within any part of a production 
system. The first step in the monitoring exercise is to distinguish hctwecn two 
hroadly different types of variation. Both were defined and Jescrihed in 

Chapter I hut it is useful to revisit these ideas here. The first. known as common· 
rn11.ff variation. is attrihutahle to any sources that arc common to the manufac
ll1ring system (sec Figure I. I). These disturhanccs ,iffcct every part of the 
manufacturing system and will persist until remedies arc found. Variation can 
aJ,o ht• due to Sf'l'l"it1l 1't11m·s. Unlike common source" of variahility. the latter 

tyres of dislurhances occur only intermittently. They may he aurihuted 10 
m1rkcr lid1aviour. method"' of operation or equipment variations. Whatever the 
rt·a..,on. ~pe1:ial causes arl· due to l'\'cnl'\ that arc heyond the firm's usual 

l'XJWricncc. 
When hoth 1.:ommon and special came~ exist. the silllalion is confused. The 

amount of variation in the manufacturini:; system or pro~·e,s is not predic1ahlc; 
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nor is the proportion of unacceptabk or defective outcomes. In such a case the 
operation is regarded a." ·out of con~n. r. The f ;r-.t priority is to eliminate spccial 
causes of variation. Once this is d;l11e. the 'iystem is said to be ·in control". 
meaning that it is subject only to com:non c.l' :ses of ,·ariation. Such a condition 
is still far from the ideal - in foci.. perforr.1ance may continue to be erratic. 
unreliable or wasteful. The distinction i•: important nonetheless. The actual 
process of continuous improvement c~·a not begin until special causes have 
been eliminated and the system is in control. 

Definitions of the two causes of ,·anation arc ckar enough hut in practice it 
can be hard to distinguish one from the ocher. One danger is that managers rely 
on casual inference to identify the cause of problem.,. In that case. most 
deviations - for exampk. a defective product or inferior performance in a 
particular wanufacturing process - tend tote treated as one-time occurrences. 
Such an approach makes no distinction t--:tween common and spccial cau .. es. 
leaving the manager with icw clues ahout wh1.:n: to search for the underlying 
prohlem. Another source of confusion is the tendency of managers to adopt a 
pragmatic approach. focusing attention on specific manufacturing proc::sscs or 
outcomes. In fa..:t. the philosophy of continuous improvcmenl stipulatc:s that 
the sean.:h for soum:s of variation ext••nd to all parls of the prodm:tion system. 
The pie1.:emcal approach of many managers is often tran,lated into the u'e •1f 
numeric;;J standards to measure paformance. Standards may he set for various 
purposes. For example. thl·y may specify output goals. define the results 0f 
"hes: practice· or determine the ideal level of effort and performance. 

Figure 5.1 illustrall·s how inappropriiltcly constructed standards of perfor
mance lead to erroni.:ous conclusions. Standard A. represi.:nls the firm·s he't 
guess of output per worker hour among the indu,try·s leaders. :\11cmp1s 10 
match thi' standard 1.:oulJ have disastrous results for the firm if the real reasons 
for tluctuation' in 1.1hour productivity arc not first addressed. S11nilarly. 
standard B is hased on the firm· s own figures for output per worker hour and 
may he sci 100 low. The results of incorrect performani.:e 'tandard' i.:an lead 10 
managcri;1l i.:ompla..:ency and poor worker •norak. 

If managi.:r' h;1\'e link idea ahou11he -.tatistii.:al -.1a;1ility of a manufacturin).! 
prrn:~s,. the adoption of inappropriat~ numerii.:al ,1.1ndard' c:an din:rt attenticlll 
from more nitic:al prohlcm,. Even wnr,c. ·.!1l·h ,tand;inb c:an ha\·L a nq!ati".: 

impact on i.:mt' in 'l'\'eral ways: 

• 1h1•y c:an kad to wasteful type' of r-:nwdial ad ion or fail lo .1ddrl"" thl· 
lrn~ ·,ouri.:L' of prohl·.·m": 

• they may nmtrihurc to a dctl·rioration in l!ll· quality of nu.put and kad 

10 lhL· 'lagnation of l'lllployel"' · -.kill': 
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Figure 5.1 Meo~uring mriation by numerical standards 
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• they can result in conditions w!lere maintenance of machinery and 
equipment is neglected or where cooperation between different parts of 
the organization is jeopardized. 

One example of these negative consequences arises when inappropriate 
targets for throughput are adopt'!d. In such a case operators may be inclined to 

·release material of poor quality simply to boost theiroutput. Throughput wou'd 
rise. but the actual yield could still fall as defects and rework escalate. The true 
costs of this misjudgement are even greater when defective or low-quality items 
are sold to customers. Less obvious are the opportunities forgone because 
inappropriate standards focus workers' attention not on improving productiv
ity but on meeting shorHerm production targets. 

Similar dangers exist when operators choose ro run machinery without 
adequate maintenance. In order lo meet or exceed their quota. workers on one 
shift will be tempted to defer main!cnance and exhaust all work-in-progress. 
Those on the following shift then face a longer and more complicated start-up 
and greater down-time for maintenance. These problems arc compounded if 
managers choose to treat each work shift a" an independent competitor. pining 
one group against another to spur higher production. 

In general. management's failure 10 adopt a very broad or system-wide 
perspective reducrs workers' incentives lo share kr.owlcdge and to ensure lhe 
smooth transfer of responsibilities across shifls and departments. Organiza
tions that do not capitalize upon the cntlrmou'i reservoir of creative ability and 
production knowledge of workers and engineers squander their opportunities 
to improve. Ironically. if managers were 10 utilize their machinery ;is ineffi
ciently as they handle their staff, they would be reg;uded as grossly negligent. 
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IDENTIFY :NG SOliRCES OF VARIATION 

The types of problems discussed above will occur when managers know very 
little about the critical characteristics of their manufacturing processes and 
production systems. Yet there are several simple tools which can help them 
identify the causes of variation and obtain a better understanding of their 
systems. Five of these tools are discussed here: 

• process flow charts 
• check sheets 
• Pareto diagrams 
• cause-and-effect diagrams 
• histograms 

Process Flow Charts 

The search for sources of variation often begins by outlining the sequence of 
steps occu1Ting in a particular manufacturing processes. Process flow charts 
serve this purpose. They can be used to: (i) identify ur.necessary or wasteful 
steps in the process, (ii) convey a clear picture of workers' responsibilities and 
their impact on the process, and (iii) provide a framework for discussion of key 
issues which can laier be resolved by the workers themselves. In fact, a series 
of charts are usually required to capture all the kinds of process information 
required. As work proceeds, these ar<! updated and more detail is added (see 
Box 5.1). 

Construction 0f a process flow chart can proceed according to the following 
steps: 

• Determine the process boundaries. The first step is to identify the 
beginning and end of the manufacturing process, along with all the 
associated inputs and outputs. Next, the different departments and 
functions involved in e<"sch process step must be determined. 

• Create a Oow chart for the process. Using information gathered from 
managers, engineers, super1isors and line personnel, a chart showing 
the sequence of steps in the process 1s constructed. Even at this early 
stage, it will be critical to see how workers from different shifls and 
departments view the overall process. Such shared information is fertile 
ground for continuous improvement. The first version of the chart tends 
to be fairly general hut gradually more detail~ are added. As work 
proceeds, diff ercnt departments create their own versions of the chart. 
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Box S.1 Creatiaga lew clmt: die.,......_. tWr •• ... 

Because mostclmtsare~ 10dccipber,wlySIStry10 limiltbamcheslOa 
few simple symbols. AD'/ produ&:ticwl systrm wiD include sevaal _. ....... 
processes. theboundlricsofwbichndcnOICdbymoval-sbapcdsymbol W-lllliam:h 
manufacluring proceu. scvc:ralcli&reat*P5111111 bcraauired such as haling. fillillg 
CMtainers or spraying. Each oflhcse *P5 would be 1qwcseuled by a ied'MtgPW 
symbol. Finally,ccrtaindecisioasmustbcmadeduringthecomscofa~ 
process. For eumple. is • item clcfa:tM ...0 is teMJrt. ~ Dccilioas • 
identified by the diamond-shaped symbol shown below. 

These can he compared in Clrder lo identify opportunities for co-ordina · 
lion and other improvemt•nts. 

• Confirm the accuracy of the now chart. Once the chart is completed. 
workers should be consulted regarding their opinions ahout the changes 
needed. This dialogue must be constantly repeated · ·· a practice which 
recognizes that the finn 's work force is the only asset that truly generates 
chanf.!c and improvement. 
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• Tailor the Dow chart to the needs of the users. Each group of workers 
requires information at a difft'rent level of detail. 1 Several \·ersions of 
the process flow chart will eventually have to be prepared to ensure thar 
every set of users get-; the infonnation they need to improve the process. 

A simplified version of a process •low chart is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
chart, which describes the process 1· f assembling hompads found in the steering 
wheels of cars. is preliminary and incomplete. For example. it incorporates no 
decision point-.. although operators would he expected to identify defocti\"e 
items and dt'cide whether these items should he scrapped or reworked. It 
follows that later versions of this flow chart would have to he more comprehen
sive and detailed. Eventually. the charts become very complex. For more 
realistic examples and further discussion. the reader should consult the ap(ll!n
dix. 

Check Sheets 

Flow charts indicate where problems exist and common causes of variation are 
likely to be encountered. Once these features have been ider.tified. more 
detailed data on each specific step in the manufacturing process is collected on 
checlr sheets for later use in statistical process control. Also known as data 
collection sheets. these show the lot numbers for incoming raw materials. 
machine numbers. parts numbers and the like. Other information such as 
temperature changes. maintenance procedures. adjustments to machines or line 
stops may also he included since this too. can reveal sources of variation. 
Finally. the sheets indicate the time when data was recorded, the names of those 
completing the check sheets. and any other information on new conditions 
affecting the process. The format of these check sheet will differ dept·nding 
on the data collected. The example given in Figure 5.3 records the l1x:ation and 
types of defects observed in wooden plaques as they come off the assembly line. 
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Figu~ 5.2 Flow diagram for the assembly of hompads 
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Figure 5.3 Example of a check sheet to record defects 
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Pareto Diagrams 

89 

As the volume of data being collected grows. analysts will need lo delerminr. 
which sources of statistical variation are the most troublesome. They do this 
by constructing a Pareto diagram which is essentially a vertical bar graph 
showing the frequency of events arranged by category and ordered from the 
largest to the smallest. Variation may be analysed in different ways but one of 
lhe more common approaches is to focus on the number of def ecl4'. Information 
of this type is usually obtained by inspecting materials to see if they meet in
house specifications.1 

Such an application can be illustrated with the help of an earlier example. 
Suppose, for instance. that 1,000 hompad assemblies are inspected and the 
results are recorded on check sheets. This information can then he used to 
construct a Pareto diagram such ai- the one in Figure 5.4. A total of 260 
assemblies (26 per cent of all impections) were found to be dcf\!ctive. 
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Figure 5.4 Pareto diagram showing occurrence of defects by caregory 
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However. three types of defects - uneven spray, surf ace flaws and excessive 
flash - account for 74 per cenl of all problems. By concentrating their search 
on these three characterisrics, managers will be able to eliminate the majority 

defects. 
In general, Pareto diagrams identify which defects arc most important and 

help to pinpoint the action needed to avoid them. Unfortunately, these diagrams 
do not enable us to distinguish bt:tween special and common causes. Remedial 
action to eliminate chronic problems in the production system can not be taken 
until special causes of variation have been eliminated. 

Cause-and-Effect Diagrams 

An effective tool to help employees organile their ideas and work methods is 
the cause-and-effect diagram.' Employees first agree to study a certain process 
characteristic (possibly after examining a flow chart). A diagram of rhis 
process characteristic or p.ohlem. along with the main contributing factors and 
more detailed factors, i.. then constructed. Careful study of cause-and-effect 
diagrams should help the manager an.;"" er various questions such as: What is 
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known about the impact of certain causes of the problem at hand"! W!".ich of 
these causes can. or should. he controlled? What types of interactions between 
causes actually affect the process and the quality characteristics under study"? 
There is no single set of rules or guidelines for construction of a cause-and
effect diagram. One way is to single out the potential causes of a problem. 
These generally fall into one of the 101lowing categories: 

• personnel 
• materials 
• equipment 
• production methods 
• measurements 
• production environment. 

Alternatively. the diagram may be designed to link the problem under study to 
certain f • .mctions or departments within the firm. A highly simplified version 
is presemed in Figure 5.5 while a more detaiied discuss:on can be found in the 

appendix. 

Figure 5.5 s;mplified cause-and-effect diagram 
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Histo,,.-.tms 

Managers and engineers will often ~~k information ahout aspects of quality by 
studying a sample of items drawn from a larger number of products such as a 

production loL Items in the sample will be chosen at random. meaning that each 
should have an equal probability of selection. Through this means the 

invc..;tigator tries to ensure that the characteristics of the sample are represen

tative of all ite1ns being produced. The characteristics identified in the sample 
can be used to draw inferences about the underlying quality of the product or 
manufacturing process. As the sampling process is repeated and the amount of 

data grows. the results become increasingly difficult to evaluate and interpret. 
To simplify mauers. the dara can he organized in the form of a histogram which 
v:ill provide a basi·; understanding of a population at a glance. Histograms arc 
simply graphs showing the range of measurements on the horizonral axis and 

the frequency of their occurrence on rhe vertical axis. 
lhe shape of a hi..;togram can tell us a great deal about the general quality 

characteristics of product or process.~ Most common is rhe mound-shaped Cll 

hell-shaped version shown in Figure 5.6. In this case observations tend hJ he 
clustered around a centre value and the frequency of their occurrenct• dimin

ishes as the distance from the centre point increases. The mound-shaped pattern 
approximares the slatisiician ·s nolion of a normal distribution. In praciice. 

many histograms will nllt have this distribution; they come in a ~·ariety of shapes 
and path:ms which can often be explained in terms of various manufacturing 

practices and characteristics (sec Box 5.2). 
In conclusion. cvl!ry manufacturing estahlishml'ilt or system. along with 

each of the manufacturing processes within that syslem. generates large 
amounts of info.mation. The fin: statistical tocis we have described here help 

Fig11rt' 5.6 llistogram i~ :rh a 11omwl Ji.Hrih11tio11 
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a.ab 111111.,__.awr......,... ......... 
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will bemcounrcred and 1bc reasons wm vary. They may be due to: errors in methods 
of mnnaaaelll, 1bc uniotentionaJ mixture of two sligbdy different products or 
prodactioallllcbes, 111111normalily intheD111111facturingprocessimdsoon. For further 
clilcussioa of this aspcca. see the appendix. 

managers and engineers use that data to detennine the sources of variation and 
to make 'iome judgements about effects. 

COLLECTING AND COMPILING THE DATA 

The foregoing section considert!d various means of organizing and displaying 
data but nothing has been said about the methods of data collection. The 
importance of this phase should not be underestimated since it will determine 
the reliability of the statistical results. 

A large number of observations are generally needed to obtain an accurate 
picture of variation and it is not practical that each of tht:se is shown individually 
in the charts and graphs that are constructed. Instead. several observations arc 
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treated as part of a ·subgroup· and only the average value for each subgroup is 

considered. For example, a firm may decide to study one of its manufacturing 

processes by taking ten measurements on a certain characteristic during each 

production day. The data collected each day can be treated as a subgroup and 

the daily averages would be used in the ensuing analysis. Subgroups can also 
be defined by production hour, by lot. by number of defects per product or i'.i 
other ways. 

The definition of a subgroup in the example used here is straightforward but 
that is not always the case. If their results are to be accurate. investigators must 

be sure that each subgroup contains a set of comparable items. This require

ment often leads them to create subgroups from 'production lots·. The 

assumption behind this approach is that all items in each production lot will 

have been manufactured under similar conditions. Those which are selected at 

random from the production lot to make up a subgroup will satisfy the criterion 

of comparability. Accordingly. a production lot is regarded as a group of like 

items produced under common causes (see Box 5.3). 

ln practice, there are several guidelines to ensure that the items in a 

production lot (and in the corresponding subgroup) are all comparable. The 

Box 5.3 What is meant by a 'prodaction ;ot'? 

A production lot can be defined as a group oflike items produced by a manufacturing 
system subject only to common causes of variation. Accordingly, each item in a lot 
should possess a high degree of uniformity. In its simplest form, a lot can be obtained 
tiomasinglemachinerunbyasingleoperator. Aportionoftheitemsfuundinafactory 
would satisfy this definition, though many manufacturing operations give rise to 
product mixtures. These may be made fiom different belches of inputs, produced on 
dift't~:machinesorwithdifferentopendOrS. EvenlUally,aJltheitemsmaybechnnped 
into a common container and ireated as a production loc, even lhough they are really a 
mixture. Confusion can also arise when the manufacturing process is continuous and 
common to all items hut the input materials are not. In such circumstances production 
lotsareusuallydeterminedbythesizeoftheproductionrunorbytheamountproduced 
in a given period of time (output per shift or per week). 

For product acceptance decisions, it is important that items be kept in separated loCI 
identified by common causes of production. Such a practice is known as 'preservina 
the order' and will be very helpful when drawing up IUbsJoups to be ued in the 
construction of control charts. In processes which exhibit a tiJne..to.thne variadon (for 
example, chemical solutions that change very slowly or tools that gradually wear), 
preservation of the order ill ac:complished by maintaining the time sequence in which 
various portions of the lot wen: made. Without such an amnaement. valuable 
knowledge about the conditions under which the product was made is lost (see Junn 
andCook, 1974). 
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most common methods of ensuring comparability are to define production lots 
in one of the following ways: 

• according to the suspected causes of variation~ 

• by dividing production into equal quantities of items produced or into 
lots produced during equal time intervals; or 

• by ignoring the practice of creating production lots and simply selecting 
subgroups directly from the manufacturing process. 

The first oflhese methods is appropriate if managers suspect that a particular 
machine is the source of substantial variation. A valid test would be to compare 
the mate.rial supplied by this particular piece of equipment with that obt.iined 
from similar machines in the production line. Items produced by the suspect 
machine can be separated and treated as one production lot. After identifying 
additional lots obtained from comparable machinery, other suhgroups are 
drawn up and comparisons can be made. Such an approach works well when 
thP investigator needs to isolate a suspected source of variation - for example. 
improperly functioning machinery or the influence of different operators. 
different shifls, different input shipments and so on. 

The creation of lots from equal quantities of production or from output 
during equal periods of time requires a different justification. In this case. 
analysts assume that only common causes of variation arc at work. All items 
in a production lot should therefore be comparable since they arc r.ianufactured 
under equivalent conditions. The practice of defining lots according to equal 
quantities produced can be used to detect continuous changes in inputs - such 
as altered chemical solutions. Arrangement according to equal time intervals 
is an effective way to determine whether the pattern of variation changes over 
time. 

The third method is the simplest. By dispensing with the identific~tion of 
production lots. investigators arc ahle to sdect subgroups directly from the 
manufacturing process. They may choose items produced at regular intervals 
determined by time or quantity. This practice is popular hut has drawbacks. 
Bc~ause production lots arc not identified. there is no background information 
on manufacturing conditions or input characteristics. Regardlc-.s of the method 
chosen, the goal should be to assure that lhe items in any suhgroup have been 
produced under essentially the same conditions (sec Bicking and Gryna. 1974 ). 
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MONITORING PATfERNS OF VARIATION 

Once rhe methods of dara collection have bt..-en detcnnined and preliminary 
investigations have been carried out (usually with L'te help of cause-and-effect 
charts. Pareto charts and similar tools). analysts arc ready to hcgin monitoring 
pauerns of variation. They do this hy constructing cont ml charl.'i. These simple 
but powerful tools serve several purposes. They help the manager to identify 
different pauems of variation. they enable him to learn more about the 
underlying causes of variation. and rhey serve as a framework which can be 
used lo gauge rhe success of efforts lo remove special causes of variation.~ 

Depending on rhe information sought. different versions of cnntrol charts are 
constructed. All. however. share certain common features. These inc.lude a 
centre line representing the average value for all data collected. and upper and 
lower control limits which define the houndaries for acceptable levels of 
variation. The manufacturing process is regarded as being "in control' if all 
observation" (that is, the averages calculated for each respective subgroup) fall 
inside the two limits and exhibit no particular trend or tendency. Should any 
observations lie outside one of the limits - or if a group of observations reveal 
a distinctive pattern or trend - special causes exist and the process is not in 
control. Figure 5.7 provides an example of both cases. 

The particular type of control chart to be constructed depends on the product 
characteristics a firm chooses to study. One of the most common applications 
occurs in the siUdy of ·product anributes'. The term refers to product 
characteristic•. that can not be measured on a continuous scale - for example, 
specifications regarding quality or performance. In order to analyse their 
product's anrihutes. managers must first establish 'pass-or-fair definitions for 
acceptable levels of quality or performance (see Box 5.4). Once these 
definitions are in place. engineer!• can begin to collect data. They will usually 
he interesled in knowing either the number or proportion of items in several 
subgroups that is defective or 01herwise fails 10 meet acceptable standards. 

The aclual cr.ns1rm.:1ion of a control chart to measure producl attributes can 
be illustraled wi1h the help of an example using data taken from an engine 
assembly plan!. After agreeing on pass-or-fail dcfinilions. supervisors and 
engineers began coll,.c:ling informalion on 1he product's attribules. In this case, 
I 00 engines were inspected for dcf ccts each week and it was decided that the 
weekly results would conslitulc a 'subgroup'. The inspection process was 
repealed for 21 successive weeh. meaning that 1he conlrol chart should have 
21 ob,crvations or subgroup averages. For each of these weeks. th~ rejection 
ralc was calculalcd and 1hc results arc reproduced in Figure 5.8. For example. 
1hc char! shows thal six engines were rejecled in the first weekly test of 100, 
meaning 1hat 1he rcjcclion ralc was 0.£16. The central line showing lhc average 
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Figure 5. 7 ldentifyin,r: the causes of rnriation 
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number of def ecti\'e engines during the entire 21-weck test period is 6.24 per 
100 inspections. Using these results. engineers can determine the upper and 
lower control limits which specify the acceptable lc·;els of variation (for 
formulae and calculations, sec the statistical appendix). In our example the 
upper control limit proves to be 13.5 defectives per I 00 inspections. No lower 
conrrol limit applies, so a practical limit of zero defectives represents the 1ower 
boundary. 

What docs the completed chart tell us? First, the rates of rejection obtained 
from each weekly inspection range her ween 0.02 and 0.12. In no week docs the 
proportior. of def cc rives exceed the control limits, meaning that the process of 
engine assembly is in statistical control. Second. no special causes of variation 
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Box 5.4 Pndad attrihUes ud aalrol cUrts 

Many product allrbBs mer to acccp4ablc lcYcls ofpcrfilnmncc or quality. The 
crilc:ria for evalmling these llllribuk$ can be cxpessed in tams of a simple two-way 
classification: each itan eidler mccts. or &ils to meet. a pre-ddamincd Sl8Ddlrd. 
Emplcs would be dr '1Dlllbcr of damaged cans in a production lot of a cenain size 
(where the two calCgOrics 1re either •damaged• or •undamlglcd') or lhe number of 
items in a subgroup that do not meet spccificatioos. Using these types of definilions. 
managers can monitorlhe OCQB1mce of dcfcclive items. If the number, or proportion. 
of defectives is rela!Mly stable over an mcndc:d period of time. managers can 
predict future levels of variation with some confidence. 

Not all prod"'-1 aan"butes can be expressed in terms of pass-or-fail critaia. 
Slightly diffaent control charts will be used if product auributc:s arc defined by the 
count of events occurring over time. One w:rsion is applicable when attention focuses 
on charactttistics such as the number of surface flaws on a shc:ct of material. the 
number of service calls made or the number of customer complaints ~ 
Anolhcr i!: employed if the amountof mataial or the Wlit of time for each inspcaian 
varies. Relevant examples aR" inspection of imgular lengths of woven fabric, the 
number of blemishes on finished furniture or the number of surface defects in 
differing lengths ofbrass strips. For further discussion, sec the appendix. 

exist. so predictions about future perfonnance can be made with some confi
dence. Rates of defecti,·es. production costs and production schedules can all 
he forecast with some degree of certainty. Of course. there is no assurance that 
the ac;sembly process will continue to be stable. or in control. over the longer 
tcnn. A special source of variation may suddenly emerge. But if ii is quickly 
identified and eliminated. the operation should return to control. Third. if other 
manufacturing :irocesscs in the plant arc also in control, managers arc in a 
position to begin improving 1hc entire system and to address the common 
causes of variation. 

In conclusion. the charts and graphs we have described in this chapter arc 
only a part of a larger stalistical arsenal which is available to the manager and 
his employees. Further discussion ofSPC is found in the appendix to this book 
and the manager who hopes to install a system of continuous improvement 
should begin by consulting that material. It is equally important to bear in mind 
thal the true value of SPC extends far beyond !he basic problem-solving 
c . .:ampics discussed here. Even higger returns should be realized as users gain 
a heller picture of the interrdationships hetween different parts of the produc
ti<'n process and hcgin to collahoratc in the search for common and special 
causes of variation. Finally, the amount of time and energy devoted to SPC will 
Ix· suhstantial in the early stages, but this should not he a pennancnt feature. 
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Fig11re 5.8 Monitoring product attrib111es: rejection rates in an engine-asl·embly plant 
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Critical parts of lhe manufacturing system may always require monitoring and 
control. After a few years. however. the ftnn should have progressed beyond 
lhe basic elements of proc.!Ss control and more of its efforts will be concentrated 
on other CITs. The following chapter looks at several real-world applications 
of lhese tools. 

NOTES 

I. For example. wor',;crs on a loading dock 1ao·ould laoillll infonnatioo enabling lhcm l:> shorten lhc lime 
and disunc~ lr?.vc-llcd by incoming material. Their version of lhc flow ch:in would nol be as 
derailed as lhal provided lo cn11nccrs who arc srudying lhc implemcnlalion of cellular work 
5l31ions :.long an assembly line. 

2. Anodlcr. lcss common approach would be to s~ up categories reflecting customers· priorities. 
3. 111cappe...-anceoflhccausc-and-cffcctch:inhasledsomc1ocallita"fishboncch:in·. Thcsccharts 

arc also kno1ao·n as ·1shikawa diagnms •• after their originaior. 
4. For further discussion sec Kume. 1992. pp. 49--S3 or Ishikawa. 1990. pp. 9-14. 
5. 111c rem01:al of special causes. although crucial. docs not reprcsen1 a genuine improvement in rhe 

manufacturing process. For example. variation in a product might be caused by the haphazard way 
tool~ arc arranged and located on an assembly line. Once it is agreed lo pllKe the tools in exactly 
the same way all the lime. the variation due to opcralllrS fumbling for tools is eliminated. A special 
cause of variatinn has hccn eliminated; when all Olhcr special causes are eliminated. lhe process 
is in slatistka! control. Only at this point can lhe crilical work on systemic causes for continuous 
improvement actually begin. 



6. Continuous Improvement In Action 

The tools and methods discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 are only some of the 
possibilities available to a CIF. In this chapter we describe in some detail how 
four firms have used these techniques to acltieve substantial gJ.ins in quality and 
productivity. These case studies have been drawn from a larger body of 
evidence compiled by UNIDO as a by-product of its work lo promote cm1tin
uous improvement in developing cour.lries and transition economies. In many 
instances, firms have participated in UNIDO-sponsored programmes designed 
to introduce methods of continuous improvement or to upgrade existing 
practices. In others, the firms themselves have initiated these programmes with 
UNIDO staff alongside as observers. 

The four manufacturers singled out for discussion here are located in Latin 
America, Central Europe and Africa. This geographical diversity of firms is 
deliberate. One of the claims we make in this book is that continuous 
impr'Jvement in manufacturing is not culture-bound. Firms were also chosen 
to reflect a rather wide range of experience and sophislication in the techniques 
of continuous improvement. Thu,. the case ~·tudies presented here are meant to 
sho\\ not only how CITs are being used in specific circumstances. but also t<1 
demonstrate their generality. 

In line with the approach taken in previous chapters. attention focuses on 
shop-floor experiences even though some of these firms '!mploy methods of 
continuous improvement in other a:-eas of their operation (for example, 
involving managerial practices. product design ororganizational matters). The 
first case study deals with the recent experience of the International Division 
of Packard Electronics. That firm ts an experienced user of CITs. which has 
worked hard to 'Jpgrade inethods of continuous improvement in one of its larger 
plant<;. 'i'he second concern:• a maker of heavy-duty components for trucks in 
Central Europe. Because the company had no prcviou~ experience with 
methods of continuous improvement. the technologies it employs are quite 
different from those found in Packard's plants. An African subsidiary of 
Matsushita Corporation is the subject of the third case study. It has opcrnted a 
programme of continuous improvement for a numherof years. and is slowly but 
steadily up-grading these technologies. The chapter concludes with a descrip
tion of methods employed by Elamcx S.A .. a large contract manufacturer 
operating in Mexico and the Caribbean. Like Packard, Elamcx is an cxpcri-

' f ()f 
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encl!<! user of CITs although the principles and method-. it relies upon are 
rde .. ·ant to manufacturers e..-erywhere. 

PRODUCING ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS IN 
MEXICO' 

A multinational with factories in North America, Europe and developing 
countrie~. Packard Electric lntem:ational makes electrical wiring assemblies 
and related components for automobile and truck manufacturers. Its first plant 
in Mexico was established in 1978. Today. it operates more than thirty plants 
located around the country.~ 

An emphao;is on product quality and a commitment to continuous improve
ment ha..-e been part of Packard Mexico ·s approach since its inception. These 
priorities received an added boost in the mid- I 180s when the company was 
awarded a contract to supply electrical wiring to New United Motor Manufac
turing Incorporated ( NUMMI ). a joint venture of Ger.era! Motors and Toycta 
in California. The influence of Toyota's managers and engineers meanl that the 
new car maker was an especially demanding customer. 

lmmed:ately after the contract was signed. NUMMI's staff produced a set of 
quality standards and blveprints containing references that were unknown to 
engineers and workers in Packard's Mexican plant. The car maker's engineers 
soon expressed their dissatisfaction with the samples and components being 
supplied. They also criticized Packard's mell1ods of wrapping the assemblies 
and rejected several shipments because of variation in the colouring of the 
cables. Other objections concerned details such as stress marks introduced 
during assc..mhly. 1 In addition t0 being a very demanding customer. NUMMI 
expected Packard Mexico to perform as a JIT supplier. Precise quantities of 
defect-free products had to be dcli..-ered to a customer several hundred miles 
away. These supplies had to arrive at specified hours of the day. at the correct 
location in the plant. and at the agreed price. 

Manager" of the Mexican operation were quick to respond to this challenge. 
They contacted Sumitomo Wiring, a high quality supplier to Japanese car 
makers (including Toyota). and arranged that a learn 1>f engineers he sent to 
Mexico for six months. The fact 1ha1 Packard Mexico was already an 
experienced prac1i1i11ner of conlinuous improvement prohahly made it easier 
for lhe firm to act on the advice from Sumitomo and the suggestions by 
NUMMI. Existing techniques were quickly upgraded and new, more powerful 
routines were introduced. The followirib 11iscussion focuses on sllme of the 
more important clements in Pacbrd Mr:xico's new programme. 
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Customer-Focused Production 

The importance of customers' expectations has always been an e~tablished part 
of the manufacturing philosophy of Packad Mexico. However, managers soon 
realized that with a discriminating buyer like NUMMI, special efforts would 
be required. They arranged for a resident engin~r to work permanently at the 
customer's California plant. serving as a communications link between NUMMI 
and Packard Mexico. He maintains daily contact with NUMMl's engineers and 
operators, monitors the quality of harnesses and other components arriving at 
the planl and provides instanl feedback lo his colleagues in Mexico. This 
arrangement permits Packard to respond promptly to most of NUMMI's 
problems and encourages a two-way flow of ideas ~tween the firms. For 
example, Packard's Mexican stclff and workers are able to devise process 
improvements in their own plant that are eventually implemented in the 
NUMMI plant in California. 

Kanban and Supplier Involvement 

One of Sumitomo 's main contributions w:is to help Packard implement a more 
effective kanban system. A kanban card showing the code numbers. specifi
cations and production sequence is attached to each item when it enters the 
factory. The cards remain with the item until it leaves the plant as part of a 
completed electrical assembly or component. When more material is needed, 
another kanban card is returned for processing and one or more items are 
supplied. Cardo; are also passed to outside suppliers as reorder forms. fhey 
serve as a simple form of visual control. pulling material from suppliers and 
conveying information on the number of pieces ordered. the number huill and 
the number still to be built. 

By introducing a more comprehensive system of kanban, Packard Mexico 
has been able to realize several benefits. Problems of product quality can be 
quickly traced back to specific manufacturing processes and other opportuni
ties for improvement can be readily identified. For example, the system 
demonstrated the need for new procedures and rules to be introduced and 
rigidly followed in order to minimize inventories. Once these methods were in 
place, Packard was ahle to cut inventories and related noor space by 80 percent. 

Experience has showed that the effectiveness ofkanban is greatly enhanced 
if customers and suppliers work together closely (sc:e Box 6.1 ). One of the 
major objectives of this collaboration is lo stabilize the production schl·dulcs 
of c:ach firm. This makes ii easier for all collaborators to deliver prcci:•c 
quantilil;s at specified limes of the day. Kanban link-ups between suppliers and 
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customers can also lead to even greater reductions in inventory and other waste. 
For example. Packard's system requires that smaller quantities of material be 
shipped in appropriately sized containers. Once the finn w..is able to convince 
local suppliers of pallets. boxes and cable of the benefits from kanban, they 
found this alteration in shipping practices worked to their advantage as well. 

Visual Controls 

Along with its new kanban system, Packard began to rely heavily on visual 
controls. These effective but inexpensive •ools convey important information 
on problems, procedures and improvements. 0ne example is a large board on 
the loading dock which show~ the time when each set of materials is scheduled 
to an·ive and the supplier providing them. Another is the continuous improve
ment board (known as kaizen to the Japanese). These describe a problem with 
an accompanying sketch or snapshot of the area to be improved. Underlying 
causes and corrective actions arc noted as well as the team or person responsible 
for resolving the problem. The expected date for completion of the improve
ment is shown along with a picture of the desir\;J result. 
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Other visual conlrols were used to communicate correct procedures for 
assembly, maintenance and other operations. First, lines were painted on the 
floor in storage areas to show where completed products should be placed or 
where finished cables should be hung so as not to touch the floor. Second, job 
set-up sheets were posted in front of each cutting machine. Operators ref er to 
these visual instructions if they are unsure about production requirements, job 
ins~ctions, or methods of packing maierial for in-process handling. Third, 
machine down-time wc.s drastically reduced by introducing a Japanese system 
known as 'andon'. The system consists of green, yellow, and red lights placed 
over critical equip•nent. Lights indicate whether the equipment is running 
properly (green), is i.!:nj.JOrarily idle (yellow). c,r is rot worldng and requires 
attention (red). Andon quickly alerts maintenance and repair personnel lo 

critical equipment problems. 
These and other visual conlrols have become a ubiquitous part of Packard 

Mexico's operation.' They have proven to be a simple low-cost alternative to 
computer-generated data and a powerful stimulus to improvement. While 
computer-ba~d systems provide more c~mprehensive information, the results 
are often distributed to only a select group of individuals. Recipients may be 
far removed from the manufacturing process and not understand the impact llf 
such data. The.e is also likely to be a lag bet\\een the time data is collected and 
when it is made available. As the Packard experience demonstrates, visual 
controls provide immediate on-site information for all 

Housekeeping and the Elimination of Waste 

Usiag standard methods of continuous improvement, Packard had always 
stressed the need for strict housekeeping practices and the elimination of waste. 
It was evident. however, that the Japanese advisors' view of waste and 
housekeeping practices did not coincide with !hat of their Mexican and 
American counterparts.~ During the initial plant audit, the first place the 
Sumitomo consultants searched was the was.c baskets. They were looking for 
discarded or defective materials, broken or damaged components and similar 
refuse that could hold important clues to underlying prohlcms. 

Employees at Packard's Mexican plants soon recognized that waste included 
far more than just defective parts or scrap. Inactivity on the part of people or 
machines, inefficient me1hods or movements and unnecessary processes (for 
example. making or passing along a defeclive unit) were also waste. Excess 
stock and overproduction was regarded as an expensive miscalculaii.:m which 
tied up money and space and drove up costs. In general. any part of a 
manufacturing process that does not add value is considered wasteful. 

Packard hegan a search to eliminate waste in every part of its system. An 
example referring to one particular series of manufacturing steps is found in 
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Figure 6. 1. Each block represents a sequ.!ntial step with a height proportionate 
to the time needed to perfo!lll that operatior. The original sequence 1equired 
a relatively long amount of processing time and involved three non-value
adaed steps. Packard's workers began by :eorganizing the plant layout. 
Operators were previously separated from one another by intervening rows of 
machines. After streamlining. pairs of operators were :ocated back-to-back 
between rows of facing machines. That arrangement led to a smoother flow of 
materials. a better exchange of i11forma1ion and enabled managers to match new 
workers with more expenenced operators. With tnese changes, the firm was 
able to eliminate one step which added no value and to reduce the amount of 

processing time significantly. 

FiKure 6.1 Packard Mexico s lead-time reduction in one manufacturinK 
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Planning For Problem Prevention 

Along with their other innovations. managers began to search for ways to 
prevent problems as well as to correct them. Both approaches cut costs and raise 
quality, u1ough the former requires more analysis and planning. Teams worked 
on problem prevention in several different parts of the factory but only 
improvements on the shop floor are referred to here. 

One example relates to a problem which emerged when an improvement 
team discovered that tt;e number of rejects in a particular manufacturing 
?rocess was ~onsistently too high. They noted that it was common practice to 
place all rejected material on large racks. In addition ~o recommendations 
designed to reduce the rate of defects, the team suggested that the racks 
themselves were part of the prohlem and decided to reduce their size by half. 
The purpose was to discourage operators from postponing corrective action. 
Eventually, the racks were removed entirely. That change imposed an even 
stricter discipline on operators; they were immediately forced to take corrective 
action whenever a reject was identified.6 

Teams working in another part of the plant found that they could avoid some 
forms of waste by altering methods of die-changing for most of the factory's 
cutting processes. Many of the necessary adjustments are now made on a trial 
press before the die leaves the crib for the cutter. Because these steps are 
performed off the production line, problems can be avoided and wasted effort 
is prevented. As a result, Packard has been able to reduce the time needed for 
changing dies in its cutting processes by 80 per cent. 

Other forms of problem prevention have focused on ·vays to improve 
methods of handling and packaging within the plant. One of the more effective 
techniques was to cover the cement floor around wire harness equipment with 
thick sections of Astroturt". The new material provides a much ~·ofter surf ace 
and better cushion, reducing both worker fatigue and product damage. When 
:i terminal falls and is stepped on by an operator, it is harmlessly pushed into 
Astroturf. Because the solution proved to be so effective, Astroturf is also used 
10 line the bottom of compartments where dies are ston:d and this, too, prevents 
expensive damage. 

A related modification was to develop protective coverings for the most 
fragile components. Wiring harnesses are constructed of very fine wire and thin 
cables which can be easily broken. To prevent damage, workers de!'igned 
protective coverings for the cable racks. Sensitive parts arc wrapped in plastic 
to prev" it contamination that could lt:ad to product failure and special plastic 
cups are fixed over the ends of wire bundles that are critical to the proper 
functioning of the product. 

Finally. teams noted that components and hame!;scs were frequently dam
aged dur~ng transport from one part of the factory to another. One reason was 
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the fragile nature of the equitJment, but the team also believed the size of the 
containers wa'i inappropriate. Large containers requiring expensive mechani
cal transport had been the favoured method of moving materials inside the 
plant. The solution was to use small containers that could be easily carried by 
one person. The adjustment not only allowed workers to exercise more care 
about in-plant transport but also eliminated expensive material-handling ma
chinery and helped to reduce inventories of work-in-process. 

Worker Training 

To support its programme of continuous improvement, Packard operates an 
elaborate programme of employee training. Every new operator begins with 
forty hours of classroom training. forty hours of product orientation and forty 
hours of work alongside a trained operator. All operators receive multi-station 
training, with each worker learning the routines for his own station as well as 
that of the preceding station and the following one. This approach emphasizes 
the fa.;t that each person on the production line is both a customer and a supplier 
and improves the flow of site-si.ecific information. 

Training in all of Packard Electric's Mexican plants has been intensified 
following the NUMMI contract. The extended programme, which is summa
rized in Figure 6.2, stre~ses customer relations, control over variation and 
continuous improvement. Training is in a series of modules, with aH employees 
receiving thorough instruction in basic areas such as the meaning and impor
tance of process variation, the use of improvement tools and the need for 
teamwork. Team members are taught how to collect and interpret basic kinds 
of data, while team leaders and selected operators are given instruction in SPC, 
data collection and display and the use of various graphs and charts. Instructors 
emphasize the need to exploit on-site production information. A great deal of 
time is spent explaining the im_oJOrtance and meaning of various tracking 
mf:asures. All trainees understmd that such information is designed to aid 
improvement efforts rather than compare or punish workers. 

An even more ambitious approach is the creation of multidisciplinary teams 
which are trained to apply Packard's five-step process to solving problems (:tee 
Box 6.2). These teams are formed to investigate areas of the plant that are most 
in need of improvement. Engineers, OJ>'!rators, and supervisors collaborate on 
proposed solutions \1hich stress quick results. When their plan is ready, the part 
of the plant that is the subject of analysis is shut down. Machines may be ripped 
from the floor, walls removed, workstations relocated and transport lines 
altered. All this is accomplished in only a few days. Operators working in this 
section of the plant are part of the effort and will clearly understand their new 
role when the changes are complete. When production resumes, data is 
collected and posted so that all can see the increased performance.7 
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Figure 6.2 Modular train:ng in Packard's Mexican planls 
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PKbnluscs1a111Smadcupof'opmtorsalsupawius'1n¥1ricmpmtsofdleplllll 
to imrcsripre al solYc problems. Whta a problem is bol•d. ils •-.t owaas• 
(-8y. tbose1C$pomi*f0rdllllpstofthenw•6 &iltgprocas • s t b prior 
todetection) 11e identified.. ForexaU1ple, openll01swbos-u,,_ gal-.Wtolhc 
next step in an assembly~ 11e the milllal OWDa'. nis des ...... assigns ao 
blmne. lnstad. lhenablralownerbecomcsraponsible bcoonlinablg1be.-da b 
sohllions. The search proceeds according to lhc: following ~*PS-

I. ldmtify ud dcfilletM pn;.blaa. The SC()tJC oftbe problem should bedestothc 
entire tam. All members should be able to COlllrilJute 10 the wort. 

2. Takem.atiateadiom. The group sboufdtake immedilfellCtion IDPft:'Vallmy 
rqJdilionof'tbeproblem. Slepsmayimotveproductomn1cn«, sortingomall 
to •c1ean ·all lhc:stock between the supplier and lhc:cusromer. Slqls I al2shoald 
be done in two days. 

3. Reoc-amc....,._ Al1possiblereasonsforlhc:diffic:ultysbouldbe-1yscdto 
dderminetbe probablecon1n"bulion of each tolhc:problem. ThcDllllnlowactcm 
lbenbeconfinnedmdinvolvcdasateammember. Thispersoncouldbediffaat 
fiom the owner originally identified when lhc: problem was discuteled.. Step 3 
should rake a muimmn of 10 days. 

4. L 1e•e1llillle COl'ftdiYe .-ud IJlow .. p. Once lhc: causes me ida•ificd. 
com:ctivelCtion must be taken. Productn procasc:ondilionswm bcmoailoied 
to ensure 1bal lhc: corrective action shows good resulls. lfSll:p 4 lllka more Ihm 
30 days. lhc: customer must be informed of progress. 

S. VeriltatieL Thesitualionismonitoreduntilitisclearthatlhc:problemissolvcd. 
Customer reports indicating zero defects are lhc: usual means of monitoring. This 
proccdureisnotbegununtilthemanufacturingprocesshasstabilmdfOllowinglhc: 
corrective ICtion raken in Slep4. Tne verification period is usually from 30to90 
days. 

Sotin%: Packanl Electric International. 

Although the technique can he very effective. not all processes arc arncnahlc 
to quick improvement. Many will only yield to steady incremental efforts and 
some may he impervious to such efforts. Nevertheless. Packard's programme 
nf trc~ining and group improvement ha'\ paid back the costs of training many 
times over. Managers also noted that the method t>oostcd morale since team 
memhcrs could sec the immediate result of their own efforts. Significantly. all 
these gain:o; were achieved not by shedding labour or increao;ing the operators' 
workload. but rather through the reorganization of the plant. 
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In conclusion. lhe firm· s empha.-.is on continuous improvement has yielded 

impressive resuhs. In the first year of its contract with NUMMI. Packard"s 
Mexican plant received I 02 reports of quality prohlems. By the second year the 

numherhaddropr.ed to..J7.and in the third year-when NUMMI installed 2.7 
million car harnesses - the Packard plant received only to reports of quality 
problems. The firm"s success in reducing waste was no less impressive. When 
it hegan to supply Nl TMMI. its weekly reports showed overproduction of up to 
22 per cent for some pans and underproduction of 12 pi:r cent for others. Three 
years later. weekly production levels varied hy only 0.001 percent Production 
reports were eventually discontinued hecause improvement efforts had made 

them supcrfluous. Packard"s othc:r plants report similar successes thanks to a 
disciplined approach to continuous improvement 

MAKING TRUCK COMPONENTS IN CENTRAL 
EUROPE 

The firm providing the information for this study is a Hungarian producc:r of 
truck components which emharked on a lJN!DO-assistc:d programme: of 

continuous impro\'ement in 1991. One of these compon~nts. a hydraulic clutch 
controller for use in hc:avy-duty trucks and huses. is the focus of discussion here. 

This study focuses on a modest. hut important. fiN stc:p in the imprO\·c:menl 
process. 

Managers of this plant were keenly aware that several areas of theiropcration 
were in need of improvemc:nl. Conditions in the plant were characterized hy 
disorder and an uneven tlow of work which contrihuted 10 waste and a huild

up of inventory. work-in-prnces" and finished goods. This confusion was 
compounded hy a managerial tendency to address isolated prohlcms (for 

example. hy constantly shifting operators from one as.;emhly line to anothen 
without developing a more sy.;1emat1c plan for improvement. One r•:sult of 
chc ... c praccices was an unacceptahly high rate of dcfeccs -- 13 per cent in the 

case of clutch controller-.. 
Mana)!ers · first re ... pon.;e wa ... to form 'everal leanh to study every facet of 

the a.;semhly prnc~'''· The controller itself i' assemhlcd from .. even piece,, 
namely. a pedal. hnu ... in!?. rim. cover plate. as,i ... ting piston. hydraulic pi ... ton. 
;ind douhlc valve. Team memhcrs were n:cmiled from cwry part of the 
operation and received special lrainin1! hcforc heginning the improwment 
programme. Employee' were informed of the new drive for improvement and 
as,urcd lh;it no one would lmc their jnh a' a re...i11l of pr11d11c1ivity impron-
m<·n1,. Mana)!::r" al'o pkd!!ed thl·ir full ... upporl lo lhc projecl and granll·d 
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teams the authority to enact sweeping recommendations a"ld make experimen
tal changes. 

Among the instructions the improvement teams recei,·ed. the following 
were especially noteworthy: 

• Adopt measurable goals and depend only on measurable results. A 
heavy emphasis wa..s placed on validation of the team· s recommenda
tions. The requirement 1ha1 gc,als and resuhs be measurable forced the 
teams to be realistic about their assessment" and recommendations. 

• Teams should exhibit a bias in favour of action. The goal was to take 
action on many fronts and demonstrate resuhs quickly. Preference was 
given to identification of small improvements rather than costly. large
scale remedies requiring new technologies. 

• Not aU solutions can be thoroughly tested, much less implemented, 
in the current phase. Follow-up work will be essential to implement 
suggestions and recommendations which are medium term in duration. 

With this background. each team hegan to gather information on different 
parts 01 the assembly system. It was soon agreed that all operations could be 
logically divided into two easily distinguishable subsystems. The first wa.., 
carried •lUt at four individual workstaiions where the hydraulic piston. the rim. 
the cover plate and the pedal were fitted together.~ The second wa" the final 
assembly of the controller itself. The laner set of operatinns were performed 
at six workstations and the following description focuses exclusively on that 

subsystem. 
Analysis began with the constniction of flow charts documenting the 

operations at e;.ch workslation. Every step performed at a workstation wa:• 
carefully studied and any unnecessary movements were noted. Examples 
included: picking up a part with the right hand from the left side of the 
workstation; transferring parts from one hand to the other; the praclice of 
removing parts (washers. screws. hohs or nuts) from storage boxes and 
spreading them over the worktable; and the need to separate different parts 
which had accidentally or erroneously been stored together. Details such as 
these were used later to improve operating procedures. Figure 6.3 provides an 
example. showing the flow chart for workstation I. where the housing is fitted 

with the cover plate. 
Another learn gathered data on the operating times at each workstation. 

These were recorded repeatedly and the averages arc reported in Table 6.1; the 
operating times and capacities of each work'ilalion vary greatly. Such imhal-
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Figure 63 Flow chart for asst!mbly of tht! housinx and covu plate 
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Table 6.1 Currrnt opemtion times of final assembly process 

Work- Timi's Capacity 
station Opt' ration (in St'etmds> (per shift) 

Housing and co\·er plate 15.1 323 
2 Housing and rim 46.2 530 
3 Pedal -l7.2 519 
4 VaJ\·e-gap adjuster 43.7 560 
5 Inspection test 11 ... 1 213 
6 Finishing operation 58.5 -US 

Total 386 .. 0 

Sou•.-r: U~IOO. 

ances are one rea..,.on for the accumulation of inventories and the uneven load 

on operators. It is ckar that the major bottleneck occurs at workstation 5. The 

relatively iarge amount of time required to complete inspection tests and the 

limited capacity at this workstation disrnpt the flow of work. 

Improvement teams also studied the planned flow of materials during the 

final assembly process. Inputs and parts from central stores were kept on 

shelves next to the assembly line where they were need•::d. Parts for the 

workstations were mainly stored in boxes on pallets located directly behind the 

operators. The group noted that parts were kept in sc>'eral different kinds of 

storage containers (Bosch-type wooden cases. standardized boxes with orga

nized compartments and polyethylene and paper bags). 

Finally. a team examined the layout of the process which is replicated in 

Figure 6.4. Sub-assembly workstations arc shown fClr completeness. although 

the description here focuses mainly on the final assembly. A large inventClry 

of goods-in-process was ncedi:d between workstations I and 2 in order to h· 1ffer 

the capacity differences hctwc.:n the two sets of operations. The capacities at 

workstations 2. J and 4 were more closely aligned and required no similar 

buffers. However. a tmild-up of goods-in-process oc<.:urred hoth before and 

after operations at work .• t<1tion S. This phase of the assemhly pnx:css required 

the longest period of time; throughput capacity at this point was less than half 

that of the preceding and following operations. 

Recommendations which emerged from lhe excn:isc fall in10 three <.:alegor

ics. One set consi,!s of those proposals which were rejected. usually because 

they rcquin·d 'ignificant additional investments and therefore violated the 
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Figure 6.4 Original foyour of assembly e1reafor clutch controllers 
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teams· original mandate.~ A second set is recommendations which require a 

longer period of time for lesting and implemenlation. Finally. there were 
several proposals that enlailed small changes in procedures; these could be 
tesled and implemented during the lime allolled lo the investigation. The last 
two sets of recommendations are discussed helow. 

Proposals which were immediately cested and hecame pare of standard 
procedures involved changes in operators· practices and alteralions in the 

layout of lhe assembly line and the work cell. The 5-S exercise (described in 
Chapter ..J) proved a very effective means ~o identify some of these irnprove
menl!'>. One result was to move the entire assembly line 60 centimetres away 
from the wall to permit cleaning of the shop floor and co allow ea-.y access lo 
all machines fo.- maintenance. Shelf space was designated lo store the 
inventories needed ;u each parcicular stage in lhe assembly line. h was agreed 

that each component and pare would be scored in a specific place with the 
method of storage indicated next lo the name and code number of rhat piece. 

All unnecessary objects were removed from the in-plant transport routes. A 
parking area was also set aside for the transport vehicles used on the assembly 

line. Under the new procedures each vehicle should be returned to its 
designated space immediately after use. Fi11ally. the assembly line was 
redesigned in a U-S:. jpcd configuration. This change reduced the di: 1nce 
materials travelled between workstacions. 

Changes in operators· procedures included an agreement that tool boards be 
placed al lhe hackside of t:1c worktable. The mosl frequently used tools would 
now he positioned closest 10 the operator. The location of parts and components 

was altered so that they "ere in easy reach and b..:tter conformed with the work 

se'-fUCnce. Sufficient quanlities should always he available for one shift with 
special in-plant lransportation 10 ensure lhe supply of some comronents. Tests 
showed that 1he new arrangements significantly redu»ed operating times. 

Two additional imprm·cmcnls were made in 1hc design and construction of 
1hc clutch controller. First. a review of the product design and engineering 
documents revealed 1hat the position of lhe pedal was determined hy use of 
screws and holts of several different sizes. Neither funclion nor space 
rnnstraints justified rhese differences and it was agreed that lhe dimensions of 

these materials would he standardized. Second. the current assemhly process 
included several drilling opcra1ions. Some of these steps could he climinaled 

hy designing nvels into the cast-iron housing. This adaplation saved lime and 
arnided defects due lo inaccurate drilling. 

The net dfccl of all these i:nprovements was lo cut the numhcr of suh
a,semhly o;ta1ions from four lo two. Som.~ of the n·maining ~uh-assemhly 
operalions were comhin~d. while olher-; wen· moved to lhe final assemhly line 
in order to smooth out lhe now of production material. Floor space was also 
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reduced because of the new assembly layout and smaller amount of storage 
space that was required for inventories_ 

Among the proposals requiring more time to test and implement. the most 
important dealt with problems of quality. One team carefully examined each 
defective controller to determine the source of the defects. Altogether. ten 
different types of defects were identified. Each one. alor.g with the frequency 
of its occurrence. is noted in Figure 6.5. The three most common defects are 

Figure 6.5 Pareto diagram of product defects. by category 
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that air escapes. either when the pedal is applied or is at rest, and that oil escapes 
from the housing and pedal. About 70 per cent of all defects can be attributed 
to one of these causes. This initial exercise yielded numerous incremental 
benefits based on the use of shared information and effective analytical tools. 
Management completely support this drive to improve. A first step such as this 
demonstrates to managers and te3m memt>ers that significant improvements 
can be made without costly or sophisticated machinery. 

HOUSEHOLD ELECTRONICS IN EAST AFRICA 10 

In operation for almost 30 years. the firm described here is a -.ubsidiary of 
Matsushita. one of Japan· s largest multinationals. The parent compny and the 
local firm share the same emphasis on continuous improvement. production 
standards and company strategies. In other ways. the subsidiary enjoys a large 
measure of independence. Of the 450 people it employs. only four are 
expatriates. 11 The head office supplies high-level training and technology (for 
which it is paid royalties). but rarely provides financial support. The subsidiary 
is expected to surmount any financial difficulties by becoming more efficient. 

Local production began with batteries and grndually expanded to include 
portable radios. radio cassette recorders and gramophones. A prolonged 
economic slump during the 1980s forced the company to scale back its 
operation. Monthly production in 1992 was 4.5 million batteries and around 
I 0,000 radios and cassette recorders. With this level of production. turnover 
is $11-12 million per year. These figures are only a third of the levels recorded 
during the late 1970s, yet the operation remains profi!ahle. 

Despite sluggish economic conditions and aggressive competition from 
cheap East Ao;ian imports. this firm has maintained leadership in all its product 
markets. Much of this success can be explained hy the firm's emphasis on 
quality control and continuous improvement. Various technologies and tech
niques arc in place at every stage of production. from the arrival of inputs to 
packaging. Quality assurance groups are constantly active on the production 
line. with hourly and daily samples being tested in the quality control labora
tory. These controls, coupled with the high standards which 1he parent 
company sets for inputs, have meant that defective products are rare (0.2 per 
cent for radios and 0.02 per cent for batteries). 

The subsidiary's programme of con1inuous improvement is a comp'ehen
sive one and only selected f eaturcs arc di~cusscd here. One of these, worker 
training. is essential for any CIE hut assumes even greater significance in view 
of local conditions. The quality of the local work .. orcc was discussed at length 
during a series of UNJDO-sponsorcd workshops in East Africa which were 
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attended by 80 firms - including lhc mana,!?Crs of this Malsushila subsidiary 
I see UNIDO. 1991 ). Participams argued lhal lhere .ire serious !laws in ex isling 
programmes for lertiary lr.iining. The available .:ourses do nol prepare 
graduates lo meel changing professional demands. nor provide lhem wilh the 
ability to assimilale imported technologies. A numbt!r of management courses 
are available. bul there are none for industrial management. 

The effects of poor training are compounded by circumslances which have 
hindered individuals· abilities to engage in indepcndem decision-making. 
Stale-run enterprises have been dominant in the manufacluring sector and are 
characterized b) a top-down command structure which is usually headed by a 
political appointee rather than a businessman. This has resuht•d in a crilical 
shortage of managers who can make decisions independenlly or engage in 
conslruclivc teamwork. 

Because of lhese circumstances. lhc firm employs unique and slringenl 
recruitment policies. i: Applicants for lcchnical jobs muo;! have rncaticmal 
lraining and those for middle management must have completed secondary 
school. All new employees arc young - seldom over '.!J years of age. This 
practice reflects managers· opinion that younger workers are more open to new 
methods and be!ter ahle lo adapt to the company·s manufacluring philosophy. 
The same line of reasoning excludes all university graduates. Though a few 
have applied for johs. many do not sec themselves as ·workers· and none have 
hcen hired. The head of personnel argues that such formal qualifications reduce 
the willingness lo learn new lechniqucs and make it difficult lo accept the 
company·s ·family atmosphere·. 

The subsidiary could not enforce these criteria wilhoul having its own 
capability lo educate new recruits. All new employees receive up to 12 months 
of (pad) on-the-joh training. Japanese instructors were originally used. hut 
now training is done hy locals employed in the factory. F<,rcmcn receive an 
additional year of full-time lraining al a local vocational cenlre or at the 
government-run cenlre for high lcchnology which was originally eslahlished 
with the firm's assistance. When managers arc recruited from secondary 
school. lhcy arc assigned lO work on a production line for several nionlhs to gl"l 
acquainted wilh aclllal working conditions. This unusual procedure encounter., 
some n·sislance. hut lhosc who have hcen through the experience ri.!port that 
lhcy have become heller managers :is a result. 

Despite all this training. many new managers r~main sceptical of the 
company's policies and on;:1niza1ional mclho<ls and some even regard them as 
im.:omprehensihlc. To resolve this problem. all managers arc '.'tent to the par1~nt 
company's foreign training institule in Japan after a period of service. There 
they receive full-scale !raining in a programme developed hy Matsushita. FiN
hand ohscrvatmn of the working environment and co:npany rnlture grl·atly 
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imprun.·d each trainee's understanding l•fthc overall approach_ According to 
the ~uh~idiary · s managing director. th;s expcrienl."e is even more important than 
the al."lual skills acquired. 

Training programmes concern nol just the technical details of the job. but 
also tools of continuous improvement and company philosophy. Included are 
\-arious aspects of statistical process control. the 5·S routine. practices to 
encourage workers to share infonnation and other methods. The importance 
of th.:se methods is reinforced by visual aids scauered around the factory. 
Refresher courses. in-house training sessions and e\·ening classes cover matters 
like cost reduction and standardization. Promotion within the company is not 
possible without satisfactorily co!Tipleting tti~se courses. 

A second pillar of the company· s continuous improvement programme is its 
maintenance system. All machinery is Japanese in origin. most of it dating back 
to the 1960s. The more complicated spare parts arc imported from Japan. but 
all alterations in ~he plant layout and improvements in machinery and equip
ment are carried out by local staff. Some of thi' work is done by specialized 
maintenance units. though every employee is actively involved in the main
tenance system. Operators are expected to keep their machinery clean and in 
gcod working order. Plant managers exercise supervisory control. while the 
specia!;zed maintenance teams carry out daily inspections. Major overhauls 
and general cleaning opera1ions take place Jurin!? long holidays. 

The fact that 1he company remains highly compctilive while using equip
ment lhal is up to 25 years old attesls lo the effecliveness of its maintenance 
system. Other indicators confirm !his impres:.;ion_ Labour productivity, for 
example. is higher lhan at any time in the lirm ·s hislory. and reportedly matches 
that of Matsushita suhsidiaries in olhcr pans of the world. rvfcanwhile. the 
overall rate <>f capacity utilizalion is around 9G percent. This figure far exceeds 
that of other manufacturers. With daily power cuts and policy restrictions on 
imp,lrls (owing to a shonage of foreign exchange>. the average rale of capacity 
u1iliza1ion in neighhouring factories is only 20 to 2:i per cent. 

There arc plans lo upgrade the maintenance system h·~fore purchasing new 
equipment and machinery.'' A new training programme was introduced in 
199.l which will eventually lead IO a system of total productive maintenance 
<TPM). The new system is a comprehensive approach to production manage
ment which aims at 'zero defects. zen; down time. zero ;1ccidcnts and zero 
ahsl'nlceisnl". With courses spr.:ad over three years. the programme provides 
rraining in TPM to staff at all levels. Managers arc c•mfidcnt that such an 
amhitiou' version of TPM is fcasihle. 

Another notcworrhy feature nf the firm 'sc;mlinuous improvement progr.1111me 
i' it ... empha,is on polky deployment. an approach descrihed in Chap!cr 4. 
< hwall ohjcctivc.-. arc -;...tout hy manaj!Cml'nt in the yearly husincss plan. The 
Mana)!ing Director and Divi .. ional Heads mccr daily lo discus' c11rrc111 issues 
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and resolve problems. Workers also regularly discuss production problems 
with foremen and supervisors. All of these meetings pay particular attention 
to costs. Information on production costs is kept up to date and prominently 
displayed around the plant. So, too. an.: examples of cost savings, along with 
clearexplanatiors of how these savings were accomplished. A rigorous system 
of internal auditing means that financial performance is carefu1'y monitored 
and that actual production costs are constantly checked against targets. 

In addition to cost control, these procedures are intended to make the 
management process clear to workers. A cornerstone of the firm's philosophy 
is that managers' decisions and actions must be understood by employees if 
their contribution to the firm is to be maximized. While the involvement of 
workers should not be overrated, it has resulted in a number of improvements. 
Examples include the modification of a radio model to reduce the occurrence 
of short circuits. time and paper savings through simplified administrative 
routi.1es, better plant layout and compensation for power cuts by working 
overtime. 

A final noteworthy feature concerns Matsushita· slinks with distril">lll• -rs and 
suppliers. It operates a network of agents and service centres throu3::1:.iut the 
region. All receive regular visits from a company representative and report 
back to the firm every month, supplying information on consumer complaints, 
servicing problems and related matters. Matsushita hdps these firms to 
incorporate elements of continuous improvement and total quality control into 
their own operations. The subsidiary also provides assistance in production 
management and consumer services. The main purpose of all this assistance 
is to improve the quality of goods supplied and ens1:.e that items are delivered 
on schedule. 

In conclusion, the success of this East African manufacturer is largely due 
to its mastery of certain techniques of continuous improvement. Though the 
firm has not fully achieved it:; declared goal of converting employees into 'co
managers', they arc the source of many useful ideas and are highly motivated. 
Such results off er convincing testimony that continuous improvement can he 
an effective option even in the most difficult economic settings. 

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING IN THE CARIBBEAN 
AND MEXIC0 14 

Elamex S.A. is t'1c ninth largest contract manufacturer in North America and 
its operations have grown extensively over the last decade. One reason for this 
grmvth is that many manufacturers of complex products no longer makr all the 
components and parts they require. Instead. they engage other firms to provide 
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some of these items through a practice kno\\TI as ·out-sourcing· (see Box 6.3)_ 

Elamex works on a contractual basis. assemMing anc manufacturing compo
nents and other items required by its customers. It provides the plant facilities. 

labour. engineering and management expertise and any equipment that may be 
needed in these operations. 

With considerable experience with methods of continuous improvement, 

Elamex is capable of providing JIT deliveries throughout North America. 15 

Among its customers are some of the world"s largest and most sophisticated 
corporations_ Clients include makers of automobiles. computers. aircraft and 
photographic equipment as well as suppliers of complex products such as 
infonnation systems and aerospace systems. Its diverse experience with 

Box 6.3 Oat-soamag ud &lobaJ eompedtioa 

Manyfirmshavcfoundthatthcircostscanbemlucedifthcjobofassemblingormaking 
some parts and items is subcontracted out to ocher manufacturers. Frequently known 
as out-sourcing. this practice has accelerated the transfer of manufa:&uring activities 
from industrialized todcvclopingcomrtrics. There are many reasons forilspopularity. 
Suppliers in developing countries may have access to cheap labour and enjoy a 
competitive advantage in labour-intensive produds. Other factors may be strategic 
location, extremely favourable rates of taxation and national regulations requiring that 
acertainproportionofaproduct'sfinalvalucbcaddcdinthccountrywhercthcproduct 
is sold. 

Critics argue that out-sourcing rarely yields a significant transfer of skills and 
technologies, andthatprofitsfald to be rcpalrialal rathcrthan mnvcsted. Some believe 
that the method gcncratcs little investment or few linkages with ocher parts of the host 
economy. Thcyalsorcgardout-soun:ingoperationsas •foot1oose',meaningthatplants 
can be quickly relocated ifinflation or other cin:umstanccs should erode a country's 
cost advantage. 

Whatever the validity of these charges, we believe that the relationship between 
manufacturingcustomersandthcirout-sourcingpartncrsischangingfortworasons. 
First, price is no longer the sole criterion forcompetitivesucccss;quality, rcliabililyllld 
timeliness areothcr importantaaributa which the supplier must now satisfy. Second, 
many of the firms that have created these out-sourcing networks have themselves 
moved from an inspection-bound system of mass production to one relying on 
continuous improvemer.t and toeal q~lity control. Their suppliers must provide JJT 
delivery, maintain strict process controls and dcmons1rlfe flexible shop-floor proc:c. 
duresthatcoincidcwiththoseoflhebuyers. Themakcrofthef111ishedproductorpera1t 
firmisusuallywillingtosupplylhencccssarytcchnicalandfinancialusistance. Thae 
relationships are changin1 the n&R of out-soun:in1. The supplier is no lonacr a 
passive participant whose only contribution to the fmished product is lhrouah thechap 
labour it employs. Out-sourcing is increasin1ly bccomin1a pertnenhip in production. 
Asitdoes,thcopportunitiesforleaminganddiffilsionofc:ontinuousimprovemenund 
other technologies pow. 
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different products, customers and industries, coupled with its emphasis on 
continuous improvement. makes it an ideal subject for closer study. 

A sophisticated firm such as this one employs a wide range of techniques and 
a simple account of specific applications can not adequately describe the central 
role of continuous improvement. Instead, some of the miljor features of the 
firm's approach are discussed and supplemented with selected examples. Two 
of the most important of these features concern the firm's methods of con1rol
ling work-in-process (WlP) and its concepts of manufacturing lead time. 

Undentanding the Significance of Work-in-Proc~ 

ConlrOI over WIP is a central goal of Elamex's programme of continuous 
improvement. This emphao;is stems from the fact that WIP is the only part of 
a manufacturing system where value can be added by the producer. 

Though obvious. this point is ignored by a majority of contract manufactur
ers in developing countries. Cost overruns. process control problems and 
scheduling lapses are common. suggesting that most of these companies have 
little control over their WIP. The sources of difficulty are all too evident. Floor 
space is consumed by racks and pallets of materials and partly finished items 
while operators wait for critical sh·Jrtages to be filled. Unnecessarily large 
teams of workers. engineers and even supervisors are employed just to move 
materials around the factory. Meanwhile, shoddy maintenance and a shortage 
of parts means that machinery docs not function properly and can not be 
repaired. In situations such as these. the firm hao; lost control over WIP and its 
indirect and direct costs are unnecessarily high. 

Elamex's own efforts to control WIP make use of several techniques. Three 
important techniques arc: 

• a heavy emphasis on visual controls: 

• creation of focused manufacturing c.entres: 

• early implementation of an overall plan for improvement. 

Visual controls were perfected in Japan's automobile assemhly plants, hut 
the practice has spread to many other industries and is employed throughout the 
world. Elamex uses it extensively in Mexico where it assemhlcs electronic and 
electromechanical components and in affiliated operations in the Dominican 
Republic and Costa Rica. The system's major advantage is to ensure that the 
occurrence of any abnormal operating conditions will he immediately rccog-
1ri7..cd. To function properly. each work area musl he arranged so that the flow 
of work through the area can he visually managed. 
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Alternative methods of controlling the work flow are: (i) tracking and 
reponing procedures which are managed from a site outside the work area; and 
(ii) methods of performance planning that make use of historical standarJs as 
a basis for scheduling operations. Vi,;ual controls have proven to be superior 
to both. They are faster, simpler and cheaper than a computerized system for 
tracking and reponing and provide more comprehensive information than a set 
of historical standards based on performance and work measurement. The 
latter types of indicators tell us very little about the overheads associated with 
WIP (for example. the costs of handling materials and parts, inventory storage, 
preparation of tools, job set-up or equipment down-time). In general, Elarnex 's 
long experience has convinced the firm that visible controls are an effective 
management procedure for ac:1ieving high-quality results from labour-inten
sive operations. 

A second part of the firm's programme to control WIP is the creation of 
focused manufacturing centres (FMCs). An entire factory can be organized 
along these lines. though more ofte.i the method is applied to a dedicated 
production line or manufacturing process. Whatever the application, each 
FMC is designed to function as a self-contained cost centre and focuses on a 
particular set of operations. 

An At.IC is made up of one or more cells, each of which consists of a small 
group of multiskilled operators and a supervisor. Together. this group will have 
the authority and responsibility ;o expedite throughput of WJP. A typical cell 
includes six or seven assembly operators and a supervisor who determines the 
rate of WIP throughput and functions as test technician, group leader and 
planner. Members of the cell are responsible for managing all materials as well 
as testing. inspection. packaging and related documentation. Cells are closely 
linked with their suppliers and customers in other parts of the manufacturing 
system. For example. the last step in a work sequence (usually testing) serves 
as a ·pull-signal' for suppliers at the p!'"eceding stage in the production system. 

Elamex analysts have a rather specific ~ct of options to work through before 
they recommend the creation of an FMC. The cheapest way of creating these 
cells is by rearranging the shop floor and ti;is is always the preferred alternative. 
If tooling changes arc also required. the costs of conversion to FMC are higher 
and analysis must be convinced that the benefits will also be greater. The most 
expensive option would involve new capital investments as well as tooli!lg 
change" and shop-floor adjustments. That possibility would be considered only 
if other options are not practical. 16 

Significantly. neither FMCs nor visual controls will be effective unless they 
arc part of an overall plan for improvement. Operations can not be simplified 
and wasteful procedures eliminated until each process cost has been carefully 
analysed. Such an approach represents a fundamental departure from more 
traditional methods where cost rcducrions are achieved by shedding indirect 
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personnel without altering production processes and methods. Nor is it 
sufficient to develop improvement plans ·which apply to one or a few divisions 
in the factory. That approach merely shifts problems to other types of 
operations and creates greater inefficiencies elsewhere in the production 
system (sec Box 6.4). 

Manufacturing Lad Times 

Elamex ·s emphasis on WIP is reinforced by its efforts to reduce ·manufacturing 
lead time·. The tenn refers to the total amount of time required to make a 
product and is measured from the time when materials enter the plant until they 
are shipped out as finished goods. Analysts identify fo·e operations during 
processing on the shO(I floor that add to manufacturing lead time. These are 
kno\\n as set-up. run. wait. move and queue. 

The first piece•~ 1radilioaal inanu&cluring . ~ ?11IS try to cut COSIS is lhe payroll for 
indilectpcnonnel such as procluctionsupervisors.111aiu1enw:e personnel. inspectors 
or produclioa coabOI slaff. They C!!ft boost profits in lhe short lam by reducing dU:s 
compCllllCllllof~ Butwilhout~improYemenlSinproduction 
.. oc:essm. the pins tad to be short-lived. Pafo11nmcccvadUally sufrerund C05lS 
rise sincetbelerVic:a needed to supportlbc praent form of pr.xluction opentions are 
80 longer available. 

Thisshort-sighledlieac:an bera:tificd iflhe firm develops an improvement plan. It 
will beoflialc benefit iflhe plan consiclcn only pmoflhe production system. That 
approKh is sdl-defadua becwe ii lpin crates boalcnccb or adds to existing 
iueflicicncies in upllrClm or downscrain opendions. This danger can be illustrated 
tom tbeaperieacc ot'Elncx Slaff who w.:re Mked to advise a customer on ways to 
elimiallea boaleneclt in a specific production process. They recommend the cration 
of a mica of 1111&11 production cells similar to the FMCs descnlx:d heR. The change 
accclcraled lhrou&bpol, elimimfcd catain stcps which added no value and raised 
cplily. Howewr, by illlillina tbarcn: sick production process be bated in isolation, 
die CWllililiCt merely lnnlfcmd ils problems to other plrtS of the production system. 
In dlil cw die boalmec:k shifted upsbam to the raw l1lllCrials warehouse. Further 
tnalysisre¥aledlheneed baddiliomlmoerialhandlcn. When lheseworkers ~ 
added, die boalencck wu trwfaac:d to die final assembly and lesling phuc. Once 
Chell p1oblmll were raolved. all proceuina 11a1 ~coordinated and shipments 
iHcn•cd by 67 per cmr ow: die next 12 monlhs. The danpr is that without a 
COillpi......,,. lmpnwemeat plan, many fhms fail to see the interlinbps between 
d.._plltloftheirproducdonsystanandpvcupthcircft'ortsloo1beftnralizin1 .., ....... 
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Sd-up represents the time spent preparing workstations to accept or process 
illi:oming materials. it includes changeover time in the case of downstream 
operations. The amount of time required for these preparatory operations 
depends on the job sequence and lhe steps included in each manufacluring 
process. Because the form. fit or function of a workpiece is nol altered. sel-up 
is an indirect labour ac1ivi1y or fonn of waste that should always be la.rgeted for 
reduction. Engineers striv.! lo reduce sel-up times in three ways: 

• Tooling and fool changeovers can be simplified so that set-ups can take 
place concurrendy with production of other part.o;. Quick set-ups and 
changeovers 1.:an he planned and executed on conveyor lines. presses. 
moulding machines and other machinery if the manufacturing process 
is understood and thoroughly analysed. Simplification is always the 
first option as il requires Iiule if any tooling or capital expense. 

• Engineers can reduc.:: lhe lime required for changeovers by redesigning 
a manufacturing process. developing new forms of lool design and lool 
handling and allering planl layout and conlrol procedures. Using these 
principles. Elamex has cut the time for retooling and changeovers lo less 
lhan I 0 minutes on several produclion lines. 

• Careful planning of produclion and an optimal sequence of operations 
can further reduce set-up times. Sometimes known ao; ·finite schedul
ing·. this requires that specific types of information he available 
immediately as events occur. Examples incluc!e a count of production 
pieces. process yields and machinery availa1'ility (including down-time 
and scheduled mainlenance periods). Such data can he collected 
inexpensively by systems of cards. flags or lights. More advanced 
reporting systems make use of computer-aided planning tools. 

The second componcnl of manufacturing lead lime is the 'run time' and is 
the only part of the entire sequence when value is being added to the product. 
Direct costs arc incurred during this period of lime as the form. fit or func1ion 
of a workpiece is altcrc:d hy manual labour. machinery or some other processing 
apparatus. For planners and engineers working on these operations. the 
ultimate goal is the continuous !low of matcrill - with no stoppages and the 
elimination of all non-value-added activities. Run time is fixed once the 
processing method has been selected and any rcdurtion will usually involve 
adJitional spc=nding for new capital equipment. 

The third and fourth contritmtors to manufacturing lrad time occur when 
matcriab arc waiting to he used or arc being moved around the factory. Roth 
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operalions represenl indirecl cosls and are ob\·ious 1argct-. for improwmcnl 
efforts. Wailing lime can be reduced by arniJing long proouction runs and 
striking a proper balance between the various produclion-linc O(k.--rations_ 1· In 

lhe case of moving lime. lhe ideal si1ua1ion is for incoming malcrial lo be placed 
al lhe firsl work centre immediately aflcr unloading and then follow an 
uninlerrupted passage lhrough lhc production process. Any cu1hacks in 

moving lime will nor only reduce manufacturing lead lime. hut can also lead to 
savings on in-plant equipment for transrxm. Elamex. for example. has 
managed lo reduce it-. spending for cranes. conveyors and olhcr ty(l\:s of 

material-handling devices. Both waiting and mm·ing time can be cut lhrough 
improvements in procedures for handling malerials and ahcrations in the 
factory layout. 

Queuing is lhe lasl componenl in lotal procc-.sing time. Another indirt•ct 
cosl. queuing can he reduced lhrough improved management of malcrials and 
production processes. When proces-. planning is poor or the process is unstable. 
the time and costs a ... sociatcd with queuing rises. Queuing practice:-. arc 

generally established hy company p<llicies and must be continually reviewed. 
since any inefficiencies that arc inadvertently introduced could hccomc an 
accepled part of a company's m·erall resource plan. 

An analysis of manufacturing lead time can yield valuable insights ahout a 
plant·s opcralions (see Box 6.5>. If large amounts of lead lime arc ahsorhcd by 

waiting. moving and queuing. this is a strong indication of poor plannin~. 
sloppy scheduling and inadequate information !lows. The prohahility of 

defects also rises if the amount of time materials s(l\:nd waitin!?. being moved 
around the plant or queuing is allowed to increase. Defects logically require 
lhal more lime he dernled lo wa-.1ef ul O(l\:ralions which add no \·aluc and lead 
lo higher indirect costs. 

Responding to Change with Continuous Improvement 

Elamex·s efforts to control WIP and reduce manufacturing lead limes arc 

central features of the firm's owrall strategy. In this seclion we examine how 
one of the firm's plants employed these conccpls to improve ii~ competitive 

position. 
The Elamex factory dcscrihcd here works on a contractual hasis. supplying 

precision assemblies lo maki:rs of compulcr equipment The quality of these 
as-.emhlies had hcen '.'>alisfaclory. allhnu~h 01hcr performance indicalors "ere 
less impressive. The plant':-. record for on-lime delivery was poor and i1s 
prodth.:tion eosls were rclativdy high. Ncilher of lhe'>l' problem" had received 
much allenlion until an ahrupl change in lhe hu.,mc's climate forced manager' 
to reasses.; lhcir situation. Whill' 1he planl had lypil·ally carried six month' of 
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Bu 6.5 Mnmamillg lad time ... aalnl .r.n Im p1easa 

ltisnot-i filr-'ysbtofiadlhlllbe!!Nlllltidiimg lead timeinapllliculll'pllm 
isexpessed in wedcsor---. ew:sa lhoagll die .-1 rm time cm beamed in 
miMles or hours. In one inslance. Ellma eagiacas working wida a lllgc cU5'1•1a 
ilundlhllatypica111-.••1'ndpstranained in WIPfi:JrfOurlosixlllOlllbs. 111hoagh 
lhe stlndad nm time was ll'OUDd 60 hams (less than 2 per cent oflbe Dl!li""* lw in& 
lead time). 

In 1 secoad eumple. Ellmex was Rat to lllllyse the cost Sll'Udllreof a customer 
producing blldes filrturbiaeengines. lmesbplors wae surprised to find lblt indirect 
and overhead COSIS ltCOUil!ed fiJr 61 per cent of total prod111ctioa COSIS. lbe high 
proportion waseqained bythc&ctlhal,on&va1ge. malaialswae in WIPforl9days,. 
allbougb lhe ICtUll nm time WIS only 17 minules. The big ~isparity was due to poor 
scbcduling. cmtic work flow, a lact of process CClldrol. limited infanmbon oo 
oper8lions llld a mge number of unpllnlled process cbangcovas. Among the olher 
COSIS incumd by this firm. 'quality COSIS' {c:used by lack of formal tolamlCC ccatrol 
and poor monitoring of 11111111flcturing p1occsses) were 1 qumter of the total, while 
labour accaunk:d for only 7 per cent. 

orders. its orde.- book unexpectedly dwindled to less than six weeks of work. 
The significance of this decline was accentuated hy other factors. Several of 

the planfs customers were retooling before introducing new product lines. 

Others were retrenching and had de1.:ided to cut back on the number of the 

suppliers. All these customers were pressing their suppliers to meet new. more 

stringent standards. If Elamex·s plant wished to retain its market. it would have 

to reduce prices. improve the quality of its products and begin JIT deli\ cries. 

Plan! managers reacted immediately hy agreeing on a new set of goals to 

meet cuslomers · demands. They included cost reductions. defecr-frcc assem

blies and JIT delivery. Once !hese objectives were t..'Jldorscd by kc~ personnel. 

an improvement pla'l was drawn up and carefully explained 10 all employees. 

A vigourous in-house programme of retraining was !hen launched. Meanwhile. 

various teams were organized to implement the improvement plan. identify 

ways of simplifying production processes and develop the plant ·s capability for 

JIT <'clivcry. 
Much of the suhscquenl work focused on shop-floor improvements. In !he 

existing plan! layoul. machines were arranged hy funclion. with one hundred 

asseanhly workstalions placed in rows around an inspeclion room at the cenlre 
of the factory floor. It was clear Iha! cost savings and JIT dclive:y could no! he 
achieved with this layout. The simplilicalions being planned for various 

produclion processes would require !hat hcn1:hcs. machine lools. quality 

conrrol workslations and areas for sloragc and slaging all be rearranged. 
J'.vcnlually. the plan! was rnnvcrtcd 10 operalc as an FMC with !he original 
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inspection room being replaced by a central area for planning and control that 
included equipment for tooling and calibration. Aside from !>pt..--eding rhc 
movement of WIP, the new arrangement allowed for an impro\"cd means of 
visible control. 

Training. process simplificatior. and improvement in the plant layout were 
only some of the adjustments that were necessary. The rigours of JIT 
manufacturing meant that shipping arrangements. methods of inventory re
plenishment. production schedules and manufacturing kad times all had to be 
coordinated between this plant and its customers and suppliers. The firm set 
out to accomplish this ta.;k by specifying a series of specific targers or 
milestones: 

• Determine customers' requirements and impro,·e service. The 
firm's overall plan for improvement had to be successfully implement
ed. Al lhe same lime. teams of operating managers recei\·ed spcciai 
lraining to meet the needs of the customer. 

• Acquire first orders. Customers had to be convinct>d thal the firm 
cleany understood their requirements and could satisfy them. 

• Start prototype manufacture. The cuslomer·s .::ngineers and huyers 
had to be included in the plant's improvement teams. With their help. 
manufacturing processes and production schedules could be fine-tuned 
to meet the customer's requirements. 

• Produce the first article. With lhe new manufacluring processes in 
place. lhe firm had to demonstrate that the customer's standards for 
quality could be met. 

• Start pre-production manufacturing. Al this stage lhe customer's 
acceptance of lhe new methods for production. reporting and statistical 
process control was needed. The customer must also be convinced of 
the plant's ability to produce the required quality and volume of prod•1ct. 
Finally, binding commitments from Elamcx·s own suppliers had to he 
obtained. 

• Dtliver the first production lot. Ensure that llclivcry meets the JIT 
:•pccification-. of the customer. 

• Reconfirm prc.cluction routines. Dctcrr .. inc that there is 1.:omplctc 
compliance with routine" and commitments gove~ning quantity. pro
duction schedules and quality. 
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• Begin full production. HT production becomes a reality and the plant 
is prepared to win new contracts in a more: demanding environment. 

This detailed sequence of sleps followed by Elamex underlines lhe impor
tance of commitment. planning and persistence. Though it was ea'iy to 
recognize the need for change and lo set ambitious goals. managers· true 
challenge is lo coordinate all this work and guide the firm through the endless 
dctai I that is a necessary part of the improvement process. The involvement of 
customers and suppliers complicated the task in the early stages, but in the 
longer run their presence m~kes the transition easier and the probability of 
success higher. After much work and many improvements, this particular plant 
hecame a certified supplier lo several of the world·s largest electronics 

manufacturers. 
In conclusion. the principles described here arc rigorously followed in plants 

producing a wide variety of products for dissimilar cuslomers. An intimate 
knowledge of customers and a constant dedication to improvement is essential 
in all cases. Once managers understand their customers· requirements and are 
serious ahout applying continuous improvement. teams should be formed to 
accomplish certain hroad tasks. First. they .nust analyse and understand each 
manufacturing process and !hen come up with an overall plan for improvement. 
Second. they must hring the m:mufacturing processes under control with tools 
such as SPC. Wherever possihlc. this will be accomplished by simplifying 
these processes. Third. they must always s1rivc to reduce lhroughput time in 
order lo cul costs. improve quality and speed delivery. Finally. learns do not 
consider technological enhancements (such as compuler control systems or 
au1omatcd equipment) until lhe process is understood and brought under 
conlrol. Cos1-cffrcti\'e improvements lhrough process simplification arc 
always chc first alccrnacive. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPRESSIONS 

The case studies prescn1cd here provide Che hasis for some ~·.:neralizacions 
\\hilh .;upporl views expressed in previou' chaplers. Firs!. some ohservers 
have argued Iha! melhods of continuous improvement arc uni4ucly suited 10 
l"erlain cultures. parlicularly rho'c of Japan <Ind some olher Asian countries. 
They go on 10 assume 1ha1 Che same procedures may he less approprialc for use 
in olhcr parr-. of 1hc world. That mtcrprclalion is rcfulcd by the experiences 
,ummari1l"d here and hy a mrn:h lar~cr hody of evidence compiled hy other 
invcsti~alors. Many of thl" lcrhniqw .. ·s arc so simple and hasic as lo he nearly 
1111ivcr.;al in !heir applicalion. Furthermore. the facl thal successful CIFs 
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emphasize cooperation and a collective approach to change fits well with many 
local cultures. 

Second, the case studies reconfinn the results of more wide-ranging research 
which points to the crucial role of management in promoting continuous 
improvement. Managers' contribution to these programmes could be particu
larly important in developing countries where levels of experience and educa
tion of production-line workers are often low. Employee involvement is also 
essential, but without the commitment of managers. any programme of contin
uous improvement will flounder. 

Third, our research shows that improvements in production systems can 
yield very substantial savings. The same point has been argued by Juran and 
others who emphasize that the greatest potential for gains in efficiency and 
quality can be achieved by focusing attention on the production system. This 
possibility is e~:pecially relevant for manufacturers in developing countries 
where capital shortages and foreign exchange constraints make other forms of 
improvement and modernization difficult. Continuous improvement is not a 
proprietary form of technology like most types of advanced equipment. The 
cost of acquisition is low and the great emphasis it places on workers and 
workers' skills is compatible with the economic and social goals of most 
developing countries. 

Fourth, industry's record in developing countries is marred by repeated 
instances where firms operate as 'enclaves· or industrial outposts with no links 
or benefits for the local community. CIFs, with their emphasis on JIT. 
customers' rc<.iuiremcnts and workers' skills, can not afford to he isolated from 
the local economy. Part of these firms· philosophy is to create a community of 
employee 'stakeholders' who arc committed to the company, the customer and 
continuous improvement. The vitality of the local economy is c:;sential since 
this is where the CIF trades and recruits the employees which are so crucial 10 

its prosperity. 
Finally. a firm's ability lo master continuous improvement docs not require 

a minimum size or scale of operations. Both small and large manufacturers arc 
capable of using these techniques. In fact, small firms may even have some 
advantages over their larger counterparts. In small firms the management is 
much closer lo production. Teamwork. information sharing. and other hall
marks ,1f continuous improvement arc easier to implement in firms wilh fewer 
employees and managers on the shop floor. Additional layers of management 
in larger enterprises will excend the time required co shift to conlinuous 
improvemcnl production. 

In another 'iensc, small firms may he at a disadvancaµe. They will no! always 
he able to create !he intensive programmes for internal training we han: 
de-.crihed here. It will he important that !hey join forces with policy makers and 
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local training institutions. Higher-level training. whether for small or large 
enterprises. can benefit from subregional cooperation. Chambers of Com
merce and similar organizations can play a catalytic and coordinating role in 
this particular field. So. too, can major foreign investors. Concerns such as 
these fall into the realm of policy and are discussed in the following chapter. 

NOTES 

I. This case study relics heavily on Walker ( 1988) and other materials supplied by Packard Electric 
International. Additional information was obtained by UNIDO staff through interviews and plant 
tours of Packard"s Mexican operations. Several individuals generously offered their advice and 
opinions. Mark D. Sabau. Manager of Mexican Operations wa~ especially helpful in providing 
important data and allowing UNIDO staff access to all of his facilities. He a."i his staff provided 
much insight into the process of continuous improvement in developing countries. Special thanks 
also go 10 John Wyko. Robert Saviers. Raf acl Marroquin. Jesus Ceniceros. Miguel Cazares. Hecror 
Martinez. Rafael L6pez. Reynaldo Cervantes. Jim Fanick.Jestis Medina Concha. Salvador Aores. 
Thomas Goodman. and many orhers at Packard International-Mexican f)perations. 

2. Packard Elecrric lnternarional is affiliared with General Motors. Its Mexican opcrarions serve 
many mulrinationals. most of them with mulliple planrs in Europe and North America. These 
include: BMW. FrcightlinerTruck. Mercedes Benz. Siemens. Sumiromo. Suzuki. GM-Toyota. 
and Salum-GM. Packard Mexico's HT deliveries arc lo rhe !IOUMMI plant (GM-Toyola) in 
Fremon!. California. the Saturn (GM) plant in Spring Hill. Tennessee and the Suzuki plant in 
Ingersoll. Ontario. 

3. These stress marks resulted from use of a small rosebud clip during lhe assembly process. 
Packard" s engineers thought the marks were innocuous since they had no effect on performance. 
However. 1hey were rhe rea~on for an exlendcd 1·onfron1a1ion berwecn rhe two firms. Toyora 
engineers insisred lhal rhe marks were nol specified in lhe NUMMI hlueprinls and the frus1ra1ed 
ream of Packard engineers evcnrually agreed. The following day. Toyora·s ream returned wilh a 
blueprint for a design which prevcnled slress marks (Walker. 1988. p. 3). 

4. Another of Packard" s visual controls is a card which hold;; wiring clips used in the assembly of 
harnesses. The clips arc mounred on cards wilh each row corresponding 10 rhc cxacr number 
required per harness. By glancing at rhe card. operalors can quickly sec if a clip is missing from 
a harnc\s and whar rype it is. This simple device is more efreclive than expensive elecrronic 
~necking systems. Anorher \'isual aid is used on the cabinets where dies arc stored. A magnet 
identifies rhc die size and position in rhc cahincr. When the dies arc in 1hc compartmcn!. blue 
magnets arc put on the door. A green magncr signifies 1ha1 the die is in use on a press. while a red 
magnet mean~ the die is being scr\'iccd or rcplaccmcrll parts arc on order . 

.'i. For inslan~c. on rhe same day rhal a General Mnrors official praised lhc orderliness nf the Packard 
plan!. one of the engineers from Sumllnmn presented a lisr of 311 irems which were considered 
serious housekeeping deficiencies. 

ti. Operators arc provided with !he !raining and prni:edures necessary lo make such dccis10ns. This 
i~ an exccllenl example of an inslance where 1he removal of a huffer or ocher non-value-adding 
cushion reveals ~uhstantial varialinn in 1hc manufacluring process. 

7. In one instance. an nnprnvemenl learn achieved impre•sive resulls in a particular rranufacturing 
process hy moving two scls of machines In adjaccnl positions and rearranging the suh assembly 
1ahlc.~. Their ohjecl1vc was In cnahle mul11~k1llccl operators 10 move more malcrial wllh !he same 
effort. Thc•e allerarions were quickly carried o!.11 and !he resulls were meas1,;red and posted. Once 
rhc changes were inlroduccd, 7 operators were ahle lo perform !he same las ks previously done hy 
12. Walking dislances were slashed hy 96 perccnl. the lead 11mc for malcrials used in rhis partiwlar 
process was reduced from 7.5 days In I hour, and invenrory was cul from I :l days lo one shif1. In 
annlherexample. a simple rearrangemc·ll of machinery reduced horh rhe rare of dcfecllves arid rhe 
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amount of necessary floor space hy 50 per cent. cul lead limes by 46 per cen1 and slash<'\! invenlory 
hy 33 per cent. 

Two minor oper.llions - pl~ing ruhher gaskels on 1he valve seats and inserting nuls on 1he cnn1rnl 
holls -were not included in lhe analysis oflhis prO\.ess since lhey can he done al t11her umes and 
arc used lo balanc.-c the workload during laler sleps in lhe assemhly process. 
One of lhesc rccommenda1ions was partial mcchaniLalion l'f several oper.llions. Ano1hcr was 111 
double .he number of worksl'llions u~"tl in 1he assemhly line. B<'th required significant additional 
invcstmenls and were not considered. A 1hird proposal called for addi1ional equipment 10 
~cclerale the inspecti<•n procedures .ii wnrks1a1inn 5. Team m•:mh..'.rs n.11ed 1ha1 lhe lime re'luireJ 
for inspection wa.' mainly a function of the operaling ume nf the machinery used. The e:1.is1ing 
apparatus for lesting was oulmoded and managers agreed lo include 1he purchase of new equipmenl 
in their inveslment plan. 
This case sludy is hased on a more elUensi,·e analysis nf companies in lhc IJniled Repuhlic of 

Tanzania carried ou1 hy Paul Hesp and Masayoshi Ma1sushi1a. Regi.inal and Cnunlry S1udies 
Branch. UNIDO. 
E:1.patria1es are lhc Managing Direclor who douhles as Direclor of Finance and Adminis1rali1 •n. 
a Director of Marke1ing and a Direclor of Planning ;•nd Pr.iduc1ion who alsn serves a.' Dircc1t1r 
of Banery Prtiduclion and the Manager of Radio P: .iduction. 
Thee· •mpanv' s minimum wage is sligh1ly aho\"c lhc a\·crage for 211 manufaclurers. lhough !e~s lhan 
offered hy mos! para.,talals. One of lhe firm· s adva1.lages is lhat wages arc paid regul:irly ( whi.:h 

is not always 1he ca.'iC in <•!her companies). An••lhcr is lhc generous range nf ser"iccs ii offers. 
including free lunches. transport and heallh care. 
New equipmcnl ( agam from Japan) is lo he ins1allcd during 199.1- 9.t. possihly with some Japanese 
government support. Howe,·cr. lhe main source of finance for 1he e:1.pansion 1s lhe suhs1diary · s 
own foreign C:\changc earnings. 
This ca.'iC study wa' prepared hy Nicola.' Philli.,s. Dircclnr nf Engineering and Technology for 
Elamc:1., S.A. Dr. Phillips is in charge of Elamc, · s programmes in lndus1rial and Manufaciuring 
Syslcm' Engineering. Environmen1al Managemenl and Qualily Management 
The firm recen1ly recci\"ed an advanced qualily ccruficalion frnm lhc Brilish S1andard' lns111u1c. 
S1art-up opcralion~ may oh,·iously find ii <·hcapcr 10 crcalc a seric' of FMCs 1han firms or pl;mls 
thal are already in opcralion. Firms 1ha1 dcsi!?n lhcir new planls lo 11pera1c in 1his manner arc oflcn 
ahlt• 10 undcrcul cnmpclitors working in older fac1nries. Elam<''· s :!l~na!?ers e\pcriem:ed such a 
ca.o;c when 1hey were a.~ked lo hid nn a conlracl lo a.~semhle wiring harnesses. They knew thai lhe 
cuslomcr's own manufac1unn11 process requm:d 300 d1rccl lahour opcralor. Afler redes1gnmg 
lhc opcralion. Elame~ dc1ermined 1ha1 II cnui,'. reduce 1he numher of workers hy a 1hird and ha,ed 
lls hid on lhis workforce. Elamc:1. losl lhe ::onlracl lo a new plant of annlher company which was 
ah!e lo do lhe same JOh will1 only 49 opcralors. There were no si!?nificanl differences he1wecn 1hc 
1wo firms' lcchnnlog1es The oulcnmc was mamly delenmncd hy lhc facl 1ha1 Elamc:1. · s mal h;1,J 
a new plant which was originally dc,igncd lo work arcording lo FMC ;md h> make use of .in 

advanced syslem of vi,ihlc cnnlroh. 
Production-line halancc 1s largely dc1crn11ncd hy lhe speed of the conveyor and lh<' numhcr of 'lcps 
performed hy each opcralor. II mu,1 he cnnlmur.usly monitored lo en,ure 1hat work is C\Cnl~ 
dis1nhu1cd h<.'lwecn each worhlalion. Oper;ilor ra1igue. difference' m efficiency and 1he ;1hih1y 
lo mcel quality requiremenl' musl also he laken min accounl. 

NEXT PAOl!CSJ 
left BLANK 



7. Problems and Prospects 

Firms that successfully implement programmes of continuous improvement 
can look forward to substantial gains in productivity and efficiency. Given the 
potential benefits, we Might expect to find some of these techniques in almost 
any manufacturing plant. whether it is located in an i:idustrialized or a 
developing country. Yet that is dearly not the case. One disturbing feature is 
that few companies in developing countries have embraced this option. 
Manufacturers in industrialized countries are proving to be willing experiment
ers - perhaps because they are more exposed to the pressures of international 
competition - but their counterparts in developing countries have been slow 
to adopt the same techniques. Ironically. it is the latter firms that probably stand 
to gain the most from continuous improvement. Another concern is that the 
success rate for all new practitioners appears to be modest. The evidence on 
this point is anecdotal. although a substantial number of firms that have turned 
to continuous improvement have been disappointed by the results. 1 

Some of these obstacles are unique to the developing countries while others 
are common to firms in any part of the world. The more important barriers 
which exist within the firm are described m the following section. Other 
hindrances and options for promoting continuous improvement that arc dis
cussed in this chapter include: the int.'.!rrelation'.-.hip bermeen culture and 
managerial styles. the role of public policy. priorities 1,,, education and 
vocational training and actions which individual firms can take tr, promote 
continuous improvement. 

BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTATION WITHIN THE FIRM 

Entrenched resistance and managerial indifference arc two of the most com
mon obstacles. The main source of opposition may he managers. workers or 
both hut the most formidable barriers lo improvement originate in the top 
echelons of management (Mogah and Bc1s. 1992). Many senior executives arc 
exrremcly impatient, defining success purely in tenns of its impact on short
term financial indicarors.2 Their predilection for near-instant results suggests 
they do not fully understand or accept the principles of continuous improve
ment. Such a simplistic view can quickly breed more confusion as managers 
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are likely lo assume lhal specific tools - for example. quality control circles 
or statistical process control - are synonymous with the overall process of 
conlinuous improvement (Yoshida. 1989). But wnen particular tools are used 
in isolalion from other components. the outcome is likely to be negative and 
discredit tho: entire programme. 

A managerial attitude of indifference can be just :is damaging. When senior 
executives choose to delegate the responsibility for improvement activities to 
subordinates. these programmes become another specialized function rather 
than the overarching concern for the entire firm. In effect, managers are 
signalling that they have more important things to do, or that they do not 
undersland improvement activities. A general waning of interest and a lack of 
support for •he improvement programmes soon follows - particularly if these 
activities are not immediately translated into higher profits. 

Contin.ious improvement necessarily requires that the role 1Jf almost every 
member of the firm be altered. The heavy reliance on informal information and 
shop-floor innovations are some of the major reasons for this change. If 
improvement programmes are to succeed, proJuction-line workers must be 
given greater responsibility. It follows that other members of lhc firm will lose 
some measure of responsibility and authority. Middle managers and supervi
sors arc typically the losers and may vigorously oppose the use of CITs. 

More broadly-based resistance emerges when managers use improvement 
programmes as a means of shedding workers and eliminating layers of 
management. This lactic is a common one in industrialized countries, although 
it runs counter to lhe principles on which continuous improvement is based.' 
Suspicious employees are disin:.:lined to share production information and may 
actively oppose any attempts to introduce improvements on the shop floor. In 
fact, all forms of innovation and planning become more difficult when 
individuals fear that their best efforts could cost lhcir jobs. 

How can aspiring CIFs deal with these internal obstacles? Wilhout the 
unequivocal support of top managers. any of these programmes will flounder. 
But a strong commitment by managers is not enough. They must also know 
how to improve flexibility, productivity and quality. To deal with workers' 
concern about security, managers must make it abuildantly clear that improve
ment efforts will not result in job losses. It is inevitable that firms must 
sometimes reduce their workforce. If possible, this phase should he completed 
before embarking on such a programme. Workers with a measure of security 
and job certainty will not only be more open to continuous improvement out arc 
more likely to acquire valuable firm-specific knowledge. 
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THE MANAGEMENT GAP 

The fact that some managers do not provide the suppon and leadership which 
improvement programmes C:emand may reflect a widespread shonage of 
people with the requisite supervisory experience and skills. This scarcity of 
managerial talent is a general bairier to continuous improvement and discour
ages the inflow of direct foreign investment which can transmit these skills. 
Much of the managerial experience that exists m developing countries is gained 
in public enterprises, multinational corporations or family-run firms, and each 
of these organizational forms is discussed here. 

Governments in many developing countries have begun to reduce their 
ownership of and control over manufacturing enterprises. Yet the size of the 
public sector remains large and its legacy for modem-day managers is great 
(Perkins, 1991 ). Publicly-owned companies typically draw from a small pool 
of potential managers. This group may be highly educated, but many are 
political appointees with little management experience. Nor are they likely to 
gain managerial experience in a state-run enterprise. Such firms are slow to 
change and possess no systen. which allows managers to learn from their 
mistakes. Major decisions are often taken by government officials and the 
firm's senior manager then administers them in a 'top-down' fashion. 

The possibility that some of the techniques described in this book would be 
considered for use in such companies is remote. Publicly-owned firms in 
developing countries rarely have any means to determine whether their outputs 
are actually meeting the intended results (Seckler and Nobe, 1983). Mean
while, their managers tend to identify with the government agency or political 
group that is mainly responsible for their appointment. Neither of these 
characteristics will be conducive to the development of improvement 
programmes. 

Another potential source of managerial expertise is the multinational corpo
ration. These firms' preference for local sourcing. coupled with their ample 
experience in continuous improvement .md the large number of subsidiaries 
which exist i11 developing countries, make them a useful channel for the 
international transfer of improvement skills. That option has certain iimita
tions, however. One is that much of the multinationals' investment is concen
trated in a small number of developing countries and in specific fields of 
manufacturing. Another is that multinationals pay more generous salaries than 
most local firms and it is difficult to lure these managers away. Finally, some 
of the world's leading CIFs are reluctant to use many local personnel in 
managerial positions. The opportunities for domestic employees to master 
elements of continuous improvement and other modem management tech-
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niques may be constrained by limits placed on their upward mobility (see 

Box 7.1 ). 

Many manufacturing firms in developing countries are family-run. These 

companies are usually small and their managers are not far remowd from the 

production line. Such conditions shi>uld off er numerous opportunities to rely 
on shop-floor improvements. though most e\idence suggests that farr.ily firms 

are inclined toward management practices that are inimical to continuous 

improvement. Research in Brazil (whm: 95 per cent of registered firms are 

family-run) indicates that a majoril) of owner-managers operate in a paternal

istic manner. They are surrounded by an inner circle of relatives and friends 

which has nothing to do with abilities or professional competence. Most 
members of the group remain with the firm for a long time. although the 

turnover of line staff and workers is high. Not surprisingly. family firms that 

Oj)Crate in highly protected markets ha\·e a long life expectancy and show linle 

inclination to alter their existing managerial style (Bos. 1993 ). When exposed 

to fas!-changing markets. many of these will be among the first to disappear. 

Whatever their fate. it is clear that such conditions arc not likely to produce a 

cadre of managers who are open to methods of continuous improvement. 

In summary. manufacturers in developing countries may have great diffi

culty finding managers and supervisors with any training or experience which 

is relevant for improvement programmes. None of these firms - state-owned. 

family-run or even multinationals - serve as a good breeding ground for the 

necessary management skills. Finns in de\eloping countries will often be 
forced to consider other options in order to assemble the necessary skills to 

implement continuous improvement. 

Box 7.1 Lecal ......... •a C08d•it forCOlltblllOU ............. t 

Multinationals dl8t ~ly on continuous improvement in their c:oumry of oripn n 
sometimes rductant to employ many local people u mmagas in their ovencas 
subsidiaries. When such a hiring practice is widely followed, it raises questions lbl:IUt 
the multinational's lbility to !1US1ain propammes forc:oatinuous improvement in ils 
fomgn subsidilries. Mwprsof some multinationals' plants in devclopingcountria 
report that they have Md to cliscontinuc many of the improvement pnlCCi:cs lhll 
eslllblishcd dlCir firms • world leaders. In Mexico, dlcre is cvidcnce that foreip 
mulainllionals have ICUlally reverted to OHR lrldidonal mdhoJs, such 11 heavy 
~liance on inspection proc:cdwa, to ensure that quality levels a mainlained. 

IC is poa1"blethlt locally m:ruited workcn. when they ralizcthltlheirc:hlnc:a b 
promotion are limited, will not be motivllted to expend the extra effort requind iJr 
c:oncinuous improvement. For fUrlhcr dilamion. ICC Wilson, 1991; Shaiken at 
Browne, 1991;86s. 1991;and Fucinilnd Fucini, 1990. 
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THE IMPACT OF CULTURE ON MANAGEMENT' 

The question of whether continuous impro,·emcnl 1s suitable in some cultures 
but not others has been briefly noted in earlier chapters. Our own \"iew is that 

the performance of employees is mainly determined not hy cultural traits hut 
by the organization in which they work. With access to the same set of tools 
and knowledge. people from different cultures tend to pt•rfonn similarly in 

similar organizations - and people from similar cultures will perform differ
ently in different types of organizations (Seckler and Nobe. 1983). Further
more, the objectives of continuous improvem·:nt are universal. Measurable and 
ongoing improvements in manufacturing process and products arc not cultur
ally relative. 

Culture does enter into the discussion in a narrower sense. however. 

Managerial style is a product of the individual· s culture (Trompenaars. 199 3 ). 

There are probably several different management styles that are cnmpatihle 
with the principles of continuous improvement. though the most effective style 
will depend on the culture of the firm·s workforce. An achievement-oriented 

managerial style has been assumed throughout this book. hut two other versions 
- the ascriptive and the paternalistic manager - arc also common and are 

briefly discussed here. 
Ascriptive cultures assign a high value lo social prestige. Individuals an: 

rewarded on the basis of kinship. family position. gender or age. personal 

contacls. educarional level and similar criteria. This approach can lead to quite 
different results from an achievement-oriented l'ystem where individuals 
receive recognition according to an objective record of their performance. For 

example. an individual in an achievement-oriented culture is likely to be asked 
what he studied. whereas in an ascriptive culture the :i.ame person would be 
a.'ked where he studied (TrompcnaMs. 1993. p. I 0). 

The ascriptive manager spends a great deal of time and energy building 
networks of allies and supporters. Members of the firm who share the 
manager's attributes are rhe ones receiving promotions and other organiza

tional awards. Such a style docs not preclude the option of continuous 
improvement but when senior managers base their decisions predominantly on 

ascriptive criteria. there is lilllc possibility that these programmes can succeed. 
Ascriptive-oriented management is common among firms m hoth the puhlic 

and private sector in many developin~ wuntries. 
Paternalism is one of the oldest forms of human organization and ofren goes 

hand in hand with an ascripti·•e style of management. It refers to the behaviour 
of a superior towards a .. uhordinate -- ifl much the same way thal a father relates 
10 his child. Such relationships a.;sumc many forms hut !he tacit assumption 

underlying patern;ilism i.; thal the suhordinate lacks power and knowledge and 
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therefore needs the help and protection of the more experienced and competent 
superior. AiJ and securiry are provided by the paternalistic manager in return 
for unquestioning loyalty. respect. and cooperation of the subordinate. Such a 
managerial style is found in family firms. in many small and medium-sized 
firms and in a number of pu!>lic enterprises and bureaucracies. 

Paternalistic managers are resistant to change and tend to be intolerant or 
sceptical of new method" and procedures. Their firm'i are very tightly run. with 
rigid administration from above and rules to govern every type of procedure. 
If certain actions are not explicitly permitted, members of the firm will 
generally assume that they are prohibited. Criticism and information flows 
from top management downward and any questioning of authority is defined 
as insubordination. 

Such an environment influences the behaviour of the entire workforce. 
Middle managers. production-line supervisors and shop-floor workers tend to 
be "risk a\·erse ·.meaning that they are reluctant to take any actions which have 

an uncertain outcome. Virtually all members of the firm refrain from making 
suggestions about ways to improve production processes. Instead. their 
attention is focused on matters relating to production inputs and a premium is 
place<.' on the adheren·..:e to carefully designed production plans. Change 
becomes very difficult in such paternalistic enterprises and any extern~! shock 
(for example. an importan~ technological innovation) can trigger endless power 
struggles. Unfortunately. these struggles usually pit one paternalistic manager 
against another. Such disputes lead to the active suppression and control of 
information which is seen as a possible weapon against perceived enemies. The 
main concern of the protagonists is with power rather than organizational 
performance (Seckler and Nohe. !983. pp. 288-91}. 

Neither as.:riptive nor p:uemalistic enterprises would seem to provide a 
healthy setting for continuous improvement. Upward mobility is ~onstrained. 
middle management and production-line workers have little decision-making 
responsibility and information flows mainly from top 10 bottom. Yet many of 
the undesirable characteristics exhibited by these types of firms are shared with 
mass produclion manufac1urers. And it is lhc mass production firms which 
accounl for 1hc largest numhcrof new recruils 10 conlinuous improvement. The 
most importanl charac1eris1ic de1..:nnining lhe success of an improvement 
programme is that lhe senior executives - regardless of cultural influences -
arc commilled 10 a syslem 1ha1 provides incenlives for S•! .;ained improvement. 
<Jn<.:e comm111ed. all managers will he confron1ed hy n':w roles and challenges 
1ha1 will <.:hange lhe way a firm operates. 

Supporting evidence for 1his view comrs from Jarnn. where hoth ascriplive 
and palernalisti~ management ... 1yles were commonplace in the period when 
continuou' improvement first took hold. That heritage is readily apparenl 1oday 
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in the way many of lhese firms are organized and operate. Job security. 
consensual decision-making. systems for promotion and reward are ha.;ed on 
characteristics other lhan performance. Linh be-tween suppliers and their 
customers are only some of lhe Japanese characteristics lhal fit into lhe 
ascripti,.-e or paternalistic mould. Other examples are lhe senior managers· 
insistence on the notion of a ·company family· and lhe fact lhal subordinates 
participate in both the duties and privileges of family members. All major plan..-. 
and policies emanate from the highest levels of the organization. being 
interpreted and translated into concrete action plans al each levd of seniority. 

While similarities between management styles in the developing counlries 
and Japan should not be overlooked. important differences remain. Decisions 
in Japanese companies are sometimes bia...00 in favour of a.-.criptive or 
paternalistic criteria hut the consequem:es tend to be specified and are incrca.-.
ingly contractual. The loyalty and .:ommitmenl of workers is invested in the 
organization ralher lhan in a paternal leader who dispenses favours. Most 
important. top management assumes responsibility for creating and maintain
ing a system that encourages ongoing improvement-;. 

In conclusion. culture does influence managers. though it need not stifle the 
improvement process. Nor does there appear to he any singk best cultural 
predisposition for managers who wish to implement such programmes.• 
Improvement efforts flourish in an environment of cooperation - which may 
fit well with many cultures in the developing world that display a strong 
collectivist orientation. It is also possible that continuous improvement 
methods are more appropriate to such cultures than mass production methods 
such as performance appraisals and management hy objectives I UNIDO. 1991. 
p. 9). 

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC POLICY 

Productivity gains are an es'icntial part of any cnuntry·s long-term efforts 10 
raise standards of living. Firms must constantly 'iearch for ways 10 incre;1se 
productivity through every means po"sihle. Al the same time. they need to 
develop the capability to move into new and more sophisticated fields where 
kvels of productivity arc generally higher (Porter. 1990. Chapter I). 

The policy environment in developing couniries is not always conducive to 
thc'ie sorts of developments. Many puhlic officials ascrihe 10 a view af 
economic growth whic.h holds that productivity gains depend largely on rate' 
of capital accumulation. The consequence-; of this vi.:w arc readily apparent i11 
the policy mix of a 1ypical dcvelopingrnuntry (sec Cl1ap1er 2J. The availahility 
of capital i'i clearly a critical l!rowth slimulant. hut there is ahundanl evidence 
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which inJicates thar rates of capital accumulation Jo not explain satisfactorily 
why some countries enjoy fa.,ter rat.:s of t.>conomic growth than others. Instead. 

it is the different ways that a \..'ountry · s t.-.:onomic agents use all their producti..-e 
inputs which Jetermines ir.temational di!Terem.·cs in economic performan.:e. 

Examples include a hroad range of impnwements in the capabilities of 
managcrs and workers and more effrcti\'e ways to use existing plants. equip

ment and other rt.-sources 1 st.-e Perkins. 1991. pp. I I - 5_. }. Options such as these 
wi II have a greater impact on the ln-erall pattern of producti\'ity growth than the 
in<li~riminate accumulation of capital. 

A policy maker·s neglect of microeconomic matters can also hinder the 
Je\·dopment of impro\'ement programmes. Go\'emments in e\'ery country can 

point to a \·ariety of policies they ha\'e adopted ro encourage t.-cnnomic growth. 

Prominent examples ar.: measures to encourage pri\·atization. exchange rate 
policies to alter the prices t>f imports and expor.s (for example. devaluation>. 
high lariff walls and non-tariff harriers to shul out imports. tax reforms. 
melhods of dispcrsing credit ar.d foreign exchange allocation to farnured 
industries and programmes to encourage exports. A primary objective of these 
policies is to attain .. ome compctili\'C ad\·antage hy exploiting the availability 

of nalur:il resources or chear lz'1our. hy altering prices rhrough polic~· means. 
or hy shutting out foreign competition. 

Howe\'er. productivity growth and higher living slandards arc unlikdy lo he 

anaincd through measures that do not encourage firms to take inilialives on 
their own. Onc drawhack is thc implicit assumption lhal managcrs will always 
choose thc mosl appropriate combination of !cchnologies and inputs from 

among all those availahk. Such forcsighl would he ran: evcn in the most 

'ophi,1ica1cJ economics. Another dan,,:i.:r is thal any competitive ad\'anlage 
crcalcd hy 'uch policics lends 10 he lran,ienl or inherently unstahlc. The :-.ame 
lactics can hc easily im1t;11cd hy other countries and any compctiti\'c advantage 

i' 4uickly crcxle<l. 
The 'orhnf policic' and initiali\·es !hat arc mean! to~ncourage microeconomic 

;id\·;incc' may lake longer lo hring rc,ulh. hul !he hcncfit, they yield arc lasring 
one..·'· Fir'I. rhcy wil! he co .. 1-cfkctivc since they allow firm" to develop a wide 
range of compc:lili\'C ..:apahilitic' without the need for ma"ivc go\'Crnmcnr 

'uppnrt. Second. producti\·ity gains anJ .,imilar form' of progrc"' will not he 
undermine:.! hy inllation or crralic 'hifl, in cxch;ingc: rare... hnally. rhi' 
'inlt•rnar irnpdu' for producti\ily growrh and dcvclopmcm of c..ompcririve 

prm.1.·c" prm idt•, !he: 'Iron!! ha'l' for new hu,inc:" formarion rhat can he 
lran,larcd into a healthy and )!rnw111g indu,trial ha,c:. Such a policy oriental ion 
j, c:'pc:cially irnportanl in dc\'Clopllll! 1.:011ntril'' rhal haw yet to develop a wide 
rall)!l' of rnanufacturin)! .:;1pahili1ic' and whcrt• gmnnmcnr owncr,hip or 

control ha' ovl.'r~hadowcd rhc infh1l·ncc of the..· private: '''clor. 
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Policy, however, is no substitute for the dedication of managers and firms. 
Programmes of continuous improvement can only succec:d through the efforts 
of the firms themselves. Governments -even those suff ed by highly qualifieu 
and dedicated civil servant., - ha,;e been notoriously unsuccessful in manag
ing firms and in responding to rapid changes in market conditions. Public 
officials are rarely in tune with market forces and are influenced by many 
political considerations that bear linle relevance for objective improvement. 

Policy makers in developing coumries can encourage the implementation of 
continuous improvement by offering greater support to the development of 
management and technical resoun:es and by upgrading labour skills. Such a 
shift will necessarily mean that less resources are spent to defray the costs of 
capital and encourage capital accumulation. However. the implicit assumption 
!hat managers will naturally adopt the most efficient method.; of production and 
organizational forms if only they are provided with the proper equipment and 
facilities does not hold up to scrutiny in most cases. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

In order to promote continuous improvement. government officials must make 
adjustments in educational programmes at the primary. secondary. vocational 
and university levels. These moves arc essential since the cost of training and 
education can not be borne by a majority of enterprises in developing countries. 
Special efforts may be required at the university level. Public funding for 
education in many developing countries tends lo be overwhelmingly biased in 
favour of upper-income groups and offers limitt!d support for science. math
ematics. engineering. statistics and related fields which arc so important for 
continuous improvement (sec Box 7.2). 

Technical univcrsitie~: and vocational schools arc an especially critical part 
of any nation-wide programme of continuous improvement. These institutions 
stress practical applications and their faculties arc knowledgeable about the 
industrial environment. They can be a prime vehicle to promote statistical 
quality control. total productive maintenance. quality design and other im
provements in products and production processes. Government officials can 
assist by encouraging technical and vocational schools to cooperate closely 
wi!h industry and to maintain continuous contac!s with companies. Policy 
makers can intcrvcr.c directly by encouraging a variety of coopcra!ive arrangc
mcn!s between universities. vocational and technical insti!utions, husincsses 
and research hodies. Among !he oplions availahlc. !he followin!-! arc some of 
the most promising: 
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• A range of apprenticeships. internships. and schemes for on-the-job 
training which provide experience in the practical application ofCITs. 

• The use of visiting instructors from industry. including consultants and 
employees oflocal subsidiaries and affiliates of multinationals. to teach 
methods and techniques of continuous improvement. 

• Strong links between research groups in universities and private compa
nies which stress applied research on new methods of continuous im
provement. 

• Collaboration between universities and industrial and trade a'isociations 
on strategics relating to continuous improvement. 

• Creation of permanent training centres ba'ied in universities. 

Apprenticeships and internships provide students with the opportunity to 
combine formal instruction ir. methods of continuous improvement with on
the-job training.~ The host firms can evaluate prospective employees and get 
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cost-effective suggestions on ways to improve shop-floor procedures. Mean
while, the institutions strengthen their links with individual companies and stay 
abi.!ast of new developments in industry. Government support - for example. 
various types of subsidies or tax breaks to employers or schools - may be 
necessary in most developing countries when programmes for apprenticeships 
or internships are first launched. C •er time, employers shm:ld recognize the 
value of these programmes and support can be withdrawn. 

The effectiveness of training can be greatly enh<mced by bringing experts 
and practitioners from private industry into the classroom. In many developing 
countries this resource is overlooked by educational institutions.7 Yet, local 
firms and multinational corporations may possess a rich reservoir of talent and 
experience in the field of continuous improvement and quality control. The 
visitors can conduct workshops and seminars on specific topics and applied 
problems. as well as serving as guest speakers to augment formal classes. Such 
expertise is based on practical experience rather than academic credentials and 
helps students to identify the most effective techniques from a wider range of 
theoretical alternatives. Because most CITs are developed by industrial 
specialists rather than academics, practitioners tend to be more up to date in the 
use of the latest techniques. 

Governments in developing countries may have to initiate these inter
changes. State-funded educational institutions should be nudged in the 
direction of more interchange with the private sector.8 Local industries must 
be encouraged to offer their employees classroom training (possibly with 
subsidies or tax breaks). If the government makes its support for the national 
diffusion of continuou~ improvement evident - perhaps by establishing 
national awards akin to the Deming Prize in Japan or the Baldridge Award in 
the United States - firms will be more willing to voluntarily support local 
educational institutions. Such support can also be a condition for investment 
by foreign multinationals. 

Leading industries in many developing countries are often associated with 
specialized research institutes or specific academic departments in universities. 
Government support for those centres dedicated to applied methods of contin
uous improvement can have significant pay-offs. Funds may he reallocated 
away from government laboratories which have a poor record of success in 
order to support commercial applications. Public officials can also encourage 
research with commercial implications by providing matching funds or under
writing the costs of contracts between industry and university research insti
tutes. 

An even more effective approach is to establish permanent university-based 
centres dedicated to training managers, technicians and workers in the appli
cation of CITs.? UNIDO is currently assisting in the creation of such centres 
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in Brazil and Hungary. They can he staffed by full- or part-time faculty with 
plant-level experience in applied methods of quality control and continuous 
improvement. Training sessions and seminars should also include quality and 
improvement professionals from multinational firms as well as their national 
counterparts. Government support is required in the start-up phase. However. 
these centres are ultimately expected to be self-fintincing (usually within three 
year'\) through funds obtained from trade and industry associations and 
chambers of commerce. as well as fees paid by individual firms. 

Creation of a permanent centre can be an invaluable step in promoting and 
disseminating methods of continuous improvement in a developing co1.mtry. A 
major advantage is that customized courses can be developed for specific 
industries and firms. A more effective balance between classroom training and 
on-site assistance also becomes possible. Staff are expected to visit clients' 
plants and assist in the implementation and monitoring of techniques. Finally. 
a permanent centre will be ahle to address the strategic aspects of continuous 
improvement which firms or short-term experts can not. 

Aside from these advantages. a permanent institution avoids some of the 
pitfalls commonly encountered with other methods for training and applica
tion. First. they will generally he cheaper than consultants and their training 
more appropriate than that offered hy universities. Second, consulting firms 
tend to specialize in a limited range of CITs which may not he appropriate for 
the changing needs of the firms. A permanent centre is heller ahlc to meet these 
varied and changing needs. Third, assistance from consultants is almost always 
limited in duration, although the transition from a beginning practitioner to a 
CIF takes many years. Fourth, a permanent centre is better prepared to advise 
on many of the strategic issues of continuous improvement which are of a long
term character and link suppliers with their customers (see Box 7 .3 ). Finally, 
these centres can afford to take a very practical approach to improvement 
prohlcms while universities (and sometimes consultants) emphasize theoreti
cal asprcts rather than applications. 

PROMOTING CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN THE 
FIRM 

firms, rather than countries or governments, arc on the front lines of the 
compel ill ve strnggle and will need to do everything possihle to ensure that their 
improvement programmes succeed. There arc several steps manufacturers in 
d..:v..:loping countries can lake to improve 1hcir chances of success. Costs are 
aso,;ociatcd with each step hut should he regarded as a necessary investment in 
the productive capahilitics of the firm. 
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Box 7.3 Stratecic aad long-term issues for promotion of ccntinuoas 
improYanmt 

Ir 

A permanent centrc dedicated to training and dissemination of the techniques of 
continuous improvement is the only institutional option which can handle certain 
aspects of a widely-based programme. Because each centre is expected to be sclf
financing, itmusthavecloscc:ontacts with tradcand indusllyassociationsas wcll as thc 
larger firms in the developing country. This network is a greatadv<!!!•when dealing 
with certain issues. 

Forexamplc.lhercmaybcwidcspreadagreementthatJITmanufacturingrcprcscnts 
adesirablestcpformostmembcrsofaparticularindustry. However,themovercquircs 
thcactiveparticipationofsupplicrs;theymustbcablctoproduccrclativelydcfcct-frce 
lots of materials in specified amounts and make them available at agreed times. Without 
this capability, the b:st efforts of the downstream manufacturers will not succeed. A 
permanent centre can wortc with chambers of commerce and trade and industry 
associations to gain support for the widespread adoption of JIT. Later, :t can provide 
the specific types of training and long-term suppott that such a programme would 
require. 

Top executives and their staff."> must he familiar with the techniques of 
continuous improvement and be personally invol\"Cd. Senior managers need to 

he trained before the firm can embark on a pwgrammc of this sort. This group 
is often so immersed in the day-to-day routine of business that the connection 

between production processes and the end goai of customer satisfaction is lost. 
Improvement-based strategics for long-term grm\1h must be based on a clear 
sense of huw the finn intends to serve the customer. Managers will ha,·c to 

develop an entirely new set of priorities. These arc taken \cry seriously and arc 

discussed thoroughly at an early stage during executive training. 
Managers must also understand the role of statistical variation and how the 

basic statistical methods (control charts. graphs and other tools of continuous 
improvement) arc used. They need to be familiar with the experience~ nf other 
finns and able to adapt these experiences to their O\\ n situation. Middk 
managers will ultimately have to function as trainers or group leaders and will 
he expected to train subordinates : , the use of ens. These tasks arc more 
difficult than issuing direct orders: .1ll middle managers will need training to 

prepare them for their new rcsponsihilitics. 
Training should hcgin with a one to two week course 11f full-time study for 

senior and middle managers outside the plant. Ideally. these courses would lake 
place in an institute which specializes in continuous improvement and related 
disciplines. If a perm.men! institute docs not exist nearhy. or if managers can 
not leave the plant. outside consultants and trainers may have to he hrought in. 
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This option can be expensive and the range of inslfllction may be limited. 
Alternatively. there are many useful books (often widely translated) and videos 
which can be used in-house. While motivated managers can learn much 
through self-study (see, for example, the suggested readings at the end of this 
chapter) certain topics like statistical process control are better mastered when 
taught by qualified instructors. All managers should consider themselves 
students of continuous improvement and participate in self-study and in-house 
training on a continuous ba-.is. io 

Supervisors, foremen, technicians and engineers must thoroughly master the 
tools of continuous improvement. Training for this group will focus less on 
strategy and more on shop-level techniques such as reductions in set-up time, 
TPM and the design and operation of cellular processes. Engineers should 
receive training in SPC and more advanced techniques. 11 Supervisors and 
foremen require guidance in group dynamics, communications skills, team 
work and training skills as they will participate in self-managed and semi
autonomous work teams such as quality control circles. 

While group and team work is well suited to capture important information 
and idea-. direct from workers, these activities will alter the traditional roles of 
middle managers, supervisors and foremen. Supervisors working in develop
ing countries do not normally seek consultation or :;uggestions from subordi
nates. Once improvement activities begin in earnest, supervisory personnel 
have a crucial role to play within the improvement groups. They must foster 
worker creativity and train their workers to use the tools of continuous 
improvement. These new duties will prove difficult and need to he supported 
by long-term training. 

Workers on the production line will also have difficult adjustments to make 
as programmes of continuous improvement enter the factory. Rather than 
specializing in a narrow set of routines, they will have to function as generalists 
performing a variety of tasks. The statistical and analytical tools they use will 
be unfamiliar at first but are an integral part of the overall programme. At the 
same time. attitudes and relations on the shop floor will also have to change; 
collaboration will be a prominent part of the new environment. All these 
adjustments will be difficult, hut the workers that successfully make the 
transition will lie more productiv.! and mrre satisfied with their jobs. 

One of the first goals of training programmes for production-line workers is 
to overcome the resi1;tance to change on the shop floor. Workers who have been 
accustomed to following orders will be confused and uneasy when confronted 
with new roles and expectations. Some will feel threatened by their new jobs 
and reluctant to cooperate with others. These fears should be allayed at an early 
stage. Workers should also he reassured that continuous improvement will not 
lead to job losses. 
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The subject matter covered during the initial training of production-line 
workers includes the basic analytical tools. the role of external and internal 
customers. the importance of statistical variation and the use of data in decision
making. l.ater. more complicated subjects such as data colla:tion and the use 
of control charts and graphs can be introduced through formal courses and on
the-job training. Courses should be constantly improved and adapted to meet 
the specific needs of workers. with the more experienced employees conduct
ing in-house courses for newcomers. Much thought needs to be given to the 
content of these courses. methods of presentation. the sequence of material to 
be presented and the timing (see Box 7.4). 

The scope of training in developing countries may have to go beyond matters 
of continuous improvement. Many entry-level ~orkers possess low levels of 
literacy and numeracy and ha\·e no previous experience in manufacturing. 
These short~omings are an obstacle but need not impede shop-floor improve
ments. With in-house training. such workers have repeatedly proven them
selves competent in carrying out all the basic clements ofSPC and data analysis. 

One of the first steps in 111 in-plant b'aining programme is for managers to set up some 
proccdum to •tram lrainers'. One advantage is that personnel who study to become 
1r8iners learn much morethaopassivestudenls. Suchanapproachalsoprovidcsanearly 
indicator ofkcy individuals' ..,ci1udes and abilities to use errs and helps to generak 
new ideas for improvement. 

Olhcr importmlt considcndions c:onccm the si7.e of classes and the length of time 
dieynm. Providingtrainingtolargcgroupsofworkasoveilongpcriodsoftimcisnot 
efficient. Themostc&ctivecouncs will be offend •just-in-time'. orjustpriortotheir 
ICIUll appliadion (Mulbcr llld Lytle. 1992, pp. 103-13). For example, rather than 
exposing incxpa icnc:cd line workers to several hours of instruction, a short session 
migbtsbasasingletool orapplicldion. Immediately following the seuion, die worker 
can join 111 improvement an>UI> which is using dial medlod to address a real problem 
in the pJmt. 1be procedmc helps employees to master the proccdora quickly and 
pady increasca che effecliveneu of the courses. 

Trainin& mull be rccurrcnl and delivered in a uries of short sessions lasting a few 
hours per week. Jn pneraJ. S-10 per ccat of a line worker's lime should be spent in 
IClmingncwmelhoclsllldlpplyingnew bnprovanentlkil1son1bejob. Managascan 
anpbaize the raulll by inlildaa dial IUbordi1llfCI me the key conccpcs lllalCd in 
UU.ias. Par eumple, ifpcoplesc being trained to me CIUIHllCkffcct and PlldO 
clllrfl. 1bele tools should be employed in tqlOltl and mce&inp on related subjects. 
Vml Iida C111 alto be med to indiclrewhich mdhods m prelCldly bein& used in the 
improvanentpropamme. Thclc precautionsreenforcethc impact of training courses 
mcl llllke it Im tikcly dull IUperVilcn and workers will revert fO old practices when .......... 
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Manufacturers in developing countries frequently offer additional courses in 
basic education to raise literacy and numeracy levels. These programmes are 
conducted in the employee ·sown time but have successfully increased literacy 
and boosted workers' commitment to the firm (Wilson, 1992). 

Along with various training courses. the transition to continuous improve
ment will usually require significant modifications in a cotllpany's system of 
incentives. Direct competition between firms in the marketplace yields 
substantial benefits to l:onsumers, but competitio11 among individuals in the 
same firm can be detrimental to improvement efforts. Incentive structures that 
create barriers to cooperation and information exchange between staff under
mine the firm's ability to res.,ond quickly to changes in the competitive 
environment. A concurrence of incentives is necessary, with all members of the 
firm working towards the common goal of customer satisfat.::tion. 

Numerical targets are one form of incentives that may inhibit improvement 
efforts. 'Zero defects' and specific targets for sales or cost-cutting programmes 
are common examples of numerical goals. One drawback is that targets usually 
refer to specific divisions or groups in a firm and may conflict with goals set 
for other parts of the same organization. Another con 1mon flaw is that workers 
are rarely provided with any guidance as to how to realize these goals. 12 Finally, 
numerical targets divert attention from the more fundamental issue «f statistical 
variation. If manufacturing processes are statistically stable, nurr.erical goals 
serve little purpose. Those that exceed a firm's capability can r.ot be reached, 
despite the best efforts of workers. C0nversely, if manufacturing processes are 
unstable, managers have no way of knowing what their system can produce and 
numerical goals become meaningless. Without sufficient knowledge of their 
production systt:m, managers may even misinterpret random variation as proof 
of the success or failure of improvement efforts. 

Similar comments apply to incentives involving work standards, piece-worlc 
and incentive pay. Work standards are based on an average w&rker's rate" 
production and are used to predict or control costs. Peer pressure discourages 
the more i;roductive workers from surpassing the established work standard er 
quota, while those who arc less productive can not achieve that rate. Job 
dissatisfaction. employee turnover, more defects and a greater amount of 
rework are typical consequences. Reliance on incentive pay and piece-work 
forms of payment can be equally ineffective. Workers soon realize that they 
will be paid even if many \)f the items they produce are defective. Som~ 

m:"lnagers try to discourage this practice by refusing to pay for defective items. 
But without a knowledge of their manufacturing processes, th~y can not 
determine whether the problem is due to a worker's poor performance or to 
flaws in the production system. Inspectors and workers may not agree on the 
definition of a def cctivc item, and the criterion can vary from one inspector to 
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the next. Ultimately. each of these incentives methods can jeopardize improve
ment efforts by effocti\·ely setting a ceiling on the rate of progress in a plant 
(Deming. 198::!). 

The search for more effective types of incentive measures can begin by 
recognizing several basic principles. First. managers should make it clear that 
everyone ·s job is to increase customer satisfaction by steadily imprm·ing the 
production system. Second. they must ensure that all workers understand their 
individual roles and are prepared to perfonn their duties. Once these points are 
clarified. supervisors can begin to collect data on perfonnance. Howe\·er. 
everyone should understand that this exercise is pa.rt of the overall : mprove
ment effort and is not intended to single out any individual for punishment (see 
Box 7.5). 

A similar line of reasoning applies when attention rums to more general 
types of incentives linking manufacturers with their suppliers. During the 
1970s and 1980s. many mass producers thought they could meet the ch1lltnges 
of Japanese CIFs by slashing production costs and maintaining low prices 
Purchasing managers were urged to seek out the cheapest suppliers and most 
buyer-seller relationships were only as good as the next quote. This practice 
exacerbated quality problems and inhibited the development of competitive 
abilities. Meanwhile. CIFs gained market share through process improvcmi:nts 
and long-tenn relationships with high-quality suppliers. 

Firms soon realized that awarding contracts purely on the basis of price was 
not an effective type of incentive mea'>urc. The savings gained by pitting one 
supplier against another arc later lost due to the costs of questionable quality. 
More rework. supplier returns. larger stocks and various other hidden costs 
make the practice of accep1ing the lowest bid a losing proposition. Rather than 
viewing suppliers as bargaining adversaries. firms must reorder their incentive 

Bos 7.5 MOlllMtqw...._.' perfonlace 

~Clll besinto collcctdlda on workers' performlacconce it is clear that their 
_.. is to improve prodac:don ~and workers' perfo11ft811CC. A series of 
welfdy umples Clll be collected for various work 18ip:mf'nll in the factory. The 
....,e111beCCllDplNdapinstrelev1rtchlrlcterisdcllUChuexpaienceand 1e .. e1s 
of ...... 1'1lolc who n p>Od Clndidlles for ldvmced tnlinina can be identified, 
whle lho9e aeedins special miltlnce can be helped or pllCCd in a different job. 
Wcxt:onlllould soon realize1hat1111111pnll'C mpportinalhem radterdl8n 11tempcing 
to .,...._fhcm ba poor performlacc. 
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sysrems to al!ow them to reap the advantages of long-term buyer-supplier 
partnerships (Ray, 1992). 

Manufacturers may also need to take the lead in persuading governments to 
introduce some of the measures we have described above. Industrialists and 
engineers in developing countri-:s are far more knowledgeable about the 
methods of continuou.> improvement than are public officials. They can exert 
pressure on go"emments to provide high-level support in this field. By 
collaborating with each other ahd •.·:~rking through industrial associations and 
chambers of commerce, firms can influence spending on education, training, 
metrology, standards and other parts of a nation-wid~ programme. Rather than 
lobby!ng for pr:>tection and other concessions from the government, small and 
medium-sized manufacturers might seek support in the form of subsidies or tax 
~reaks for training and materials for continuous improvement. Government 
should be pressured to make the widespread use of continuous improvement a 
top priority. 

In conclusion, we have championed the cause of continuous improvement 
throughout this book and firmly believe the methods are an essential ingredient 
for successful industrialization in many developing countries. The true 
advantage of these procedures lies not in the ability to raise quality or reduce 
costs. These achievements are important but are not ends in themselves. The 
ultimate goal is more ambitious: to give firms the capability and flexibility to 
respond effectively to a variety of customers' demands while still realizing 
higher levels of productivity. 

This broad goal brings us back to some of the themes set out in the first 
chapter of this book. Today's increasingly turbulent environment places a 
premium on a firm's flexibility and the capacity to adapt. Such attributes were 
less important in the earlier era when manufacturers could carve out a market 
niche and then take precautions to defend their position. The change has been 
a significant one for firm!: in industrialized countries. but for tho-;e in develop
ing countries it is traumatic. Markets in the laner countries have long been 
fragmented and populated with obedient customers, captive and dependent 
suppliers a.1d slack competitors. But this reality is rapidly changing as 
privatization, foreign investment and freer trade lead to greater integration oi 
the world's economics. Firms in developing countries must rapidly upgrade 
their managerial skills and their governments must help. There is a danger that 
they will be sidetracked by opting for one or more of the faddish themes that 
pass through the managerial literature every year. Continuous improvement, 
however. is a proven method with a long period of gestation and a history of 
success. It offers an excellent starting point from which to build a successful 
cadre of managers for the twenty-first century. 
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NOTES 

A hmik-J amount of n1Jc:ncc: 1s a\·aslahk for firm, 1mpkmc:n1111g pm~ammc:s or to«al quality 
managc:mc:n! anJ total quality conuol. nlf c:umpk. sun.c:ys carric:J out m !he United Kingdom 

;mJ the U nitc:J States suggest !hal only ::!1.1--iO pc:r ccnr of the companies belic\"C their quah!y 
programmes ha\"e a.:hic\"cJ 1ang1bk res~.llb S.lCnc ,,f the: techniques cmployc:J by thc:sc firms are 

also US<.-J by followers or continuou.'i impr•l\C:lll<.."llL HowC:\"Cr. rhc: qua:i1y progr;unmc:s gc:n.:rally 
have: m•lfC: C<lfnphcai.-J anJ ambitious ohJecli\"~-S anJ tbc:ir rares of success should be lower rhan 
r,)f conllllU•lUS 1mprnvemc:nl. 

Thc:rc: arc many models for a.'isc:ssing the ·cost of quality· 1su.:h as those or Juran •lf Taguchi)_ 

Howc,,-c:r. anc:mptmg h• quantify in dollar terms rhc gains from the con!mU•lU.'i 1mpnwemc:n! of 
processes. proJu.:ts. sen ices anJ craming is pr11Ncma!rc -- ind~-.:J rhc: mana~cr about l•l crnhark 

on a rr••gr.un1ne ••f i.:or.tinuou.' impro•·crnc:nt shoulJ know !hat he: •:an only quantify a small part 
ofrhc: gain.s 1D.:mmg. 191!6. PP- l::!I-_,,_ 

3. The wa,-c: of layoffs occumng in rhe early !991ls was not Jriven by imprm·c:mc:nt programmes. 

Chough many firms usc:J the h •ols of continuous impro•cmcnr tn e,pcJllc: rhe process ,.f 
srrc:amlining their worHnrce. hlf instance. half the participant> m a study of Fortune: IOOO 

..:1•mpanies a..:knowledgc:d rhal the: outcome: ,,f these programmes wa.' to eliminate -C\"eral la~crs 
of management anJ supc:ni,ion I Ll>1. kr. cl al.. 199.:!)_ 

.i_ This section ,jfjws hea\·ily r.n lhe >1.ork of:\_ a,;, ;mJ rhe aurhors gratefully admo...-kJgc his 

c.>nlrihution to th" h<H1k. 
5. Wh;k the cultural inOuc:n..:c:s upon manai,?aial styk arc k"cnt1cal than organi~.ational structures. 

lhc:rc: can he prohkms 1f a manai,?er Joes nor share the same .:ultur .ii hack ground with suhorJmares. 

for e~amplc. a palc:rnahsti.: Nigerian m.inagcr may in.:rc.1.'c imprm·cmc:nts on the shop O:Hlf m 
a plant m N1gc:na_ 1111-.c:\"~r. 1h1s same: manager - although rc.:hni.:ally competent --- may 

cn.:nunter J1ffi.:ul11es usmg rhe same apprna.:h m another .:ultur::_ Japanese managers han: 
encountered J1fli.:ul11es ol !his I~ pc when inrroJu.:ing me1ho1ls ol .:nnlmunus 1mpr0\·cmcn1 m 

plants nub!Jc Japan_ 
6_ The Swiss and licrman examples of lhrce-ycar ;,pprenri.:eships Jl'Hnl In rhc hcncltl'i Jcrivcil hy 

horh s1uJcn1s and mdu,try from su.:h lrammg anJ .:11llabora11on. 

7_ For c\amplc. l'NIDO staff 1111cr\"1cwed o\·cr 2511 plant man:igers. engineer' and le.:hni.:i;ins m 
dc,·clnpmg .:nunlnc,_ All these 111d1nduals were cmplo~cd in suh,1J1ar1cs of "'me of the world. s 

l;irgesl 111ul11nallnnah and lhc ma1..rll) of local slaffrhcy hired -.ere trained Ill ncarhy mslllullon,_ 
Cunou·.ly. none of lhc mien 1cws rnc:iled an~ sy,lemali.: .:onla.:ls hetwcen the staff or multma
llonals and loc;1I cdu.·auonal mslllullnns_ No msl;m.:csof .:ollahora1111n < 1rd;issrrn 1rr. prc-c:nlaHon' 

were noted. 

!(_ There may he rc'i'ran.:e on 1hc part of fa.:ulty lo pc:r.:c1\·ed mlcrloping 1-i) nnn-aca1lcm10. 
9. A permanent cenrrc need nor he localed al a uni\·cr..lly A 'land-alone: .:enrrc .:an also he c'lahh,hcd 

>1.llh assi,l;m.:e from pnv;11c mdu,rry. 
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1mprcss1on 1ha1 mana)!elllcnl ha' no plan other lhan uq1mg cmployc~s It 1 work harder. On !he other 
hand. 1f manager" make 11 dc;1r rhal rhcy arc pur,111n1? a 1:nncri:lc plan lo improve the: sy,lcm. anti 

11 !hey ensure 1h.11 w nrkcr' ;ire I rained and undcr,l;Hld na.:tly "'hal 1' e\pc.:lc<I. !hen morale 'hould 
1111·re;M:. Managcmenl mu,1 ch;innd lhe lir;un' an•l cxpcnen.:e of employee' 11110 an cftnrt to 

1·hani:e !he _,y,tcrn "'everyone .:.111 "'nrkcr ,m;irlcr nol hanlcr 
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Appendix: A Closer Look at the 
Statistical Tools 

The practice of compiiing monthly indicators to monitor busiJ'less performance 
is well known and widely accepted. Measures will vary from one industry to 
another but familiar examples include: output per worker hour. costs of 
purchased materials per unit of output, value of goods in inventory and time lost 
through accidents or breakdowns. Quantitative indicators rnch as these can 
serve many purposes. They may be used to compare current performance with 
previous trends. determine positive or negative trends in overall business 
activity. performance and efficiency, compare the performance at different sites 
operated by the firm and so on. 

Managers working with these measures know they will vary overtime. They 
arc also aware of strategies and tactics which can be employed to alter the 
indicators. All too often. this is the limit of the user's apprec·aation of these 
matters. One of the main concerns of this book is the depth of the manager's 
understanding and the range of viable choices he has to alter the outputs and 
costs being measured. Managers· typical uses of such quantitative information 
arc rather unimaginative. They may compare current results with some forecast 
or expec:ation. or evaluate current performance in relation to previous trends. 
Rarely do they go any further. Such an orientation significantly restricts the 
henefits to he derived from the data. 

A much more fruitful approach is to use all the information available in an 
effort to determine why indicators behave as they do. By treating current 
evidence as part of a longer series of results, and by making judgements in the 
light of the variations observed, managers arc able to evaluate current and past 
practice and to assess the reliahi lily of their forecasts. The distinction between 
common and special causes of variation represents a first step in thi~: direction. 
The two concepts arc meant to serve as guidelines to ic•entify and eliminate 
erratic variability, whenever it occurs. 

Aside from recognizing different sources of variation, the manager requires 
a deeper understanding of the idea of variation. Frequently. the monthly 
indicator's deviation from sor11c standard is treated as just another isolated 
disruption in the manufac1.iring system. When this line rif reasoning prevails. 
common and sprcial causes hecomc mingled. The arguments in this hook arc 
predicated on a different view: the majority of deviations arc a direct conse
quence of the production system or way of doing things. In the long terrr: the 
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system will yield many outcomes as a result of process \·anallon. This 
rnntinuum represents the effects of all past decisions and practices and contains 
infonnation that can serve as a guide for impro\'ement in the future. Accord
ingly. managers must track variation ovcr long periods of time in order to kam 
ahout the causes and effects of critical parts of the manufacturing system. 

The need for a system-wide pcrspcctin~ to monitor ,·ariation follows directly 
from the foregoing line of reasoning. Managers with limited infonnation on 
\·ariation may readily assume there can he only one reason for the deviations 
they ohsl'rvc. By focusing on only that potential source of variation. they ignore 
others which may he more important. Even when the manager identifies a 
gcnuinl: prnhlem. the remedial action can have unintended negative effects 
-;incc other reasons for variation arc ignored. Our ohjcctions to the use of 
certain numerical standards arc hased in part on their incompatihility with a 
sy-;tcm-widl' approach. 

Sl"\ era! of the statistical tools which can he used in a system-wide approach 
to continuous impro\'ement were introduced in Chaph:r 5. This appendix 
provides more details and examples of how statistical methods can he used in 
a programml.' of CIT. 

PROCESS FLOW CHARTS 

Before heginning to -.1udy any manufacturing process. engineers and manager'> 
nrn-;t clearly understand the interrelationships hctween that process and other 
parts of the production -.ys:cm. SuhsequcrH investigation may rc\'eal several 
,·cry diffe•cnt opportunitic' for improvement and a process flow chart is neu.Jed 
to determine which of these arc consistent with the firm ·s overall priorities. To 
fulfil ih intended role. the llow chart mu'>t serve three purposes. It should: 

• al.'curatdy and completely Jcscrihe the manufacturing process; 

• identify the steps or point' in the manufacturing prm:e'is where mcasurc
mcn1' can he taken; and 

• 'ingle out all the potential caL1,al factors that need to he considered hcfore 
colkciion of data i' he!!un. 

Thl' step•, involved in creating a proce-;s flow chart were 'Pl'lled mll in lhe 
'l'XI. A 'implified c·xample of a !low chart r .:fcrring lo lhe asserr.hly ofh11rnpads 
for car-• wa' al'o prl·,enicd I here ( v~.: Figure 'l. I ). A morl' compkle ver,ion of 
1ha1 ,an1e chart i' fl"produred in Fig1m· A. i. The -;haded arl·a•, 111dicale cal a in 
.,leps which make no contrihution to v;il11e added Cnoiahly. inspection and 
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Figure A.I Re\·ised flcm· chart of a liompad assembly process 
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storage of buffer stock). These operations may he necessary when current 
levels of statistical variation are high or knowledge oflhe process j, limited. hut 
they are also costly. The reliability of the a'semhly process could he greatly 
improved if variation is reduced. Non-essential steps can then he curtailed and 
eventually elimrnated. 

Many manufacturing processes require tlow charts of considerable com
plexity. Because these are difficult to read. they arc sometimes replaced with 
a •top-down· version showing proc('SS steps across the top of the page with 
more dctailet: information listed he low. Figure A.II provid('s an example of one 
of these top-down charts taken from a study of the bottlenecks encountered 
when cooling chocolate syrup to the correct temperature he fore ~ lling contain
ers. 

In summary. process flow charts arc an important preliminary step in a larger 
statistical exercise. Charts which merely list the order in which operations 
should occur will not adequately serve the purposes set out here. Once a 
detailed and accurate version has heen developed. collection of data can hegin 
and attention turns to some of the other statistical tools descrihed in Chapter 5. 

CAUSE-AND-EFFECT DIAGRAMS 

Analysts should try to specify problems and their potential causes ai an early 
stage. It is unlikely !hat a complete list of the causes and effects can he 
developed prior to collection of data. A preliminary cause-and-effect analysis 
will nevertheless increase the chances of successfully identifying sources of 
problems. We illu:;trnte the application of this tool with the help of an example, 
describing the development of both the process flow chart and a preliminary 
cause-and-effect diagram. 

The plant studied here produces individu:il serving~ of frozen meat pies 
(known as pot pies) in metal lrays. S1andard practice wa'i to inspect every 
bottom crust produced and to remove any which had breaks in the dough or did 
notcrnnplclcly cover the boll om of the metal tray. Stalislical evaluation showed 
that the syslem was in control. Nevertheless. a large number of crusts ( 18 per 
cent) had to he scrapped after lhey were placed in 1he melal lrays bu1 before the 
filling had been added. 

The management group charged with introducing improvements could not 
agree lhat the large proportion of nonconforming crusls represented a 'quality' 
prohlem. Some argued thal there was no prohlcm since every crusl was 
inspccled and dcf eclive ones were removed from lhc production line. Nor did 
they believe there was any wasle hccaw.e the discarded dough was reused al a 
laler staJ?e in the process. Other memhcrs of rhe group disagreed. ar~uing that 
the machine and operator lime used lo produce items which coul I not he sold 
was an unnecc,sary expense. They also believed lhat the ras!e ,,,,,I texture of 
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Figure A.II £mmp/e of a top-down flow chart 
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the crust deteriorated if the dough wa." reworked. making this procedure an 
inappropriate solution. 

Eventually. the management group decided that more information was 
needed and the process flow chart shown in Figure A.Ill was constructed. 
Discussion of !his diagram led to no agreement on the source of any problems. 
The next step in the investigation was for two members of the management 
group to meet with operators of the production line and develop a cause-and
eff ect diagram. This analysis is reproduced in Figure A.IV Some members of 
the group hypothesized that lhe proportion of defi::ctive crusts may be higher on 
certai;: :fays or at certain times of the day. No decision could be made about the 
two suspicions of the group. Still more information wa" needed before this 

Figure A.Ill '>.m1ple of a process flow diagram 
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Figure A.JV Cause-and-effect diagram 
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hypothesis could be tested The group agreed that a contro: ::hart would be 
needed to monitor the results of the production process. We return to this 
example later in the appendix when that tool is discussed. 

PARETO DIAGRAMS 

In the situation described above there was considerable uncertainty about likely 
sources of variation and some doubt that variation was excessive. The 
circumstances will be more obvious in many cases, and when they arc, 
managers will want to know which of the acknowledged sources of vanation 
are the most troublesome. Construction of a Pareto diagram will help to answer 
their questions. The basis for this :inalysis is that a frw categories or sources 
of variation will typically cause 1 disproportionate numr;;r of all problems. 
Analysts must first decide how to categorize defects and then count the number 
of event.; ill each category. Data n.ight be arranged according to defects by type. 
accidents by type, impurities by type or in some similar fashion. 

One version of a Pareto diagram ref erring to the assembly of hompads for 
steering wheels was described in the text. That exercise revealed that nearly 74 
per cent of all defects could be attributed to three different categories of flaws 
(see Figure 5.4). After further study, engineers determined that two of these 
categories, surface defects and exc~ssive flash, could only occur during the 
moulding process. The third involved improper assembly. missing parts and 
loose nuts and was traced to the assemhly process. On the basis of this 
information. a new set of categories was created which identified defects 
according lo their poim of origin in the manufacturing process. The results of 
that exercise are reproduced in Figure A. V. The pad-moulding process 
accounts for the largest share of defects and should be the most fruitful place 
to look for improvements. 

Pareto diagrams supply valuable information but they must be interpreted 
car::f ully. The two most common dangers arc: 

• the failure to recognize that the numbcrof occurrences in each category arc 
themselves subject to variation; 

• the danger of drawing improper conclusions about the relationships 
between causes and effects on the basis of the di~;ram. 

Unexpected shifts in variance arc likely if only a limited amount of 
information has been collected. Forcxamplc. data referring to the rc~mlts of one 
week's operations could suggest a degree of variahility quite d11·1-dcnt from that 
hased on several weeks of observation. An accurate estimate requires that data 
he compiled over mul!iplc time pcri~>ds. Only then is the analyst ahlc to 
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Figure A. V Pareto diagram showing defects by process step 
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distinguish between prohlems which arc severe and those which arc only 
transiem. 

The second difficulty cited hert: cm he hest illustrated hy an example. The 
manufacturer in this case produces an assembly designed to spray a liquid into 
a chamber. Leakage from the assembly was seen as the critical defect. After 
inspecting several lc<'.king assemblies, the 'iourcc of the problem was thought 
to be a particular component that was contaminated by foreign matter. Workers 
a'sumed that contamination was the source of leakage and the supplier of the 
component prepared to add a costly step to dr!contaminatc its production 
process. 

Fortunately, some non-leaking assemblies produced during the same periqd 
of time'. ere belatedly examined. These were foJnd !o have the same type and 
degree of contamination as the leaking assemblies. Since contamination 
existed in both sets, there had to he other reasons for the leakages. further 
investigation showed that excessive variation in com11onent dimensions was 
the real source of the problem. This unexpected result underlines the need for 
investigators to s!Udy both def ectivr and problem-free items before rcachin,L? 
any condusion about the source 1lf variation. 
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HISTOGRAMS 

As the collection of data proceeds. investigators lean~ more about the manufac
turing system and its various processes. This allows them to gain a much greater 
understanding of the operation but it also means that the volume of data to be 
handled becomes extremely large. Constructio11 of a histogram allows the user 
to see the overall pattern of occurrences al a glance. The mound- or bell-shaped 
hi~togram described in Chapter 5 is common. hut other patterns will also be 
encountered. Regardles:; of their shape. each histogram should be explainable 
in terms of the ch;iracteristics being measured. the process of measurement 
itself. or other features of the manufacturing system. 

Figure A.VI offers several examples. Histogram a) describes a ·comb
shaped' pattern where the occurrence of events rises and falls from one 
category to the next. An abnormal shape such as this may be due to instrument 
measurement error-;. rounding errors in the data or other inconsistencies. 
Histogram b displays a ·cliff-shaped' pauern wirh a sharp drop in occurrences 
;;1 one end of the graph. This result is frequently observed by purchasers of 

Fig11rt• A. VI Common pattemsfor histograms 

a) Coml>·<haped I>) Cli'f-shaped 

c) Skewed d) '.ch-hand precipice 

e) Placeau I) Twin-peak g) holaled·peak 
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materials or parts. Typically. the vendor will not ship items that fail to meet a 
certain stan<lvd (presumahly because they fall below buyers· specifications). 
In this case it will be necessary for the buyer lo inspect all incoming parts from 
the vemlor. The vendcr !.hould also be advised to improve his product qu~lity. 
not by inspection. b•Jt by process improv~ment. Histograms may also be 
skewed to the right or lef! of the centre as in c). In contrast to the normal 
distribution. the frequency of observations falls off abruptly on one side of the 
distribution. Such a pattern can result from the imposition of a lower or upper 
limit; most items which de not meet this standard will be excluded before the 
inspection process. Histflgrams in these forms indicate the need for closer 
investigation of the manufacturing process. 

Other patterns resemble a precipice. a plateau. a hi-modal or twin-peaked 
histogram and an isolated peak. ::ach may have a different cause. A prccipicc
like pattern can occur when all items are subjected to inspection due to high 
variation. A plateau-shaped version results when several distributions having 
different mean values are mixed together. Bi-modal or twin-peak histograms 
can occur when two distrihu!ions with widely different mean values arc 
inadvertently mixed together. Finally, a histogram with an isolated peak could 
indiotc there is some abnormality in the manufacturing process, that tht·re arc 
measurement errors or that data from a diffe1cnt process has hcen included. 

Whatever their shape. hio;tograms arc a useful way to relate a sample 
distribution to pre-determined boundaries or specifications. Some examples 
can be founJ in Figure A VII. In panel a) the distribution of the sample falls 
within tl1e upper CS,.) and lower(S

1
) limits. This result suggests that the prm:ess 

Figure A VII Hi.\·togram.~ with specification limits 
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operates well within specifications. although on?.oing improvement is always 
desirable. In pan.:I h). specifications are barely satisfied and efforts to reduce 
variation are needed. Other histograms show that specifications are not being 
met and some remedial action is clearly needed to reduce variation. In such 
cases flow diagrams. cause-and-effect charts or control charts supply supple
mentary information about the source of problems. 

USING CONTROL CHARTS TO MONITOR VARIATION 

Control charts are an effective means of extending our knowledge of manufac
tur111g process and production systems. They supply visual evidence of 
excessive. orout-of-control. variation and indicate instability in the process Jue 
to special causes. The charts may also be used to gauge the success of efforts 
to remove special causes of variation or to decide when system-wide variation 
demands more detailed study of individual processes. 

One of the simplest appl!cations of control charts is the study of product 
characteristics that can not be measured on a continuous scale. These 
characteristics. which arc more generally known as ·product attributes'. are of 
interest when firms wish to monitor the quality or performance of their 
products. Ma11agcrs must first establish clear 'pass-or-fail' definitions which 
delcrmine the crileria for acceptance. One example ol a product attribute would 
be 1he number of damaged cans in a sample of 1.000. Anolher would be lhe 
number of shafts in a sample of 200 which fail to meet specificalions. Based 
on simple characterizations such as these, managers can monitor lhc quality of 
their products. 

Perl'.entage Control Charto; (p chart'i) 

Once sufficient information on product attributes has been compiled. it is used 
to construct a conlrol char!. Qui le often. manage:··: want 10 know lhc proportion 
of defcc1ive ilems. An estimate can he obtained by construcling a percenlage 
control char! or p chart. This figure will show lhe varialion in lhe proportion 
of 'failures' over an exlended period of lime. If the rejeclion rale proves w he 
~ela1ively stable. managers arc able lo predict fu1urc leveh of varialion with 
some confidence. 

A simple application of a p char! was des<.:rihed in Chapter 5 ( ... cc Figure 5.8 ). 
The purpose of Iha! exercise was to determine whether an engine-as-;embly 
cperation was in cor:lrol or nol. Aflcr defining the p:M-or-fail <.:riterion for 
assembled engines (that is, I he producl allrihute ). engineers -,c1 up an inspection 
plan. They agreed that each wcl'.k 's outpul would represent a produclion 101 and 
!hat 100 engines (the suhgroup) would he drawn at random from each lot and 
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inspected. This process was repeated for 21 consecutive weeks and the results 
arc reported in Table A. I 

The investigation eventually confinncd th:it no special sources of variation 
existed b~t before this condu'.'>ion could be rea~hed. the average number of 

defectives (also known as the centre line or p I and t!te upper and lower control 
limits all had to be detcnnined. Below. we show the calculations for each of 
these measures. 

The centre line ( p) i-; defined as 

total number of nonconforming items 
total number of items inspected 

Based on thedata in Table 1\.1. 131 of the ::!.IOOengines inspected were found 
to be defective_ Therefore. 

P- = 131 = 0 06"4 2100 - .. 

To determine acceptable levels of variation when the process is stable. 
engineers mu-;t calculate the upper and lower control limits. These two values 
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7 4 0.<14 I~ <) 0.09 

8 7 11.()7 l'J 5 0.05 
<J 1 ll.02 20 7 007 

I fl 12 0. 12 21 2 f).()2 

11 I 0 0 10 

·' The numhcr of engine' ir1'pcctcd in earh week w;:' I 00. 
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depend on lhe weekly variation in defects and the average number of defects 
for the entire test period. The fonnulas and calculations for these limits are 
given in equations (I) and (2) below. 

(I) UCLp = p + 3"P<..\_-:P) = 0_0624 + 3'1 O.Q624th-Q.()624) 

where p is defined as above and n is the subgroup size ( 100 in this case). 
Accordingly. the control limits arc found to he. 

uCL = 0.1350 and 
LCL = - 0.0102 

The !')wcr control limit yields a meaningless result: there is no such thing as a 
·negative fraction' of defectives. Thus we have an upper control limit of 
0.1350 ( 13.5 defectives per I 00) and a lower control limit which, in practice, 
1s zero. 

Confident that no special causes of variation arc al wor..-. engineers can now 
tum their attention to the genuine work of continuous improvement - for 
example. the search to reduce and eventually eliminate random-cause variati~n 
occurring in the system. These matters take us beyond the scope of this book 
h11t we can mention a few lines for suhscqucnt investigation. Likely sources of 
common-cause variation could he: the capability of the equipment used to 
manufacture t~L engines, the maintenance practices for this equipment. the 
engine's d1:s;gn. alterations to that design and :he methods used during 
production or" the engine. A:nong these ~oun:es there arc many different 
circumstar1.:e .. which could give rise to common-c1use variation. One possi
bility is that the metal from which the cr.gine block is cast varies in its degree 
of hardness. If the variations arz si..hslantial. machining operations would 
require differing amounts of ti me to complcle and not all engines would receive 
adequate m.ichining. Some would he improperly machined. possibly resul!ing 
in oil lca;cage or inadequate combustion charactcri.,tico,;. Problems such as these 
might Ol.cur al any rime during the mam·faLIJrc of 1hc engine and would 
therefore he common to all oulcomes. 

Control Charts Ras<!<i on the Count of Events (np charts) 

So far. the charts and diagrams described here tell us ahout sta1istical slahility, 
hui very I ill le ahout the way opcra110ns or 'tcp' in the manu.'arluring process 
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contribute to defects. To see how more information may be obtained. we return 
to our earlier example of a plant producing frozen meat pies. Construction of 
a process fll'W chart and a c<ause-and-effect diagram failed to provide sufficient 
evidence to determine whether the proportion of defective crusts might he 
higher on particular days or at certain times of the day. 

An inspcction process was begun in order ;o accumulate enough data to 
construcc a control chart. The mechanics of dala collection naturally followed 
the methods of production. First. the operator in charge of making houom 
crusts was asked to count !he numherof nonconforming crusts produced hourly 
during the work day for a pcriod of five days. Each machine went through four 
cycles 11 an hour. producing 2~ crusts in every cycle. Accordingly. the hourly 
production of 96 crusts was treated as a subgroup. Finally. the production line 
operated with one shift per day and was run for a seven-hour period. meaning 
that a total "f 35 subgroups were included in the experiment. 

Because the size of each subgroup was large (96 crusts per houri. manage
ment decided thal it would he simpler to plot the 1111111/Jer of defectives rather 
than their proportion in total production. This decision distinguishes the 
control chart developed here from the one in our engine-assembly example. 
The present version is known as an "fl chart because its characteristics arc 
expressed in terms of !he number of defectives and no! !he proportion in the 
total. 

Table A.2 sJmmarizcs lh•' results of th:: five-day expcrim..:rr. From !his dala 

!he centre line (np) and the lower and upper control limits can he calcula1cd. 

T:,.: .:entre line. np. is lcfined 10 he: 

np total number of nonconforming items 
number of subgroups 

Based on rhc dala in Tahlc A.2. a lolal of 579 nonconfo: ming crusls were 
idcnlifie<l in 1h.: 35 .. uhgroups. Therefore: 

np _ 579 
35 I <i.5429 

Before we can c.1kulale the upper and lower con1rol limi1., for 1hi' i.:hart. 1hc 

val cc of p (defined as np dividcJ hy n) mu .. 1 he delcrmiricd. J\i.:wrdiagly 

I 6.5429 
% 0.1721 

The upper and lo\\.W wnlrol limit-. (I JCI. and I .Cl. rcspci.:tivcly ). can thu. he 
i.:akulate(! u~ing the following formula.,: 
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Table A.2 Collecting data j(1r an np clwn" 

Numherof Number of 
Time of mmconfom1ing Time of nonconforming 
inspection ill'fn.~ inspection item~ 

Monday 8:00 <l. 15 Thursday X:OOa :s 
9:00a 16 9:00a lo 

IO:OO a 17 IO:OOa 18 
I l:OOa 20 I l:OOa 18 
12:GOa 12 12:00a 16 

l:OOp 19 l:OOp 12 
2:00p 13 2:00p 16 

Tuesday 8:00a 18 Friday X:OOa 11 
9:00a 27 9:00 a 17 

IO:OOa 16 IO:OOa 11 
I l:OOa 21 11 :00 a 18 
12:00 a 22 12:00 a 15 

l:OOp 20 l:OOp 14 
2:00p 19 2:00p 19 

Total 579 
Wednesday 8:00a I) 

'J:OO a 14 
IO:i11i a 18 
I l:OOa 23 
12:00a 19 

1:00 r 12 
2:00p IJ 

d For a de"ription of the data collection process. sec the text. 
h A total of 96 hollom crusrs arc produced each hour and all an: inspected. 

IJCL0 p- np t 3~1-p) 

I .CLnp np 3.../ np( I·- p) 

From the data i:1 Tahlc A.2. the two limits arc: 

llC'Ln~ 16.5429 1 3~429(1 0.1723) 27.6439 
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LCLnp = 16.5429 - 3~ 16.5429 ( 1 - 0.1723) =o 5.4419 

These values. toge~!ter with the JS observations for the average number of 
defectives in each hourly subgroup. make up the np chart in Fi gun: A. V Ill. The 
completed chart gives no reason lo suspect that special causes of variation are 
al work. Based l)n the houriy samples taken throughout the wec:k. the 
proportion of dekc1ivi: pie crusts proves In be stable - ahoul 17 per cent do 
not ~·onform to accepl<!hle standards. 

Al first glance it appears tha! the firm has gone through a rather lengthy 
exercis·~ to confirm what ·.vas already known: about 18 pt•r cent of all items wc:re 
j11<iged to be defc:ctive. Ht~wen~r. additional insights can he culled from the 
chart re:;arding area-; where impron~mems can he made For example. there is 
no evidence that spc:cial causes operate tluring some hour~; or days but not in 
others. Si'lce thi: production process behavc:s consistc:ntly from hour to hour 
and day to day. thos•: eleml.!nls in thl.! cause-and-eff ecl diagram which might 
givl.! rise lo such a problem can he disregarded. further investigation would 
have to proceed along other lines and the np chart is helpful in identifying this 
path. Managers know that no special causes an: :sl work from hour lo hour hut 
they can not he sure that systematic problems do n.1t arise 'luring one ofthl.! four
hourly cycles. Information on this aspect of the opl.!ration is nol ava1lahle 
hccat••;e the output of .111 four cycles were lumped together in one subgroup. To 
he certain about what is happening during a particular hour of operation. the 
issue of te-;ting and sampling must he examined in more detai I anJ the interested 
reader should con-;ult additional sources (sec. for example. Wadswo; ih. ct al.. 
1986). 

ADDITIONAL TESTS FOR PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES 

Many product attrihutes can he exp1·csscd in terms of simpk, pas!'.-or-faii 
crileria. When that is the casc. the types of control charts dc!'.crihed above (p 
or np charts) :irl.! useful. There arc other typc'i of product allrihi.ites. however. 
which cannol he expressed in such a straightforward way. Som.: l.!xampks arl.! 
the number of surfa•:e flaw~ on a sheet of rn:.Ht•rial or the numher of defective 
solderings in a piece of electronic equipment. The cou1:1 of cvcnls occurring 
over time i-; another way to characterize producl allrih11i.:,. Herc. ohvious 
possihili1ies would he the numher of produclion-linc stops. the numher of 
v:rvicc calls made or !he numher of cu~tomcr cornplainls received. 

Product attrihutcs such as lhcsc can no! he analysed in term-; of the p or np 
charts described ahove. Amon~ olhcr ahernativcs. lwo of the more nimmon 

arc: 
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Figure A. \'Ill Monitoring the ocrnrrence of lefec:rs: illustration of an np chart 
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• A ·c chart. which is used to analyse the number of defects in idt·ntirnl 
pri._•ducts or the number o.:curring in a fixed period of time. A practical 
application would be !he study of def eels or nonconfom1ities found in 
unifonn sets of products or materials such as sheets of plasterboard. 
bicycles or hoxe:; of bolts. C charts can also be employed to analyse service 
perfonnance. for example. the number of incorrect restaurant orders in an 
eight-hour period. 

• A -C ..;i1arf can he employed when the amount of material or the unit of 
time allowed for inspection mries from one subgroup to the next. 
Examples would include: the inspection of irregular lengths of woven 
fabric. the number of blemishes on finished furniture or the number of 
surf ace defects in differing lenglhs of hrass strips. 

The choice of a C or U chart hinges on the comparability of the subgroups. 
If a consislenl definition of the subgroup (uni ls inspccled. amounl of material 
or idenlical uni ls of lime) can he applied. a C chart is used. When the definition 
vanes from one subgroup lo the nexl. a U chart is chosen. Several other 
conditions must also he met if either form of control chart is to he appropriate. 
They include: 

• Counts of events must be independent of each other. In other words. the 
occurrence of events in one ~;uhgroup should have no hearing on the 
number noted in the successive subgroup. 

• The number of possible occurrences should he large. 

• The probability of an occurrence at any one time or place must he small. 

o The expected number of occurrences must he proportional to !he amount 
of time or material which is included in an inspection unit. 

These criteria depend on various statistical considerations which arc not 
discussed in this hook. However, the reader may get a feel for the requirements 
from the examples cited above and the discussion which follows. 

Application of a C Chart 

The study of flaws in materials provides an illustration which meets all of the 
criteria noted ahove. In this case the material is ahminium sheeting used to 
manufacture car .. ,. The produ::er c' these cans buys nils of aluminium sheet 
from an outside vendor. Some sheets have very small 'pin holes', a defect 
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which results in wasted production time. product and alumir.ium. fn order to 
learn more about these defects. the manufacturer singled out ten rolls of 

identical size from one of the supplii:r·s shipment~ for inspection. The same 
exercise was repeated 20 times. In all. 20 subgroups consisting of ten rolls 
were examined for defects. Each subgroup was identical in size and compo
sition. meaning that a C chart is thi: appropriati: choice for studying variation. 

Results of the 20 inspections ari: reported in Table A.3. From this wi: sec that 
460 pinholes were discovered during the lest pi:riod. The average number of 
defects per inspection unit is determined as follows: 

total number of nonconformities c = total nUmber ofunits inspected 

460 
20 

23 

Lower and upper contrnl limits defini: the amount of variation expected if the 
process is subject only lo random or common ca· ses. The general fommlas 
used to calculate these two limits are. respectively: 

UC~= c + 3* 

Ta hie A 3 lnspl'Ctirm results for dairntion of a C chart 

.V1m1h1'r of N11111h1'r of 
Suhgmup ho/, .-. S11hgro11p holt's 

22 11 15 
2 2') 12 I 0 
.1 25 13 .n 
4 17 14 2.1 
5 20 15 27 
6 I <i I 6 17 
7 34 17 .~3 

8 II 18 I lJ ,, 31 I lJ 22 
10 2CJ 20 27 

Tor al: 460 
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Inserting the value of ~. the upper control limit is: 

UCLC = 23 + 3{23 = 37.39 

Calculations for the lower control limit are: 

LC~ = 23 - JW = 8.61 

A completed version of the C chart is reproduced in Figure A.IX. Inspection 
confirms that all observations are within the control limits and that there is no 
reason to suspect special causes are at work. 

Without improvements by the supplier. the average of 23 holes for every ten 
rolls of aluminium provides a rough estimate of future defects. Not surpris
ingly. the manufacture& found this rate to be unacceptably high. The supplier. 
however, claimed that an investigation carried out at its own plant revealed a 
much smaller number of defects per roll. Subsequent discussion showed that 
the supplier·s inspections were conducted before rolling. whereas those under
taken by the manufacturer naturally took place after the aluminium had been 
rolled. Holes could be formed when the supplier makes the aluminium sheets 
or they may occur during the process of rolling. unrolling. packing or shipping. 
It was agreed that the supplier would randomly select ten rolls per shipment. 
record the number of holes and tag each inspected roll. Vpon receipt. the 
manufacturer would unroll the aluminium and mum the hole~. Based on the 
results of this experiment, both parties could use flow charts and causc-and
cffcct charts to determine which steps arc the main source of defects. 

Monitoring Variation with a U Chart 

If the amount of material or the unit of time varies from one inspection to the 
nc"t, a U chart is the appropriate monitoring tool. To illustrate the constnu.:tion. 
we employ a sci of data rd erring to the number of hlerni~hcs found on wooden 
table tops. Managers and engineer~ compiled this data by inspecting 20 table 
tops of varying sizes. The distinguishing characteristic of the lJ Chart. which 
is reproduced in Figure A.X, i'i that the values of control limit:; \.I.ill 1:hange 
according to the size of the -.ubgroup. As in our earlier example. thcrt is no 
lower control limit: a negative number of defects would ohviouslv haw no 
meaning. Since none of the plot1cd points fall ouhide the upper limit. we can 
conclude that the process is in statistical control (for further discussion, sec 
Ishikawa. 1990, pp. 82-.~ ). 
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Figure A.IX Monitoring defects in aluminium sheeting: an application of a C chart 
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Figure A.X Monitoring the occurrence of blemishes: application of a U 
chart 
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Inspections 

READING CONTROL CHARTS 

Control charts are intended to provide an accurate picture of variation within 
a process. If anything abnormal is observed, corrective action must be taken. 
Thus far we have examined processes that were in control, or subject only to 
common causes of variation. In the real world there will be many instances 
when a process is out of control. The most obvious cases arise when one or 
more points fall outside the control limits. However, there arc other circum
stances or patterns which indicate that a process is out of control. Several of 
these are discussed below and are illustrated in Figure A.XI (see also Kumc. 
1992. pp. 107-9 and Ishikawa, 1990, pp. 74-6). 

First, a process is regarded as out of control when a 'run', or series of 
successive observations all fall on enc side of the centre line. The number of 
points included is known as the 'length of the run' and the following runs would 
indicate that a procesi: is out of control: 

• A run of seven or more consecutive points (known as the 'Run of Seven·) 
which falls on the same side of the average indicates abnormality. A 
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Figure A.XI Identifying common patterns and trends in control charts 
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process can also be out of control when: (i) at least ten of eleven 
consecutive points fall on one sid-: of the centre line; (ii) at least 12 of 14 
consecutive points arc on one side of the centre line; or (iii) at least 16 of 

20 consecutive points meet this criterion. 

Pa:terns which exhibit a clear trend, or some form of periodicity arc other 
signals that a process is out of control. They include: 

• Trends in observations which are depicted by a continued rise or fall in a 
series of observations. Should a series of consecutive observations form 
a continuous curve (either rising or falling). an abnormality in the manu
fa...:turing process is assumed. Often, such a trc!ld will exceed the control 

limits before reaching seven points. 

• Periodicity which occurs when a repeating up-and-down cycle is observed 
over similar intervals. Unlike runs and trends. there is no simple way to 
evaluate this "()rt of pauern. The hcst strategy is to track the movement of 
data points over time. If such a pattern recurs on a regular basis. there is 

solid evidence of periodicity. 
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Further evidence that spel·ial causes of variation exist can be found when 
obsen·ations are clustered around the control limits or centre line. These 
·hugging patterns· often result from an inappropriate arrangement ot ohsen·a
tions into subgroups. possibly when different types of data have been mixed 
together in the same subgroups. It may be necessary to change the method of 
subgrouping. reorganize the data and construct a new control chart. 

Two types of hugging paaems arc :.hown in Figure A.XII. One version 
occurs when observations are narrowly clustered around the centre line or 
average. To determine if data is "hugging a centre line·. two additional 
boundaries or limits arc needed. These are represented hy the dotted lines 
located halfway between the centre line and the upper and lower control limits. 
If most or all the observations lie within these two lines. an abnormality .~xists 
and the process i-.. assumed to be out of control. 

A similar procedure is followed if the investigator suspects that data tends 
to "hug the control limits". In that case. interim bound.iries are placed two
thirds of the distanc.: from the centre line to control limits. The process is 
regarded as out of control if 2 out of 3 points. 3 out of 7. or 4 tlf 10 points lie 
outside these boundaries (even though the poinis may still he within the 
control limits). 

Figure A.XII Clmtering pattt·ms in control chart data 
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In conclusion. slalislical analysis and charting is particularly important in the 
early stages of continuous improvement. though like all other parts of the 
programme. they must be tailored lo suit the needs of each firm_ While workers 
and technicians are res(lC'nsihle for collecting data and using control charts and 
other tools used in statistical investigations it is critical thal managers supp<>rt 
-- and undt~rstand- such efforts_ To be etTectiw. lhe manager will ne~d some 
understanding of the ptirposes and objectives which lie behind lhe statistician· s 
calculations_ We ha\·e considered bul a few of the methods which would be 
employed in a programme of SPC. Many importaul elements have been 
ignored in the interest of simplicity. Hopefully. the discussion is sufficient io 
gi\·e the reader an impression of how these tools fit into a larger programme of 
continuous improvement. For a more comprehensive hut still elementary 
treatment of SPC. lhe reader should consult olher sources such as Kume. 1985 
and Ishikawa. 1990. 
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